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Abstract 
This thesis deals with a very specific class of functional nanomaterials known as 

mesoporous zeolites. Zeolites are a class of crystalline aluminosilicate minerals 

characterized by featuring pores or cavities of molecular dimensions as part of their 

crystal structure. Mesoporous zeolites are zeolites which in addition to these channels 

and cavities, i.e. the micropores (less than 2 nm), also feature porosity in the mesopore 

size region (2-50 nm). The presence and ordered structure of the micropores is of 

profound influence for different applications of zeolites since they effectively make 

zeolites behave like molecular sieves capable of separating molecules by their size. This 

property in combination with acidic properties resulting from hydroxyl groups bridging 

silicon and aluminum ions in the zeolite framework make zeolites interesting as shape-

selective solid acid catalysts. Unfortunately, diffusion in the micropores is inherently 

slow resulting in poor effective usage of zeolites in catalysis. To the end of improving 

diffusion in zeolites, several strategies have been pursued including developing wider-

pore zeolite structures, preparing zeolites in nanocrystalline form, supporting zeolites on 

carriers, and introducing auxiliary pore systems in each individual zeolite crystal 

resulting in mesoporous zeolite single crystals. With the exception of the wide-pore 

zeolites, these materials are termed hierarchically porous zeolites since they feature two 

(or more) distinct pore systems; the micropores and the meso-/macropores. The main 

methods for preparing mesoporous zeolite single crystals are by crystallization of the 

zeolite in the presence of carbon which is subsequently removed by combustion or by 

subjecting normal purely microporous zeolites to alkaline treatments resulting in 

mesopore formation by selective extraction of silicon from the framework. It is 

described how various carbon templates allow for tuning the porosity of mesoporous 

zeolites and that cheap mesopore templates may be prepared by carbonization of 

sucrose. It is also described how the two main methods for preparing mesoporous 

zeolites can be combined so that the porosity of a mesoporous zeolite may be enhanced 

by subjecting it to alkaline treatment. Finally, it is described how crystallization of 

synthesis gels containing fluoride lead to new mesoporous zeolite-like materials, 

namely mesoporous aluminophosphate zeotypes. 
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Dansk resumé 
Denne afhandling omhandler en specifik klasse af funktionelle nanomaterials der går 

under betegnelsen mesoporøse zeolitter. Zeolitter er en klasse af krystallinske 

aluminosilikatmineraler kendetegnet ved at deres krystalstrukturer indeholder kanaler 

og kaviteter i samme størrelsesorden som små molekyler. Mesoporøse zeolitter er 

zeolitter som udover disse kanaler og kaviteter, dvs. mikroporerne (under 2 nm), også 

besidder porer i mesopore området (2-50 nm). Mikroporerernes tilstedeværelse og ikke 

mindst deres ordnede struktur er af stor betydning for zeolitters anvendelse eftersom de 

får zeolitter til at virke som molekyle-sier der er i stand til at separere molekyler fra 

hinanden baseret på deres størrelse. Denne egenskab sammenholdt med at zeolitter der 

indeholder hydroxybroer mellem silicium og aluminum ioner også virker som 

fastformige syrer har gjort at zeolitter har vakt stor interesse som form-selektive 

katalysatorer. Desværre foregår diffusion af molekyler uhyre langsomt i zeolitternes 

mikroporer hvilket resulterer i at zeolitkatalysatorer ikke er nær så effektivt udnyttet 

som de kunne være. Diffusionsproblemet er blevet tacklet på forskellige måder 

heriblandt ved udvikling af nye zeolitstrukturer med bredere pore-åbninger, fremstilling 

af nano-størrelse zeolitkrystaller, ved at supportere zeolitter på et porøst bærermateriale 

og ved at indføre yderligere pore systemer i de enkelte zeolitkrystaller (mesoporøse 

zeolit enkeltkrystaller). Med undtagelse af de såkaldte bred-porede zeolitter betegnes 

disse som materialer med hierarkisk porøsitet eftersom de indholder mere end et 

poresystem, nemlig mikroporerne og meso-/makroporerne. De mest studerede metoder 

til fremstilling af mesoporøse zeolit enkeltkrystaller på er ved krystallisation af 

zeolitfasen i tilstedeværelse af kulpartikler som så efterfølgende fjernes ved forbrænding 

eller ved at behandle almindelige zeolitkrystaller med base således at der selektivt 

opløses siliciumioner fra zeolitgitteret. Det beskrives hvorledes forskellige 

kulskabeloner kan anvendes til at tune mesoporøse zeolitters porøsitet og at disse kan 

fremstilles billigt ved at forkulle sukker. Det beskrives også hvorledes de to procedurer 

for fremstilling af mesoporøse zeolitter kan kombineres således at en mesoporøs zeolits 

porøsitet alstå kan forøges ved at behandle denne med base. Endelig beskrives det at 

krystallisation af syntesegeler der indeholder fluoridioner i tilstedeværelse af kul fører 

til nye mesoporøse materialer nært beslægtede med zeoliter, nemlig mesoporøse 

aluminophosphat zeotyper. 
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Introduction 

 

 

 
The present thesis deals with chemical design of a very specific class of functional 

nanomaterials known as mesoporous zeolites. Mesoporous zeolites are zeolites featuring an 

auxiliary system of mesopores in addition to the intrinsic crystallographic micropore 

system of zeolites. Since mesoporous zeolites contain pores in two different size ranges, i.e. 

micropores (less than 2 nm in diameter) and mesopores (2-50 nm in diameter), they are 

considered to be hierarchically porous materials and are therefore also termed hierarchical 

zeolites. Due to the larger pores molecular transport proceed faster in mesoporous zeolites 

than in “conventional” zeolites. In consequence, a larger part of the zeolite crystal is 

utilized as catalyst in chemical reactions. 

 

The thesis is divided into six chapters. In Chapter 1, the field of zeolites is introduced and 

the main problem associated with purely microporous zeolites is discussed. On a 

conceptual level, the solutions for solving this problem by materials design are discussed. 

 

In Chapter 2, a literature overview on the field of hierarchical zeolites is provided. In this 

chapter the different types of hierarchical zeolite materials are briefly described and the 

methods for preparing them are categorized. 
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In Chapter 3, a more detailed and in-depth discussion of the properties of mesoporous 

zeolite single crystal materials is provided. The auxiliary porosity of these materials differs 

from that of the other hierarchical zeolites since it is incorporated into each individual 

zeolite crystals. Hence, the mesoporous zeolite single crystals are also known as 

hierarchical zeolite crystals. 

 

In Chapter 4 are described three different templating approaches for tuning the properties of 

hierarchical zeolite crystals. It is shown that the amounts and sizes of the non-micropore 

porosity of these crystals can be varied and how larger zeolite crystals than normally 

obtained by carbon-templating can be prepared. 

 

In Chapter 5 is described how the two main methods for preparing hierarchical zeolite 

crystals can be combined resulting in highly mesoporous zeolite single crystals. These are 

achieved by preparing mesoporous ZSM-5 by carbon-templating and subjecting this 

material to various post-synthetic alkaline treatments. 

 

In Chapter 6 the preparation of mesoporous zeolites and mesoporous aluminophosphate 

zeotypes is described. The materials presented in this chapter are all prepared from 

synthesis gels containing fluoride anions crystallized in the presence of carbon. 
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1. On Zeolites and their Micropores 

 

 

 
1.1. Introduction 
Zeolites are a class of aluminosilicate minerals characterized by featuring pores or cavities 

of molecular dimensions as an integral part of their crystal structure. With pore diameters in 

the range 3-12 Å, the pores of zeolites are classified as micropores according to the IUPAC 

classification of porous materials.1 Structurally, zeolites are built from tetrahedral TO4 

units which are organized into 3-dimensional networks by sharing of the oxygen corner-

atoms in the TO4 units. Including zeotypes, which are similar to zeolites but not necessarily 

of aluminosilicate composition, about 180 different structural assemblies are known 

whereof 48 are naturally occurring.2

 

Typically, the tetrahedrally coordinated T atoms in zeolites are silicon and aluminum, with 

the majority being silicon. They are normally found to obey what is known as Löwenstein’s 

rule, which states that Al—O—Al linkages are forbidden, implying that the Si/Al ratio in 

the zeolite framework can not be smaller than unity. To put it in other words: zeolites can 

be conceived of as silicates with a certain portion of the silicon atoms being substituted 

with aluminum atoms – not the other way around. Since aluminum has a lower charge than 

silicon, substitution of aluminum for silicon leads to an overall negatively charged zeolite 

framework which entails two things: The environment inside the channels and cavities 

becomes increasingly polar and the need for charge-compensating cations arises to balance 
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the overall negative charge of the aluminosiliacate framework. If the charge-compensating 

cation is monovalent, there is obviously a one-to-one equivalency between the number of 

monovalent cations needed and the number of aluminum atoms substituted into the 

structure. In principle, all cations which are small enough to physically fit in the zeolite 

channels can function as charge-compensating cations, however, when the framework is 

balanced by protons hydrogen-bonded to the oxygen atoms bridging between aluminum 

and silicon atoms the zeolite becomes acidic. Such sites, i.e. Al—O(H)—Si linkages (see 

Figure 1.1), are known as Brønsted acid sites, and the number of these in the zeolite 

naturally correlates with the framework aluminum content of the zeolite as long as the 

zeolite obeys Löwenstein’s rule. Thus, aluminosilicate zeolites comprising hydrogen as the 

charge-compensating cation are solid acid materials with the number of Brønsted acid sites 

determined by the degree of aluminum substitution. 

 

O O O
Si

O
Si

O

 
 

Figure 1.1 Illustration of a Brønsted acid site in a zeolite. 
 

The inherent micropore system of zeolites which obviously extends throughout the entire 

crystal (because it is a crystal) has the effect of making zeolites capable of separating 

molecules by their size alone, since some molecules are small enough to be able penetrate 

into the zeolite whereas some are too big, see Figure 1.2. This molecular size exclusion 

principle is known as the molecular sieve effect and it is one of the most important intrinsic 

properties of zeolites. However, zeolites are not only capable of separating molecules by 

their molecular size but also by their polarity. Aluminum-rich zeolites have a polar interior 

which makes them hydrophilic and therefore capable of adsorbing polar molecules such as 

water. Conversely, zeolites with a low aluminum-content are less polar and therefore more 

Al Si Si

H
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hydrophobic. In fact, the water adsorption capacity of aluminum-rich zeolites is so high that 

they are commonly used as desiccants and it is such a characteristic feature of zeolites that 

it is also the origin for their name: The term “zeolite” (which stems from greek and 

translates to “boiling stone”), was coined by the Swedish mineralogist A.F. Cronstedt when 

he observed that vast amounts of water evaporated from certain minerals when they were 

heated. 

 

  

Figure 1.2 Models of two zeolite framework types with balloons in the channels. To the left is 
shown a model of the MFI structure type which features straight channels in one direction and 
sinusoidal channels in a direction orthogonal to it. To the right is shown a model of the MEL 
structure type which features straight only straight channels in two directions. In both cases, the 
diameters of the balloons are ca. 6.3 Å illustrating that it is impossible for molecules with a larger 
diameter than this to enter the pores of these zeolites. 
 

As mentioned above, the molecular sieve effect is such an important feature of zeolites that 

several industrial applications are directly related to it. This is particularly true for the 

catalytic application of zeolites. Oversimplified perhaps, some catalytic applications of 

zeolites can be conceived of as reactive separation processes in the sense that some 

molecules are permitted to enter the reactive interior of the zeolite crystals whereas some 

are excluded due to their size. In that way, only certain reactant molecules in a reactant 

mixture are given the opportunity to penetrate into the catalytically active micropore system 
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of the zeolite. Thus, the molecular sieve effect induces a phenomenon known as reactant 

selectivity, which is visualized schematically using two heptane isomers in Figure 1.3 (top). 

Zeolites can also exhibit what is known as product selectivity which can be observed from 

a reaction in which several products are possible but only one is detected. An example of 

this (shown in Figure 1.3 middle) is the alkylation of toluene with methanol. In this reaction 

there is no intrinsic selectivity towards either xylene isomer so they are all formed in 

equilibrium amounts in the pores of the zeolite catalyst. However, p-xylene is smaller than 

the other isomers which means that its motion through the pores is faster. In fact, p-xylene 

moves so much faster than the other isomers that it is the only isomer removed from the 

equilibrium product mixture and hence it is effectively the only product of the reaction. The 

third kind of selectivity exhibited by zeolites is known as “restricted transition-state 

selectivity” and refers to the situation illustrated in Figure 1.3 (bottom) where certain 

possible transition states are too bulky to fit in the channels or cavities of the zeolite and 

thus cannot be formed during the course of a reaction. 

Reactant selectivity

Product selectivity

Restricted transition-state selectivity

Reactant selectivity

Product selectivity

Restricted transition-state selectivity

 
Figure 1.3 Three possible types of shape selectivity observed in zeolite catalysis due to their 
microporous structure.3

 

The molecular sieve effect and acid properties in a solid and relatively high-temperature 

stable class of materials are a powerful combination which has made zeolites the material 
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of choice for many catalytic applications. These include cracking reactions such as 

fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC) and hydrocracking, in which zeolites facilitate the break-

down of larger molecules into smaller ones, but isomerization and alkylation are also 

typical reactions for which zeolites find use as catalysts. The FCC process is one of the best 

examples illustrating the impact zeolites have had on chemical industry. It is one of the 

most important catalytic processes at all with more than five million barrels of crude oil 

being converted into gasoline and other fuels per day in US refineries alone (2007).4 Prior 

to the 1960s amorphous silica alumina gel type catalysts and clays were used as catalysts in 

the process. However, pioneering discoveries made in synthesizing highly acidic zeolite Y 

at Union Carbide in the 1950s subsequently lead to the introduction of these materials as 

catalysts for the FCC process in the 1960s. Zeolite Y proved to be a much more effective 

catalyst for the FCC process increasing the yield of gasoline by 54-60%.5 Over the years, 

the impact of switching from amorphous catalysts to zeolites has thus been enormous in 

terms of profits as well as in terms of reduction in fossil resource requirements. The net 

added-value of switching has been conservatively estimated to be approximately US$ 1 

trillion representing a reduction in FCC feedstocks for gasoline production of 12.6 billion 

barrels. This amount of FCC feedstocks correspond to 75 billion barrels of petroleum crude 

oil – the equivalent of 6% of the worlds known oil reserves today (1.238 billion barrels in 

2007).6  

 

1.2. Diffusion in zeolite micropores 

Ironically, the micropore system is not only one of the main reasons for the success of 

zeolites in catalysis it is also their Achilles’ heel in these applications. The reason for this is 

that molecular transport in spaces of about the same size as molecules is inherently slow 

since the molecules are almost always in physical contact with the pore walls which 

inevitably slow them down. Thus, the larger the molecules in comparison with the pore 

diameter, the slower are the motion of the molecules through the pores. Moreover, the 

similar sizes of the pores and the molecules entail that a single molecule in a channel will 

hinder the passage of other molecules through that channel. Or, to put it more severely, that 

all molecules in the channels effectively block each others passage. In effect, mass transfer 
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of reactants, intermediates and products to and from the reactive sites in the zeolite 

micropores can be severely hindered. 

 

One of the main mechanisms of mass transfer in general is diffusion. As mentioned above, 

diffusion in microporous materials such as zeolites is much slower than in materials with 

larger pores due to size of the pores relative to the molecules. The mechanism of diffusion 

in these systems is termed intracrystalline or configurational diffusion and it is 

characterized by diffusivities in the range 10−8 to 10−20 m2/s, see Figure 1.4. In comparison, 

diffusivities in the Knudsen regime which is the dominant mechanism for mesoporous 

materials are in the range 10−5 to 10−8 m2/s. For many chemical reactions which take place 

at active sites in zeolite micropores the diffusivities are so low that the overall rate-limiting 

factor is in fact intracrystalline diffusion. When this is the case, the reaction is said to be in 

a diffusion-controlled or -limited regime. 
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Figure 1.4 Relation between pore diameter and typical diffusivites illustrating three types of 
diffusion regimes: Molecular, Knudsen and intracrystalline.7

 

There are two consequences of diffusion limitations in zeolite catalysis. One is obviously 

that the observed rate of a given chemical reaction is lower than the intrinsic reaction rate 

implying kinetically that the reaction is not operated at its full potential. Another is that the 

concentration of molecules in the bulk of the zeolite crystal rapidly drops as the distance to 
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the exterior surface increases. The result of this concentration drop off is that only the 

outer-most part of the zeolite crystals are utilized in the chemical reaction. This is 

visualized in Figure 1.5. 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Schematic illustration of the concentration profile cross-Section of a zeolite crystal (left) 
and the corresponding utilized reaction zone shaded in grey (right). 
 

The degree of catalyst utilization is usually described by chemical engineers as the ratio 

between the observed and the intrinsic rate of a chemical reaction and it is known as the 

effectiveness factor, observed intrinsic/r rη = . Thus, an effectiveness factor of 1η =  indicates that 

the reaction is running at full potential since the observed reaction rate is the same as the 

intrinsic reaction rate. Conversely, a very low effectiveness factor indicates that the 

observed rate is lower than the intrinsic rate. Low effectiveness factors are attained at high 

values of Thiele modulus, which is another dimensionless quantity used by chemical 

engineers. The Thiele modulus is used to describe intraparticle transport and for a first 

order reaction it can be expressed as 

 

k
D

L

 

φ =  
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where L is the diffusion path length, k is the intrinsic rate constant and D is the effective 

diffusivity. Since the dimensions of k and 2/D L  are both s−1, the Thiele modulus actually 

relates the intrinsic reaction rate to the rate of diffusion, i.e. 

 

intrinsic diffusion2 /
/
k r r

LD
φ = =  

 

1.3. Strategies for increasing catalyst effectiveness 

From the expressions of the Thiele modulus shown above it can be seen that there are two 

conceptual ways of lessening the impact diffusion limitations has on the rate of a chemical 

reaction. One is to increase diffusivity (D); the other is to reduce the mean diffusion path 

length (L). However, increasing the diffusivity by increasing the pore diameter necessarily 

compromises the molecular sieve effect and the shape-selective properties of the zeolite – 

at least to some extent. Nevertheless, the preparation and study of so-called wide-pore 

zeolites has been an active field of research for some years now. 

 

The second conceptual way of decreasing the impact of diffusion limitations in zeolite 

catalysis is reducing the mean diffusion path length. Reducing the mean diffusion path 

length can be done in two different ways: By decreasing the crystal size or by introducing 

an auxiliary pore system consisting of larger pores that intersect the micropores. However, 

introduction of an auxiliary pore system might also result in occluded mesopores which do 

not improve accessibility to the micropores. These three types of hierarchical pore systems 

are visualized in Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6 Schematic illustration of the two conceptual ways of reducing the diffusion path length 
through zeolite micropores. In the top left corner is shown an artistic view of a conventional zeolite 
micropore system. The top right image shows how the length of the micropores can be shortened by 
reducing the crystal size. The bottom left image shows how the micropores can be cut shorter by 
introduction of non-crystallographic mesopores. In the bottom right image is shown that the 
introduction of an auxiliary mesopore system can also result in occluded mesopores which are not 
accessible from the exterior.8

 

Thus, improving access to the interior of the zeolite crystals by reducing the mean diffusion 

path length is effectively the same as enhancing the exterior surface area by introducing 

additional porosity which can be either intercrystalline or intracrystalline. When the 

additional porosity is considerably larger than the micropores (pore diameter less than 2 
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nm), i.e. it is either in the mesopore region (pore diameter in the range 2-50 nm) or the 

macropore region (pore diameter larger than 50 nm), the resulting materials have two or 

more distinct level of porosity which will serve different functions in catalytic applications; 

the additional meso/macropore system is used for molecular transport to and from the 

active sites in the micropores. These materials are often termed hierarchically porous 

zeolites or simply hierarchical zeolites because they feature one or more levels of porosity 

than the microporosity. 

 

However, there is of course also the possibility of designing completely new materials 

which have many of the same properties of zeolites but in which molecular transport is 

inherently faster. That is, materials which are thermally stable, acidic and in which the 

active sites are more accessible from the exterior. The search for materials trying to satisfy 

these needs has also been a flourishing research fields for the past 15 years, however, as 

they are not zeolites, they will not be discussed in the following chapters of this thesis. 

 

1.4. Summary 

Zeolites are aluminosilicate minerals which contain crystallographic micropore systems. 

These micropores make zeolites behave like molecular sieves finding application in 

adsorption, separation and catalysis. However, molecular diffusion in the micropore system 

is very slow, even compared to Knudsen diffusion, and the catalytic application of zeolites 

is therefore often found to be hindered by diffusion limitations. Conceptually, there are two 

methods for alleviating this problem: One is to increase the pore width; another is to 

decrease the mean diffusion path length. Both of these approaches have been pursued with 

the aim of preparing zeolites with improved accessibility to the active sites. However, as 

the strategy of decreasing the diffusion path length by introducing auxiliary pore systems in 

zeolite materials appears to be more general and more studied this approach is focused on 

presently. 
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2. Hierarchical Zeolite Materials 

 

 
 

2.1. Introduction and overview 

In this chapter is presented a highlight of hierarchical zeolite materials with improved 

accessibility to the active sites in the micropores. Several more detailed and comprehensive 

accounts covering these materials and their preparation are available in the 

literature.8,9, , , ,10 11 12 13

 

Overall, there are four different types of zeolite materials which offer improved 

accessibility to the active sites in the micropores. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, these are 

wide-pore zeolites, nanosized zeolites, zeolite composite materials and mesoporous zeolite 

crystals. Wide-pore zeolites are zeolites which are specifically designed to have larger 

micropores than zeolite structures commonly have. These are prepared as zeolites are 

normally prepared, i.e. by hydrothermal crystallization, only with rather exotic structure-

directing agents in the synthesis gels compared to traditional zeolite syntheses. Over the 

years, several wide-pore zeolites have been reported and some of them have been compared 

to normal zeolites such as zeolite Y and zeolite Beta in various test reactions.14, , ,15 16 17 They 

typically compare very well to the normal zeolites in terms of activity as well as selectivity, 

however, from a scientific perspective the comparison is perhaps somewhat sought after 

since it is (obviously) different framework structures that are being compared. Obviously, 

wide-pore zeolites being purely microporous systems are different from the other materials 

described presently which all feature additional meso- or macropores, i.e. pores of diameter 
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2-50 nm and pores with diameters larger than 50 nm, respectively. Thus, in terms of the 

pore systems, the wide-pore zeolites are classified as having a unimodal pore size 

distribution whereas it for the materials in focus is hierarchical. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 Classification of zeolite materials offering improved access to the active sites in the 
micropores with respect to their pore systems and the overall methods by which they are produced.
 

As mentioned above and visualized in Figure 2.1, the nanosized zeolites, zeolite composites 

and mesoporous zeolite crystals all have hiearachical pore systems in the sense that they 

feature an auxiliary pore system in addition to the crystallographic micropore system. In the 

case of the nanosized crystals the additional porosity originates from the packing of the 

nanocrystals and it is therefore termed intercrystalline. This is also the case for the 

composite zeolites which are materials consisting of small zeolite crystals supported on or 

incorporated into a porous mesostructured carrier material. Oppositely, the mesoporous 

crystals contain intracrystalline mesopores, i.e. the auxiliary pore system in these materials 

is incorporated into each individual crystal. 
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A classification of the methods available for preparing hierarchical zeolites is also provided 

in Figure 2.1. Overall, the different preparative strategies can be sorted with respect to 

whether or not the auxiliary mesopore system is generated by the aid of template or not. As 

such the methods are categorized as templating and non-templating approaches, and they 

are explained more fully in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively. 

 

2.2. Templating approaches 
Several types of templates have been applied for the preparation of hierarchical zeolites. 

These can be grouped into three different groups according to the nature of the interface 

between the zeolite crystal and the template exactly when the mesopore forms: Solid 

templating involving the application of a solid material as template for the auxiliary pore 

system; supramolecular templating which covers the use of surfactants to aid the mesopore 

formation; and indirect templating which cover methods in which the mesopore is formed 

in a separate step than zeolite crystallization. 

 

2.2.1. Solid templating 

Several solids have found application as templates for the synthesis of zeolites with 

hierarchical pore systems. In fact, this approach has proved to be a highly effective and 

versatile approach. The solid materials that have been applied as templates can be classified 

into the following subgroups. 

 

1. Carbon nanoparticles, nanofibers and nanotubes 

2. Ad hoc prepared carbon templates 

3. Organic aerogels, polymers and resins 

4. Biological materials 

 

Aside from the above classes of templates there is also a few examples of the application of 

purely inorganic compounds such as Mg(OH)2 and CaCO3 as mesopore templates which 

was reported several years ago in the patent literature and recently also in the open 

literature.18,19
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Carbon nanoparticles, nanofibers and nanotubes 

Templating with carbon nanoparticles have resulted in all three classes of hierarchical 

zeolite materials: Nanosized zeolite crystals, carbon-supported zeolite nanocrystals and 

mesoporous zeolite crystals. Nanosized zeolite crystals can be synthesized by 

crystallization of the zeolite synthesis gel inside the porous voids of a mesoporous carbon 

and subsequently calcining the carbon-supported zeolite nanocrystalline material to 

produce a zeolite material consisting of nanocrystals. This approach, which has become 

known as confined space synthesis, is illustrated in Figure 2.2.20

 

 
Figure 2.2 Confined space synthesis. Zeolite crystallization takes place inside the void space of a 
porous (carbon) matrix which hinders the crystals in growing larger than the void space.
 

The confined space synthesis approach has proved to be a relatively simple method by 

which several different zeolite structures can be produced with tunable crystal sizes 

dependent on the choice of carbon template.20,21 A very systematic way of tuning the 

crystal size was reported in 2003 by Kim et al., who showed that so-called colloid-

imprinted carbons (CIC) can be produced with different pore sizes by carbonization of 

pitch in the presence of differently sized silica spheres, and allowed for the formation of 

differently,  yet uniformly, sized zeolite nanocrystals.22

 

Crystallization of a zeolite gel adsorbed in the voids of a porous carbon can also lead to the 

encapsulation of the carbon particles by the growing zeolite resulting in zeolite crystals 
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embedded with carbon particles. Typically, encapsulation of carbon particles during growth 

as opposed to confined space synthesis results at higher ratios of synthesis gel relative to 

carbon template since more gel allows for the zeolite crystals to continue growth after 

nucleation in the voids of the carbon.23 Combustion of the carbon particles embedded in the 

zeolite crystals lead to the formation of mesopores in the individual zeolite crystals as 

illustrated in Figure 2.3. These materials are known as mesoporous zeolite single crystals.24

 

 
 
Figure 2.3 Mesoporous zeolite crystals can be prepared by combustion of carbon particles 
encapsulated in zeolite crystals during crystallization.
 

Carbon-templating has been extensively applied to produce several zeolite structure types 

in mesoporous single crystalline from, including MFI, MEL,25 MTW26 and BEA.27,28 

Recently, the family of mesoporous zeolites have been extended to also encompass 

aluminophosphate zeotypes with the availability of mesoporous CHA and AFI structures. 

Moreover, several different types of carbons have found application as mesopore templates, 

including different types of carbon nanoparticles,29, ,30 31 nanotubes32 and nanofibers. Thus, 

carbon-templating applying commercially available carbon materials is clearly a proven 

method for introduction of an auxiliary mesopore system in individual zeolite crystals.  

 

Ad hoc prepared carbon templates 

Aside from the application of commercially available carbons as mesopore templates 

several types of ad hoc prepared carbons have also been applied as mesopore templates. 

These carbons are prepared by carbonization of various precursors and can be classified 

into two groups: 
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1. Carbons prepared by carbonization in the presence of solid inorganic materials 

2. Carbons prepared by carbonization in the absence of solid inorganic materials 

 

To the first group belong the CICs mentioned above as well as a family of materials known 

as CMKs which are carbons prepared by decomposition of various precursors in the pores 

of ordered mesoporous materials such as MCM-41. Interestingly, the application of CMKs 

were reported at the same time by three groups independent of each other.33, ,34 35 One group 

reported the application of CMK-3 which was prepared by carbonization of sucrose in the 

pores of SBA-15 followed by dissolution of the silica by hydrofluoric acid treatment. The 

CMK-3 carbons were then impregnated with zeolite synthesis gel components and the 

mixtures were subjected to hydrothermal crystallization conditions after which the 

zeolite/carbon mixtures were collected and calcined to produce highly crystalline 

mesoporous ZSM-5. Another group reported the preparation of a class of materials denoted 

RMMs (replicated mesoporous aluminosilicate molecular sieves) by use of CMK-3 and 

CMK-1 (the carbon replica of MCM-48) as mesopore templates. These materials were 

prepared by partial crystallization of aged aluminosilicate gels adsorbed onto the CMKs, to 

produce RMMs with ultra-small zeolite crystals in the pore walls. In these materials, the 

zeolite crystals are so small that they are undetectable by XRD, however, a weak band at 

540 cm−1 in the FT-IR spectrum reveals their identity as zeolite secondary building units. 

Thus, these RMM materials belong to the group of zeolite composite materials according to 

the classification shown in Figure 2.1. The procedure reported by the third group differs 

from the others primarily in the sense that the silica used as the template for carbonization 

is in fact used as silica source rather than being dissolved away to produce a pure carbon 

template. Thus, the carbon/silica composites obtained by carbonization of mixtures of 

phenol and formaldehyde adsorbed on SBA-15, MCM-41 or MCM-48 were impregnated 

with TPA-OH and subjected to hydrothermal crystallization followed by calcination to 

produce different mesoporous zeolite materials depending on the type and morphology of 

the silica used in the preparation of the carbon. A procedure similar to this applying 

crystallization of a carbon/silica material, prepared by carbonization of sucrose adsorbed 

onto silica gel, into a mesoporous zeolite single crystalline material was reported in 2007.36
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The second group of ad hoc prepared carbons applied in the synthesis of mesoporous 

zeolites are carbons which are prepared in the absence of solid inorganic materials. The 

prime examples of this approach are the preparations of mesoporous nanocrystalline ZSM-

5 and NaY zeolites prepared using carbon aerogels made by carbonization of resorcinol-

formaldehyde (RF) gels.37,38 Both of the reported materials had mesopores with an average 

diameter of 10-11 nm, however, with a mesopore volume of 1.37 ml/g the NaY material 

was remarkably more mesoporous than the ZSM-5 material which had a mesopore volume 

of 0.2 ml/g. The mesoporosity of carbon aerogel templated ZSM-5 was later improved 

significantly by changing the molar ratio of resorcinol to formaldehyde in the precursor 

from 1:1 to 2:1 which resulted in a mesoporous ZSM-5 material with a mesopore volume of 

0.98 ml/g.39 Also mesoporous zeolite single crystalline materials have been prepared using 

pre-fabricated mesoporous carbons as the mesopore template. An example of this is the 

preparation and subsequent application in zeolite synthesis of a mesoporous carbon 

prepared by carbonization of a hydrothermally treated sucrose-ammonia mixture.40

 

Organic aerogels, polymers and resins 

Also non-carbonized resorcinol-formaldehyde aerogels have been applied as mesopore 

templates as exemplified by the syntheses of mesoporous nanocrystalline ZSM-5 and NaA 

materials with mesopore volumes of 0.10 ml/g and 0.43 ml/g, respectively.41,42 In 

comparison, the mesopore volume of the nanocrystalline ZSM-5 material obtained using a 

carbonized analogue of the same RF aerogel was 0.15 ml/g suggesting that there also could 

be ample room for improving the mesoporosity using pure organic aerogels as was reported 

using the carbonized RF aerogels mentioned above. Perhaps the main advantage of the 

aerogels is the fact that they can easily be prepared in macroscopic shapes which are not 

destroyed under hydrothermal conditions. Thus, it is possible to produce self-supporting 

zeolite monoliths in different shapes composed of closely packed zeolite nanocrystals. This 

was in fact reported in 2005 with the preparation of a mesoporous silicalite-1 monolith and 

its successful application in Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime.43 The 
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authors used a second impregnation/crystallization step after carbonization of the aerogel as 

illustrated in Figure 2.4 in order to produce a more mechanically stable monolith. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.4 Schematic illustration of the synthetic pathway to monolithic silicalite-1. An organic 
aerogel is impregnated with zeolite synthesis gel and subsequently subjected to hydrothermal 
treatment and carbonization in Ar. The zeolite-carbon composite is then impregnated and subjected 
to crystallization again followed by calcination in air to produce a pure silicalite-1 monolith.
 

There are also examples of the application of different types of polymers and resins to 

produce hierarchical zeolites. In fact, one of the first methods for preparing hierarchial 

zeolites was reported in 1999 using close-packed polysterene beads as the template.44 The 

silicalite-1 material obtained after calcination was a macroporous assembly of nanocrystals. 

Also hierarchical mesoporous silicalite-1 has been reported by use of a close-packed 

assembly of anionic ion-exchange resin beads as the template.45 The reported material 

featured mesopores ranging from ca. 20 to ca. 50 nm in diameter. An example of the use of 

polymers is the application of mesoscale cationic polymers for the preparation of 

hierarchical mesporous zeolite β and ZSM-5 materials with mesopores in the same size 

range as the polymer template, i.e. 5-40 nm.46 Another is the application of a silane-

functionalized polymer which allows for the formation of very small and uniformly sized 

mesopores of 2.0-3.0 nm diameters depending on the initial molecular weight of the 

polymer.47 In Figure 2.5 is shown the synthesis scheme applied by the authors. 
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Figure 2.5 Conceptional approach to the synthesis of a zeolite with intracrystal mesopores using a 
silylated polymer as the mesoporogen.
 

Biological materials 

There are also a few examples of biological materials being applied as solid templates for 

hierarchical porosity in zeolites. These include such diverse biological materials as bacteria, 

plants and starch. For instance, very long and wide (about 40 μm width) macroporous 

silicalite-1 fibers replicating the overall structure of bacterial supercellular threads were 

prepared by dispersing silicalite-1 nanocrystals on the macroscopic bacterial superstructure 

followed by calcination.48 Another example of the preparation of macroporous zeolite 

fibers using biological material as macrotemplate is the preparation of 10 to 20 μm wide 

hollow zeolite fibers sing cedar or bamboo wood tissue as the template.49 The procedure is 

illustrated schematically in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 Preparation of hollow hierarchical zeolite structures using wood tissue as template. The 
wood cells are seeded with zeolite nanocrystals subjected to crystallization conditions and 
eventually calcined in air to produce hollow zeolite structures.
 

There are also examples of the application of leaves of Equisetum arvense as template for 

the preparation of hierarchical MFI and BEA zeolites.50,51 The MFI material was prepared 

by one or two hydrothermal treatments of dry Equisetum arvense containing about 13 wt% 

amorphous silica with zeolite synthesis gel mixtures followed by subsequent calcination. 

After two hydrothermal treatments, no presence of amorphous silica was present indicating 

that the biogenic silica was used as silica source along with the silica in the precursor 

solution. The procedure afforded a hierarchical mesoporous silicalite-1 material replicating 

the morphological features of the biotemplate. 

 

Also starch has been employed to produce zeolites with hierarchical porosity both by the 

use of starch gels and by the use of preformed starch sponges as the templates.52 From 

mixtures of viscous starch gels with colloidal silica suspensions monoliths and films 

composed of agglomerated zeolite nanocrystals were prepared. In the case of the monolith, 

a mesoporous zeolite material was obtained featuring a narrow pore size distribution with 

an average diameter of 40 nm. The application of preformed starch sponges as template 

resulted in macroporous zeolite materials. 
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2.2.2. Supramolecular templating 

There are also several reports concerning the application of supramolecular templating to 

prepare hierarchical zeolites. These approaches have been classified as either primary or 

secondary depending on the type of species being assembled by the surfactant: Primary 

supramolecular templating involving surfactant-mediated assembly of purely molecular 

species and secondary supramolecular templating involving surfactant-mediated assembly 

of partly crystalline species. 

 

Primary supramolecular templating 

Primary supramolecular templating methods can be divided into two subcategories 

depending on whether zeolite crystallization takes place on the external or internal surface 

of the surfactant assembly. 

 

The first example of the preparation of mesoporous zeolites by crystallization on the 

external surface of a supramolecular assembly was reported in 2006.53 With the preparation 

of mesoporous MFI and LTA zeolites, the authors showed that similar molecules 

containing long-chain alkylammonium moities in close proximity to hydrolysable 

methoxysilyl groups can function as mesopore template and structure-directing agent at the 

same time, and also partially as silica source. Later, also AFI and AEL aluminophosphate 

zeotypes were prepared using the same methodology, which is illustrated in Figure 2.7.54
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Figure 2.7 Proposed mechanism of mesopore formation using long-chain alkylammonium ions.
 

The other subcategory of primary supramolecular templating comprises approaches based 

on the crystallization of zeolites on the inside of surfactant assemblies. As such these 

approaches are in fact the supramolecular analogues to the confined space synthesis of 

nanocrystalline zeolites in porous carbon templates mentioned under solid templating 

above. Microemulsions prepared from a three-phase system composed of an aqueous phase 

containing the zeolite gel, an oil phase containing toluene and a surfactant phase containing 

cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and n-butanol were subjected to hydrothermal 

crystallization conditions.55 The silicalite-1 crystals prepared using microemulsions were 

smaller in size than those prepared in the absence of the microemulsions and their 

morphology was shown to be dependent on the composition of the microemulsion being 

applied. 
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Secondary supramolecular templating 

Secondary supramolecular templating methods can be divided into three subcategories 

depending on the specific function of the surfactant: One group of methods involves the use 

of surfactant in the assembly of protozeolitic nanoclusters into mesostructured materials; 

another group involves the use of surfactants to assemble a mesostructured coating on 

zeolite crystals; the third group involves methods in which the role of the surfactant is to 

swell or exfoliate the layers of a lamellar zeolite precursor material. 

  

In the first group of methods involving surfactant-mediated assembly of zeolite embryos or 

nanocrystals into mesoporous materials are the synthesis of a class of materials known as 

MSU-materials (Michigan State University). These are materials prepared by adding a 

surfactant, typically cetyl trimethylammonium bromide, to a pre-formed zeolite synthesis 

gel mixture in order to facilitate the assembly of a mesostructured phase from the zeolite 

seed solution. By this method, hexagonal mesostructured phases resembling MCM-41 but 

containing zeolite nanocrystals are obtained. MSU-materials have been prepared from 

seeds of different structure types including FAU, MFI and BEA, and they are in general 

much more steam-stable than MCM-41 materials.56, ,57 58 In some cases this can be 

attributed to the presence of structure-stabilizing carbon particles still present in the 

samples after calcination, however, there are also examples of steam-stable carbon-free 

MSU materials.59 A highly related family of materials is the MAS-materials (mesoporous 

aluminosilicates) which are also prepared by surfactant-mediated assembly of zeolite seed 

solutions. MAS-materials comprising MFI, BEA and LTL structured nanocrystals as well 

as MTS-materials (mesoporous titanosilicates) composed of TS-1 nanocrystals have been 

prepared.60, , , ,61 62 63 64 It is also possible to assemble cubic mesostructured phases resembling 

MCM-48 but containing MFI and BEA structured zeolite nanocrystals by a very similar 

approach.65,66  

 

In the second group of methods is the surfactant-mediated coating of zeolite crystals with 

mesoporous phases. This procedure which involves subjecting pre-formed zeolite crystals 

impregnated with surfactants to MCM-41 synthesis conditions was first reported in 1996 
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with the preparation of a material composed of zeolite Y crystals overgrown with thin 

layers of MCM-41 structured material.67 Also MOR/MCM-41 and BEA/MCM-41 type 

materials have been prepared using this methodology.68,69

 

The third group of methods is in principle much more limited than the first two since it 

requires a lamellar precursor which can be exfoliated into a nanocrystalline zeolite material 

by aid of a surfactant. There are not that many suitable precursors and in consequence, not 

many different materials have been prepared using this strategy. However, those materials 

that have been reported have very large surface areas and exhibit improved properties in 

catalytic applications.70, ,71 72 A schematic illustration of the delamination of MCM-22 (P) to 

produce ITQ-2 is shown in Figure 2.8. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8 Scheme for the preparation of delaminated ITQ-2 from a lamellar zeolite precursor 
(MCM-22 (P)).73

 

2.2.3. Indirect templating 

The third class of templating approaches is categorized as indirect templating since it 

involves methods for partially transforming mesostructured materials into mesoporous 

zeolite materials. Thus, the additional porosity of the final material largely stems from an 

already existing phase as opposed to being generated specifically by a mesopore template. 

Obviously, these approaches are borderline to non-templating approaches, however, the 

clear distinction is that a specific mesostructured material can be identified as a template.  
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Partial crystallization of preformed mesoporous materials 

The first example of partial (or secondary) crystallization of an ordered mesoporous silicate 

to a mesoporous zeolite material was reported in 1997 when it was shown that tetrapropyl 

ammonium cations (TPA) adsorbed on the amorphous walls of a hexagonally ordered 

mesoporous silica can be partially crystallized to ultra-small zeolite secondary building 

units.74 A few years later it was shown that it is also possible to produce mesoporous 

materials comprising XRD-visible zeolite nanocrystals in the pore walls.75 To obtain this, 

the authors prepared a mesoporous material from a gel containing a surfactant as well as a 

structure directing agent and subsequently subjected the material to crystallization 

conditions. This resulted in the partial transformation of the mesoporous material to a 

mesoporous material comprising ZSM-5 nanocrystals in the pore walls. Essentially, the 

same type of material can be prepared by simply crystallizing MCM-41 impregnated with 

TPA in the presence of additional surfactant to prevent the collapse of the mesostructure 

during crystallization – however, only with limited success as hydrothermal treatment for 

more than 2 h caused the mesostructure to collapse even in the presence of surfactant.76 

The approach is illustrated in Figure 2.9. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9 Schematic illustration of the pore wall crystallization approach. An ordered mesoporous 
material is impregnated with a zeolite structure-directing agent and subjected to hydrothermal 
crystallization conditions resulting in partial crystallization of the mesoporous silica into zeolite 
structural units.
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Much more success has been achieved when thick-walled large-pore SBA-15 materials are 

applied as starting material for secondary crystallization. In this case, it was reported that as 

long crystallization time as 5 days of SBA-15 impregnated with TPA-OH resulted in a 

ZSM-5/SBA-15 type composite material retaining very high mesoporosity (mesopore 

volume of 1.25 ml/g) as well as a high degree of crystallinity (42%).77 Also TS-1/SBA-15 

type composite materials with high degrees of TS-1 crystallinities and high mesopore 

volumes can be prepared by secondary crystallization of pre-formed mesoporous 

titanosilicates.78

 

Deposition of zeolite seeds onto templated mesoporous materials 

It is also possible to prepare nanocrystalline zeolite composite materials by crystallization 

of zeolite synthesis gels adsorbed onto mesoporous materials. Using this approach, an 

SBA-15 type material with narrow mesopores ca. 5.4 nm in diameter containing ZSM-5 

embryos was prepared.79 The authors have also reported that mesostructured cellular silica 

foams (MCF) can be used to prepare mesoporous MCF composites from ZSM-5 and NaY 

synthesis gels with much larger mesopores ca. 17.5 nm and 15.5 nm in diameters, 

respectively.80 Furthermore, it is possible to prepare mesoporous zeolite beta/MCM-41 

composite materials by simply impregnating colloidal suspensions of zeolite beta onto 

MCM-41 followed by calcination.81

 

Zeolitization of diatomaceous earth 

Diatomaceous earth, i.e. fossil remnants of silica-rich diatoms (a class of algae), has also 

been used to prepare zeolites with hierarchical porosity serving both as silica source and 

mesopore template. The diatoms were seeded with a colloidal suspension of zeolite 

nanoparticles which attached to the surface and then immersed in a zeolite synthesis gel 

mixture and subjected to crystallization conditions.82 This procedure afforded materials 

replicating the macroscale morphology of the diatoms but consisting of small zeolite 

crystals up to 300 nm in length. Thus, this approach is somewhat similar to the application 

of silica-rich plants as solid biological templates. However, as the majority of the silica 

(90%) was provided by the seeded diatoms these procedures are considered a 
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transformation of a siliceous material rather than an application of a solid template. Thus, 

zeolitization of diatomaceous earth is categorized as indirect templating. 

 

2.3. Non-templated approaches 
Zeolite materials with all kinds of hierarchical pore systems can also be synthesized in the 

complete absence of mesopore templates. Nanosized zeolite crystals, for instance, are 

prepared by tuning the crystallization conditions to favor nucleation over growth. Also, 

zeolite composites can be prepared by non-templated approaches. In fact, the vast majority 

of zeolite composite materials are prepared by extrusion of a zeolite-support composite 

paste or by spray-drying a slurry containing the zeolite, the support and the required 

binders, as these methods are applied on industrial scale for the preparation of supported 

zeolite catalysts. Finally, mesoporous zeolite crystals can be prepared by a non-templated 

approach termed demetallation because it involves extracting metal ions from the 

framework. 

 

2.3.1. Demetallation 

Demetallation involves the, more or less, selective dissolution of some part of a 

conventionally prepared zeolite by use of a chemical reagent. The conditions are typically 

quite harsh involving the use of strong acids, bases or complexing agents as zeolites are 

actually quite stable materials. There are many examples of dealumination83 and 

desilication84 found in the literature but also detitanation85 has proved possible. The overall 

process is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10 Schematic illustration of the demetallation approach. Metals such as Al, Si and Ti can 
be selectively dissolved from the zeolite framework by use of appropriate chemical treatment.
  

Dealumination of zeolite Y is the prototypical example of demetallation and it can be 

achieved by high-temperature steaming or by dissolution using strong acids. The purpose of 

these treatments is not as much to improve the transport properties of zeolites but rather 

improving the hydrothermal stability of these. Indeed, transmission electron microscopy 

reveals that the mesoporosity introduced by dealumination does not improve accessibility 

to the active sites significantly.86 Another problem associated with dealumination of 

zeolites for catalytic purposes is the inevitability that dealumination decreases the acidity of 

the catalyst (since Brønsted acid sites in zeolites result from Al—O(H)—Si linkages as 

discussed in Chapter 1). 

 

Desilication is another example of demetallation. The methodology was first reported in the 

open literature in 1992 when it was shown that alkaline treatment of conventional zeolite 

crystals resulted in the selective extraction of silicon from the framework yielding highly 

fragmented crystals.87 The desilication method has since been refined and is now a very 

powerful method for preparing mesoporous zeolite crystals of several different framework 

structures. There are many factors that affect the outcome of subjecting zeolite crystals to 

alkaline treatment. Obviously, the concentration of OH− in the treatment medium as well as 

the volume of this are important factors, but so is the distribution of aluminum in the 

framework. This has to do with the observation that extraction of framework silicon atoms 

in close proximity to aluminum atoms proceeds slower than dissolution of silicon atoms 

which are far away from aluminum atoms.88 In consequence, the framework aluminum 

concentration largely determines the type of mesopores being formed by the etching 

process as illustrated schematically in Figure 2.11.89
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Figure 2.11 Effect of aluminum concentration on the type of mesopores generated in zeolite crystals 
by alkaline treatment.
 

As is evident from Figure 2.11 one of the drawbacks of the desilication approach is that it 

can only be used effectively to produce mesoporous zeolite crystals when the Si/Al ratio of 

the starting material is in a certain range. However, in this range, it is an easy and relatively 

straight-forward approach to upgrade the transport properties of existing zeolite materials. 

Obviously, desilication changes the Si/Al ratio of the treated material, however, in a good 

way one could argue, as it increases the aluminum concentration and thus also the acidity of 

the material. For instance, the Si/Al contents (measured by ICP-OES) of MFI zeolites 

treated with 0.2 M NaOH for 30 min at 65 °C changed from 26, 37 and 42 to 18, 24 and 29, 

respectively, and resulted in materials exhibiting mesopore surface areas of 195, 235 and 

225 m2/g as opposed to 35, 40 and 45 m2/g in the starting materials. Thus, two properties, 

acidity and porosity were improved by the same treatment. Also the desilication time and 

temperature are influential to the properties of alkaline treated ZSM-5 and in a screening of 

several temperatures and reaction times it was shown that a temperature of 65 °C and a 
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treatment time of 30 min was optimal – at least in the case of an MFI zeolite with an Si/Al 

ratio of 37.90 Also mesoporous MOR and MTW zeolites have been prepared by alkaline 

treatment of conventional zeolite powders.91,92

 

2.3.2. Controlled crystallization 

As mentioned above, nanosized zeolite crystals can be prepared by tuning the 

crystallization to favor nucleation over growth. Naturally, this has to be specifically 

determined experimentally for any given zeolite recipe. Thus, there is no generic approach 

available to prepare zeolite nanocrystals in the absence of a specific template. On the 

positive side is, however, that it is fairly straight-forward to experimentally determine a 

method for preparation of a specific zeolite structure in nanocrystalline form. Thus, when a 

particular zeolite structure has shown promise in a specific catalytic application the task of 

improving the transport properties of this particular zeolite by preparing it in 

nanocrystalline form simply involves screening of a range of experimental conditions. A 

more detailed overview of the field can be found in the literature.93

 

2.4. Summary 
In this chapter was presented an overview of the field of hierarchical zeolites with emphasis 

on categorization of the methods for preparing these materials. Hierarchical zeolites are 

zeolites which feature one or more levels of porosity in addition to the inherent micropore 

system characteristic of zeolites. There are three kinds of hierarchical zeolite materials: 

Nanosized zeolite crystals, composite materials containing zeolite nanocrystals and 

mesoporous zeolite crystals. The auxiliary porosity of the zeolite nanocrystal materials is 

classified as intercrystalline since it results from the packing of nanocrystals or can be 

attributed to the supporting phase of the composite. On the other hand, the auxiliary 

porosity of the mesoporous zeolite crystal is intracrystalline since it results from larger non-

crystallographic pores interconnected with the micropores in each individual zeolite crystal. 

 

The methods for preparing hierarchical zeolites can be divided into two main groups 

according to whether or not a template is used in their preparation. On the next level, the 
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templating approaches are divided into three subgroups, which are termed solid templating 

approaches, supramolecular templating approaches and indirect templating approaches. 

Solid templating approaches cover approaches in which templating is facilitated by solid 

materials such as commercially available or ad hoc prepared carbons, aerogels, polymers, 

resins and biological materials. Supramolecular templating can be divided into two 

subgroups which are termed primary and secondary and cover methods by which purely 

molecular or (partly) crystalline species are assembled by aid of surfactants. Primary 

supramolecular templating methods is divided into two subcategories depending on 

whether zeolite crystallization takes place on the external or internal surface of the 

surfactant assembly. Secondary supramolecular templating is divided into three 

subcategories depending on the function of the surfactant: Methods involving the assembly 

of protozeolitic nanoclusters (or seeds) into mesostructured materials; methods involving 

assembly of a mesostructured coating on the external surface of zeolite crystals; and 

methods involving exfoliation of lamellar zeolite precursor materials into nanocrystalline 

zeolite sheets. Indirect templating approaches are approaches involving partially 

transforming mesostructured materials into mesoporous zeolite materials. In this category 

belong methods for partial crystallization of (amorphous) mesostructured materials, 

incorporation of zeolite nanocrystals into an existing mesostructured phase or zeolitization 

of diatomaceous earth. Finally, the non-templated approaches are divided into two 

subgroups which are termed demetallation and controlled crystallization. Demetallation 

involves preferential extraction of a (semi-)metal from the zeolite framework whereas 

controlled crystallization refer to methods by which crystallization conditions are tuned to 

produce nanocrystals rather than micron-sized crystals. 
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3. Properties of Mesoporous Zeolite Crystals 

 

 

 
3.1. Introduction 
As evident from the preceding Chapter, the porosity of hierarchical zeolites can be 

classified as being either intercrystalline or intracrystalline. Intercrystalline porosity 

originates from the packing of (nano)crystals and is thus always present in particulate 

materials. Contrarily, intracrystalline auxiliary porosity is a distinct feature of hierarchical 

mesoporous zeolite crystals. This is visualized in Figure 3.1. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Schematic illustrations of the three types of hierarchical zeolite materials highlighting the 
origin of the different types of pores they feature.
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From Chapter 2 it is clear that the most studied methods for preparing mesoporous zeolite 

crystals featuring intracrystalline auxiliary porosity are carbon-templating and desilication. 

In the present chapter, a more in-depth discussion of the properties of mesoporous zeolite 

crystals obtained by these approaches is presented. 

 

3.2. Characterization techniques 
In Table 3.1 is listed the most common methods applied for characterization of mesoporous 

zeolite crystals. 

 

Table 3.1 Techniques commonly applied for characterization of mesoporous zeolite crystals. 
Technique Information 

N2 and Ar physisorption measurements Porosity (micro- and mesopores), surface 
area  

Hg intrusion porosimetry (MIP) Porosity (meso- and macropores) 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) on powdered samples Framework structure type, phase purity, 
crystallinity 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Morphology, material crystallinity and 
homogeneity, nature of porosity 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) Morphology, crystallinity of individual 
crystals, nature of porosity 

Temperature programmed desorption of  
chemisorbed ammonia 

Framework aluminum content 

FTIR spectroscopy of chemisorbed pyridine Brønsted and Lewis acidity 
27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy Framework aluminum content 

 

Physisorption measurements, typically using N2 or Ar as the adsorbate, reveal information 

about the textural properties of microporous and mesoporous materials, e.g. surface areas 

and pore volumes. These, typically using N2 or Ar as the adsorbate, are often used to probe 

the pore characteristics of porous materials. For materials with combined micro- and 

mesoporosity, characterization of the porosity using N2 or Ar physisorption is often 

accompanied by other types of investigations as well, in order to get a more detailed 

picture. Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) is used to investigate the nature of the 

porosity that is not in the micropore region and to determine whether the auxiliary porosity 
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is occluded inside the crystals or accessible from the external surface of the zeolite crystal. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to determine the framework structure type of the 

prepared material as well as the phase-purity of it. Scanning and transmission electron 

microscopy (SEM and TEM) are both frequently used for investigating the morphology, 

crystallinity and homogeneity of the mesoporous zeolite crystals and in particular to obtain 

direct visual information on the nature of the auxiliary porosity. As mentioned in Chapter 1, 

the acidic properties of zeolites in general are related to the framework aluminum 

concentration. Ideally, this is identical to the bulk aluminum concentration, however, this is 

obviously not necessarily true. Thus, aluminum concentration is usually determined using a 

combination of bulk elemental analysis techniques such as ICP in combination with more 

specific framework probing techniques such as temperature programmed desorption of 

ammonia (NH3-TPD), FTIR of chemisorbed pyridine or 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy. 

 

3.3. Textural properties 
The most widely applied technique for characterization of the textural properties of zeolites 

is physisorption measurements using N2 (or Ar). Most N2 physisorption isotherms for solid 

materials in general can be classified as one of Types I-VI according to the IUPAC 

classification system. The isotherms in this classification system are shown in Figure 3.2 
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Figure 3.2 Types of physisorption isotherms in the IUPAC classification system.
 

In the IUPAC classification system, N2 physisorption isotherms for conventional zeolites 

are classified as type I isotherms indicating that these are microporous solids with very 

limited mesoporosity, whereas the isotherms for zeolites with larger amounts of 

mesoporosity in addition to the micropores, i.e. mesoporous zeolite crystals, are classified 

as type IV isotherms. Due to the crystallographically well-defined micropore system all 

zeolite materials show gas uptake capacities at low relative pressures corresponding to the 

filling of the micropores. After complete filling, the gas uptake capacity of conventional 

zeolites is very limited, indicating that no additional porosity exist in the mesopore region 

(2-50 nm diameter). Type IV isotherms are characterized by exhibiting hysteresis between 

the adsorption and desorption branches of the isotherms due to capillary condensation of 

the adsorbate in mesopores of the adsorbent. Except for type II isotherms which may be 

given by macroporous zeolites, types III, V and VI isotherms are not commonly given by 

zeolite materials. The physisorption isotherms associated with mesoporous zeolite crystal 

materials prepared by either desilication or carbon-tempating are typical Type IV isotherms 

as exemplified in Figure 3.3 which illustrates the physisorption isotherms and pore-size 
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distribution calculated by the BJH method94 of a ZSM-5 material before and after 

desilication.90

 
Figure 3.3 Physisorption isotherms (a) and BJH pore-size distributions (b) for conventional 
(squares) and mesoporous (triangles) ZSM-5 prepared by desilication.

 

As evident from Figure 3.3 the physisorption isotherm obtained for the non-treated ZSM-5 

(squares) can be classified as a type I isotherm. However, after subjecting the sample to 

desilication, a material exhibiting a typical type IV physisorption isotherm is obtained 

(triangles) as determined by the hysteresis behavior observed between the adsorption and 

desorption branches. The BJH pore-size distributions of the same samples before and after 

alkaline treatment also shown in Figure 3.3 show that the parent material has only little 

porosity in the mesopore region, whereas the desilicated sample clearly contains mesopores 

centered around ca. 30 nm. As mentioned earlier, it is possible to calculate the pore volume 

and surface area of mesoporous zeolites from physisorption data. If a mesoporous zeolite 

sample contains no appreciable amount of macroporosity, the mesopore volume, i.e. the 

pore volume of a sample that results from mesopores, is determined by subtracting the 

micropore volume (calculated by the t-plot method95 from the total pore volume (total 

volume of gas adsorbed at a relative pressure of 0.99)). Mesopore volumes of zeolite 

materials with intracrystalline porosity are typically in the range 0.2-1.0 ml/g. Surface areas 

of mesoporous zeolite materials are usually given as BET96 surface areas although this 

method is not strictly applicable to microporous materials such as zeolites. Nevertheless, 
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BET surface areas provide a “fingerprint” of the given zeolite material. The porosity of 

mesoporous zeolites has also been investigated using Hg intrusion porosity measurements. 

In general, mesopore sizes and volumes determined by Hg intrusion are in excellent 

accordance with mesopore sizes and volumes determined by N2 physisorption 

measurements.36,97 Thus, Hg intrusion porosimetry measurements confirm that the 

mesopores of mesoporous zeolite crystals are fully accessible and distributed throughout 

the individual crystals but it clearly does not provide information about the micropores. 

 

3.4. Structural chemistry 
The most prominent and straight-forward method of investigating the structure and 

crystallinity of mesoporous zeolite single crystal materials is by X-ray diffraction of 

powdered samples. Representative XRD patterns of mesoporous ZSM-5 samples obtained 

by both techniques are shown in Figure 4.4 along with the XRD pattern of a conventional 

micron-sized ZSM-5 sample. 

 
Figure 3.4 Representative XRD patterns of mesoporous and conventional ZSM-5 single crystal 
materials before and after desilication (left) and prepared by carbon-templating (right). 
 

As seen in the XRD patterns of the ZSM-5 samples, all materials consist exclusively of 

highly crystalline and phase-pure MFI-structured material. Further analyses of the XRD 

patterns of the mesoporous samples reveal that the peaks are broader than in the 
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conventional micron-sized zeolite sample. In fact, they are as broad as the peaks in the 

pattern obtained from a nanosized zeolite sample, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

 

 
Figure 3.5 Close-up on the [101] and [200]-reflections in XRD patterns of nanosized zeolite crystals 
and carbon-templated mesoporous zeolite single crystals. 

 

Thus, crystal size determination by use of the Scherrer equation would falsely suggest the 

crystal size of the mesoporous zeolites to be in the nanosized range. However, the Scherrer 

equation merely provides information about the mean size of the coherently diffracting 

entities in the crystal, i.e. the mean crystal size. For most crystals, this crystal size is in 

reasonable agreement with the true crystal size, however, in mesoporous zeolite crystals the 

longer-range ordering is disturbed by the presence of non-crystallographic voids, i.e. the 

mesopores. Thus, XRD cannot be applied to determine whether the mesopores in 

mesoporous zeolite materials are intercrystalline or intracrystalline, i.e. whether the 

individual crystals are nanosized or mesoporous. To determine the size of the individual 

crystals of mesoporous zeolite materials, more direct imaging techniques such as scanning 

electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy must be used. Scanning electron 

microscopy in particular is frequently used to determine the size and morphology of the 

individual crystals of a particular zeolite sample as it is often directly visible whether the 

sample consists of agglomerates of nanosized crystals or contains larger porous crystal. 
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Typical low and high magnification scanning electron microscopy images of a mesoporous 

ZSM-5 sample synthesized by carbon-templating are shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

 
Figure 3.6 Scanning electron microscopy images of a mesoporous ZSM-5 sample produced by 
carbon-templating recorded at (a) low magnification and (b) high magnification.
 

As seen in Figure 3.6 mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by carbon-templating exhibit a 

sponge-like morphology but at the same time, they retain the coffin-like shape 

characteristic of MFI-structured zeolites. As also evident from the SEM images shown in 

Figure 3.6 it is possible with the carbon-templating methodology to obtain mesoporous 

zeolite samples with a very homogeneous crystal size distribution. In general, the crystal 

sizes of mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by carbon-templating are in the range of 1-5 

µm but nanosized mesoporous zeolite crystals have indeed also been reported. Since 

mesopore generation by desilication is a post-synthesis chemical treatment, the crystal size 

distribution of the mesoporous zeolite crystals produced by desilication should directly 

reflect that of the parent material – at least if the desilication treatment has resulted in 

mesopores as opposed to merely peeling layers off of the treated crystals. Thus, by the 

alkaline treatment procedure it is as easy to produce mesoporous zeolite materials 

consisting of large crystals as it is to produce the parent zeolite with desired framework 

Si/Al ratios. In general, as shown in Figure 3.7, mesoporous ZSM-5 crystals produced by 

desilication of conventional zeolite samples with framework Si/Al ratios in the range 20-50 

retain the morphology of the parent sample. However, as also evident from the SEM image 
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shown in Figure 3.7, excessive alkaline treatment of zeolite samples even with an optimal 

framework Si/Al is destructive for the crystals.98

 

 
Figure 3.7 SEM images of (a) non-treated ZSM-5 crystals (Zeolyst, CBV8020, NH4) with 
framework Si/Al=37, (b) same sample after optimal alkaline treatment (10 cm3 of 0.2 M NaOH and 
330 mg of zeolite, 338 K, 30 min) and (c) sample after excessive alkaline treatment (50 cm3 of 0.2 
M NaOH and 330 mg of zeolite, 338 K, 30 min).

 

Transmission electron microscopy is also frequently used to study mesoporous zeolite 

materials. Comparison of transmission electron microscopy images of conventional zeolites 

with mesoporous zeolites prepared by either carbon-templating or desilication very visibly 

reveals the porosities of the individual crystals; conventional zeolite crystals appear to be 

dense exhibiting no distinct contrast difference throughout the crystals whereas mesoporous 

zeolite crystals show pronounced contrast differences and therefore appear to be sponge-

like rather than dense. Typical TEM images of mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by 

either of the two methods are shown in Figure 3.8 along with a TEM image of conventional 

zeolite crystals. 

 
Figure 3.8 TEM images of (a) mesoporous silicalite-1 prepared by carbon-templating, (b) 
mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared by alkaline treatment99 and (c) conventional silicalite-1 crystals. 
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The contrast difference seen in the TEM images in Figure 3.8 is due to less absorption of 

the electron beam by passage through a mesoporous crystal than through a conventional 

crystal. Thus, an electron beam transmitted through a mesoporous zeolite crystal encounters 

fewer atoms than an electron beam transmitted through a conventional zeolite crystal of 

equal thickness. As mesoporous zeolite crystals are composed of crystalline domains and 

void domains distributed more or less randomly throughout the crystals, these crystals 

appear to be white-spotted particles in TEM images, indicating that mesoporous zeolite 

crystals prepared by either carbon-templating or desilication contain intracrystalline 

porosity. Cross-sectional (3D-)TEM images of mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by 

carbon-templating clearly show that the mesopore system extends throughout the entire 

crystals starting at the external surface. Final proof of the single-crystalline nature of 

mesoporous zeolite crystals has also been provided by careful TEM studies using the 

selected area electron diffraction (SAD) technique on individual crystals in the powdered 

samples. As shown in Figure 3.9 the electron diffraction pattern obtained from an isolated 

mesoporous ZSM-5 particle is an array of reflections rather than concentric circles which 

would result from a polycrystalline agglomerate.  

 

 
Figure 3.9 TEM image and SAD pattern of a mesoporous ZSM-5 crystal prepared by carbon-
templating.
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This diffraction pattern that can be completely ascribed to a twinned MFI crystal 

unambiguously proving that mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by carbon-templating are 

indeed single crystals rather than agglomerates of nanosized crystals. 

 

3.5. Acidic properties 
As mentioned earlier, the acidic properties of zeolites are closely related to the framework 

aluminum concentration which is usually determined by techniques such as NH3-TPD 

which method gives a measure of both the number and strength of the acid sites of the 

zeolite. By the carbon-templating procedure it is possible to produce zeolites with varying 

amounts of acidities by using different aluminum sources in the synthesis gels. In Table 3.2 

is listed NH3 desorption capacities and results of elemental analyses of mesoporous zeolite 

crystal materials prepared from different aluminum sources.100

 

Table 3.2 Aluminum content determined by NH3-TPD, IR of chemisorbed pyridine and 27Al MAS 
NMR of conventional and mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared by carbon-templating. 
Sample Aluminum 

Source 
Si/Al 
ratioa  

Al content, 
µmol/g 

Amount of NH3
desorbed, µmol/g 

Si/Al ratiob

ZSM-5 aluminum 
isopropoxide 

14.4 870 740 16.6 

ZSM-5 aluminum 
isopropoxide 

31.2 529 464 32.3 

ZSM-5 sodium 
aluminate 

16.8 825 350 43.9 

ZSM-5 sodium 
aluminate 

34.3 451 336 46.9 

a Elemental analysis results 
b NH3-TPD results 
 

As seen in Table 3.2, when sodium aluminate is used as aluminum source, a discrepancy 

between Si/Al ratios determined by NH3-TPD and Si/Al ratios determined by elemental 

analysis is observed, indicating that not all of the aluminum in the mesoporous zeolite 

crystals is present in the framework, as only framework aluminum contributes significantly 

to the acidity. However, when aluminum isopropoxide is used instead, much more 
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aluminum appears to be incorporated into the framework, resulting in an overall higher 

total acidity as measured by NH3-TPD. Thus, Table 3.2 shows that zeolite crystals with 

substantial amount of acid sites (> 700 µmol/g) may be prepared by carbon-templating and 

that the framework Si/Al content should not exclusively be determined by bulk elemental 

analysis techniques. The acidity range possible to achieve for mesoporous zeolite crystal 

materials prepared by desilication is more limited due to the fact that mesopore generation 

by this procedure is very much dependent on the Si/Al ratio of the parent zeolite. As 

pointed out previously, the framework Si/Al content of the parent zeolite before alkaline 

treatment, should be in the approximate range 20-50 in order to achieve reasonable 

mesopore content. However, since desilication results in preferential extraction of silicon 

from the framework, the aluminum concentration relative to silicon gradually increases 

during the alkaline treatment. This is shown in Figure 3.10 for mesoporous MFI and MOR 

prepared by alkaline treatment.101 Clearly, the NH3-TPD method does not provide 

information on the relative amounts of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites, and such studies have 

not yet been reported for mesoporous zeolite crystals. 

 

 
Figure 3.10 NH3-TPD curves for mesoporous (black line) and conventional (grey line) zeolite 
crystals of MFI and MOR structure type.
 

The framework aluminum concentration of mesoporous zeolites have also been 

investigated using FTIR spectroscopy of pyridine chemisorbed onto acid sites and by 27Al 
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MAS NMR spectroscopy. In general, good agreement is found for aluminum 

concentrations determined by these methods in comparison with NH3-TPD results as shown 

in Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3 Aluminum content determined by NH3-TPD, IR of chemisorbed pyridine and 27Al MAS 
NMR of conventional and mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared by carbon-templating. 
Sample NH3-TPD pyridine-IR 27Al NMR 
Conventional 71 70 70 
Mesoporous 116 110 120 
 

3.6. Diffusional properties 
The main purpose of introducing mesoporosity into individual zeolite crystals is to enhance 

the rate of diffusion of reactants, intermediates and products within the individual zeolite 

crystals during catalytic reactions. The diffusional properties of mesoporous zeolite crystal 

materials compared to conventional zeolites have been investigated by gas adsorption and 

desorption experiments and by diffusion of liquids in zeolite crystals. In Figure 3.11 is 

shown the results of gas diffusion experiments for mesoporous and conventional ZSM-5 

crystals as a function of time.  

 

 
Figure 3.11 Adsorption of neopentane in alkaline treated ZSM-5.102
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As seen in Figure 3.11, mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared by desilication shows much faster 

neo-pentane adsorption capabilities than conventional, non-treated ZSM-5: 50% of the 

maximum neopentane uptake is achieved after only 2 min for the mesoporous sample and 

after approximately 120 min for the conventional sample. From these data, the average 

characteristic diffusion time was determined to be more than 2 orders of magnitude shorter 

in the mesoporous sample than in the conventional sample. Figure 3.12 shows that also 

desorption of i-butane out of saturated ZSM-5 crystals is much faster for carbon-templated 

mesoporous zeolite crystals than for conventional zeolite crystals.103   

 

 
Figure 3.12 Desorption of i-butane in carbon-templated ZSM-5 as compared to conventional ZSM-
5.
 

Likewise, comparative experiments with diffusion of liquids adsorbed onto mesoporous 

and conventional silicalite-1 materials have been conducted.104 These experiments clearly 

show that also diffusion of molecules out of mesoporous zeolite crystals into a liquid is 

much faster than out of conventional crystals. In Figure 3.13 is shown the results of 

diffusion experiments with n-hexadecane (at different loadings) and mesitylene out of 

mesoporous and conventional silicalite-1 crystals. 
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Figure 3.13 Diffusion of n-hexadecane and mesitylene in mesoporous and conventional silicalite-1 
crystals.
  

It can be seen from Figure 3.13 that diffusion of n-hexadecane is much faster out of 

mesoporous than out of conventional silicalite-1, as the concentration of n-hexadecane in n-

hexane increases much more rapidly for the mesoporous sample regardless of the amount 

of n-hexadecane adsorbed in the zeolite micropores prior to the diffusion experiment. It is 

also seen that mesitylene is too bulky a molecule to penetrate to the micropore system of 

silicalite-1, since no change in concentration is observed over time demonstrating that the 

mesitylene is only adsorbed on the external surface of the zeolite materials. 

 

3.7. Summary 
In this chapter was described the most commonly methods for characterization of 

mesoporous zeolite crystals as well as the typical results obtained using these techniques. 

The framework structure type(s) as well as the phase-purity of mesoporous zeolite crystals 

are determined by powder XRD diffraction which also reveals information of the size of the 

crystals. However, care must be taken in determining the crystal size using XRD alone 

since mesoporous crystals exhibit similar line-broadening as nanosized crystals. This 

observation is in fact easily explained since mesoporous zeolite crystals are composed of 

crystalline domains and void domains. Importantly, the crystalline domains are 

interconnected and thus appear as a single crystal which is also evident from SAD patterns 
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obtained from individual zeolite particles. Physisorption measurements using N2 and Ar as 

the adsorbate are commonly used to investigate the textural properties of mesoporous 

zeolite crystals. A characteristic feature of these isotherms is that they exhibit hysteresis 

between the adsorption and desorption branches. Thus, the isotherms given by these 

materials are type IV isotherms according to the IUPAC classification system indicating 

that they are mesoporous. SEM and TEM techniques are used to investigate the 

morphology of the crystals as well as for obtaining direct visual images of the porosity of 

the materials. Typically, the auxiliary intracrystalline porosity of the mesoporous zeolite 

crystal is clearly visible from the TEM images since these reveal highly contrasted crystals 

as opposed to non-contrasted images obtained by TEM of conventional crystals. The 

acidity of zeolites in general is correlated to the framework aluminum concentration, thus 

bulk techniques for determining the Al content are normally used in combination with more 

specific framework probing techniques such as NH3-TPD or FT-IR of chemisorbed species. 

The diffusional properties of mesoporous zeolites have been investigated using gases as 

well as liquids. These experiments reveal that diffusion of both gases and liquids proceed 

faster in mesoporous zeolites than in conventional analogues.  
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4. Tuning the Properties of Hierarchical Zeolites by 

Templating Methods 

 

 
4.1. Introduction 

As evident from Chapter 2 the application of templates for the introduction of additional 

porosity in zeolites has been widely reported. Numerous templates have been applied and 

many different materials have been prepared with great success. Thus, templating methods 

constitute a highly versatile group of methods for the achievement of mesoporosity in 

zeolites. In the present chapter is described how templating approaches can be applied to 

tune the porosity properties of hierarchical zeolites. 

 

The first reported example of mesoporous zeolite single crystals obtained by carbon-

templating involved the use of 12 nm diameter carbon particles with the trade name Black 

Pearls 2000 (BP2000) as the mesopore template. This highly porous carbon material is by 

far the most widely applied mesopore template since it has been used to produce a range of 

different mesoporous zeolites.24, , ,25 28 104 Materials prepared using BP2000 as the carbon 

template are usually very homogeneous in crystals size averaging 1-2 μm on the longest 

axis and they typically feature mesopores with diameters ranging from 20 to 50 nm. Other 

carbons have been applied as mesopore templates as well including Mogul L and Monarch 

carbons, however, systematic studies on the application of a family of differently sized 

carbon particle templates have only been published recently using four different Raven 

carbons (RV) as templates. Another method for tuning the hierarchical porosity of zeolites 
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which was also reported recently is the application of porous carbons specifically designed 

for the purpose of templating additional porosity in zeolites. A third method for tuning the 

porosity of hierarchical zeolites which was published recently is the application of in situ 

prepared carbon-silica gel composites with different carbon contents serving as silica 

source and mesopore template simultaneously.  

 

4.2. Experimental 
4.2.1. Preparation of mesoporous silicalite-1 using Raven carbons 

A series of silicalite-1 zeolites were prepared by sequential impregnation of zeolite 

synthesis gel components onto different Raven carbons as follows: Mixtures of tetrapropyl 

ammonium hydroxide (TPAOH, 3.44 g, 40 wt%), water (0.5 g) and ethanol (3.03 g) were 

impregnated onto different amounts of dry Raven carbons, as listed in Table 4.1., and left to 

dry overnight. Then, the dry carbon samples were impregnated with tetraethyl orthosilicate 

(TEOS, 3.87 g) and left overnight before being transferred to Teflon-beakers which were 

placed in Teflon-lined autoclaves with 10-15 ml water outside the beaker. The autoclaves 

were then heated to 180 °C for 3 days after which the solid materials were collected by 

filtration and washed with ca. 1 l water. The washed materials were dried at 120 °C and 

then calcined in air at 550 °C for 24 h to produce white zeolite powders. 

 

Table 4.1 Particle sizes, pore volumes and amounts of Raven carbons applied. 
 RV500 RV1200 RV7000 RV5000 
Particle size (nm)a 53 20 11 8 
Vtotal (ml/g) 0.07 0.19 0.89 - 
Amount of carbon in gel (g) 11.2 16.0 8.0 3.0 
a Carbon particle sizes were taken from the data sheets provided by the suppliers. 
 

The calcined zeolite samples were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction, nitrogen 

physisorption and scanning electron microscopy techniques. The XRD measurements were 

conducted on a Philips PW 3710 X-ray Diffractometer. Nitrogen adsorption and desorption 

isotherms were measured at liquid nitrogen temperature on an Micromeritics ASAP 2020 

apparatus. Prior to physisorption measurements, all samples were outgassed under vacuum 

at 200 °C overnight. Total surface areas were calculated according to the BET method. 
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Micropore volumes were calculated by the t-plot method. Total pore volumes were 

estimated from the amount of N2 adsorbed at p/p0 = 0.99. Meso-/macropore volumes were 

calculated by subtracting micropore volumes from total pore volumes. SEM analyses were 

performed on a Philips XL20 FEG. The calcined samples were placed on a carbon film and 

Pt was evaporated on the samples for approximately 20 min in order to achieve sufficient 

conductivity. 

 

4.2.2. Preparation of mesoporous silicalite-1 using pre-treated carbons 

A series of silicalite-1 materials were prepared by sequential impregnation of zeolite 

synthesis gel components onto pre-treated carbon templates. Prior to their application in 

synthesis RV5000 and BP2000 were heated at 600 °C for 5 h in N2 atmosphere. These 

samples are denoted RV5000H and BP2000H, respectively. Furthermore, another BP2000 

sample (4 g) was suspended in a solution of sodium citrate (1.5 g) in water (200 ml) and 

stirred until the water had evaporated. The BP2000 impregnated with sodium citrate was 

dried at 110 °C overnight and then applied in zeolite synthesis. This carbon is denoted 

BP2000C. Using BP2000H and BP2000C 2.0 g of template were applied in synthesis using 

the amounts and the procedure described above (Section 4.2.1.), whereas the amounts in the 

case of RV5000H were 3.0 g template, 1.7 g TPAOH, 0.3 g H2O, 1.5 g ethanol and 2.0 g 

TEOS. The prepared materials were characterized as described above (Section 4.2.1.)  

 

4.2.3. Preparation of mesoporous carbon template 

A porous carbon template was prepared by dissolving sucrose (13.1 g, 98%) in a mixture of 

ethanol (9.6 ml, absolute), water (7.5 ml) and ammonia (1.0 ml, 25 wt%) while stirring at 

50 °C for 1.5 h. Then, the mixture was transferred to a Teflon beaker which was placed in a 

Teflon-lined autoclave. The autoclave was then heated to 180 °C for 2 days after which the 

brown solid material which retained the shape of the beaker was removed. The brown solid 

was then crushed in a mortar and transferred to a horizontal tube furnace and heated to 850 

°C for 5 h in a flow of N2 to produce a black carbonaceous solid. The black solid was 

characterized by thermal gravimetry (TG), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), N2 

physisorption measurements and CHN elemental analysis. The TG measurements were 
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conducted with NETZSCH STA 409 PC/PG equipment with a ramp of 20 °C under a 20 

ml/min N2 flow. The DSC measurements were conducted using a TA-2620 DSC equipped 

with cryostat cooling. The N2 physisorption measurements were conducted as described 

above (Section 4.2.1.). CHN elemental analysis was performed with a CE Instruments 

FLASH 1112 Series EA. 

 

4.2.4. Preparation of mesoporous silicalite-1 using pre-formed mesoporous carbon 

A mesoporous silicalite-1 material was prepared by sequential impregnation of zeolite 

synthesis gel components onto 2.5 of the porous carbon template prepared as described 

above (Section 4.2.3.): TPAOH (3.4 g) was mixed with ethanol (2.0 ml) and impregnated 

onto the carbon template. After being dried in air overnight, TEOS (3.0 ml) was 

impregnated onto the material which was left for 1 d before being transferred to a Teflon 

beaker placed in a Teflon-lined autoclave with 10 ml water outside the beaker. The 

autoclave was heated to 180 °C for 3 d before the solid material was collected by filtration, 

washed, dried and calcined in air to produce a white zeolite powder. The zeolite powder 

was characterized by powder XRD, SEM, transmission electron microscopy, selected area 

electron diffraction, N2 physisorption measurements and Hg intrusion porosimetry. XRD, 

SEM and N2 physisorption measurements were performed as described above (Section 

4.2.1.). Mercury porosimetry was measured by intrusion using Quantachrome equipment. 

TEM was performed with a JEM 2000FX using an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. SAD 

was used to obtain electron diffraction patterns from individual grains of powder. A few mg 

of the powdered samples were suspended in 2 ml ethanol and the suspension was sonicated 

for 1 h. Then, the suspension was allowed to settle for 15 min, before a drop was taken and 

dispersed on a 300 mesh copper grid coated with holey carbon film. 

 

4.2.5. Preparation of carbon-silica composites 

Carbon-silica composites were prepared by one or more impregnations of heated aqueous 

solutions of sucrose onto silica gel and calcining the sucrose-silica mixture in Ar or N2 at 

500 °C for 15-16 h to produce black carbon-silica composites. The most concentrated 

impregnation liquids can be produced by heating a mixture of sucrose (40 g) and water (10 
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g) to ca. 90 °C resulting in a hot syrupy liquid and then impregnating it directly onto hot 

(110 °C) silica gel. 

 

4.2.6. Preparation of mesoporous zeolites using carbon-silica composites 

Mesoporous ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 were prepared by adding the carbon-silica composites 

described above (Section 4.2.5.) to mixtures containing the remaining zeolite synthesis gel 

components. For the preparation of ZSM-5, carbon-silica composites were added to 

mixtures of TPAOH (33.83 g, 20 wt%), water (8.5 g), NaOH (0.53 g) and NaAlO2 (0.08 g) 

resulting in synthesis gels with molar compositions 1 Al2O3 : 181 SiO2 : 36 TPA2O : 15 

Na2O : 1029 H2O. For the preparation of ZSM-11, the carbon-silica composite was added 

to a mixture of tetrabutyl ammonium hydroxide (TBAOH, 21.58 g, 40 wt%), water (30 g), 

NaOH (0.53 g) and NaAlO2 (0.08 g). The zeolite synthesis gels were stirred for 1 h before 

being transferred to Teflon-beakers which were placed in Teflon-lined autoclaves. The 

autoclaves were then heated to 180 °C for 3 days after which the solid materials were 

collected by filtration, washed, dried and calcined in air at 550 °C for 20 h to produce white 

zeolite powders. 

 

4.3. Results and discussion 

4.3.1. Characterization of the mesoporous carbon template 

The results of the TG and DSC measurements performed on the brown solid obtained by 

hydrothermal treatment of a sucrose-ammonia mixture as described above (Section 4.2.3.) 

are shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 TG and DSC profiles of the solid obtained after hydrothermal treatment of a mixture of 
sucrose and ammonia. 
 

The TG measurements show that there is a ca. 50% weight-loss from the brown solid upon 

heating it, predominantly in the temperature range 400 to 500 °C. This weight-loss is due to 

dehydration of the sucrose. From the DSC profile, also shown in Figure 4.1, it is seen that 

several endothermic peaks appear at temperatures above 500 °C. These are most likely due 

to carbonization of the decomposed sucrose since carbonization is an endothermic process. 

Thus, the TG and DSC measurements suggest that the brown solid is transformed into a 

carbonaceous solid upon heating in the absence of air. 

 

The porous black solid obtained as described above (Section 4.3.2) is a carbonaceous 

material containing carbon (86.5 wt%), nitrogen (1.17 wt%) and hydrogen (1.25 wt%) as 

determined by CHN elemental analysis with the remaining content most likely being 

oxygen present in the form of hydroxy groups. Nitrogen physisorption isotherms of the 

black solid and the pore size distribution plot associated therewith are shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2 Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms of the porous carbon obtained by carbonizing 
sucrose. The inset shows the pore size distribution obtained from the desorption branch of the 
isotherm using the BJH method.  
 

As shown in Figure 4.2 the physisorption isotherm obtained from the black solid exhibits a 

type IV hysteresis loop indicating that the material contains pores in the mesopore size 

range. This is also evident from the pore size distribution plot shown in the inset, where it is 

seen that the pore size distribution of the carbon is very broad and extends from the 

mesopore to the macropore region.  

 

4.3.2. Characterization of the zeolites by XRD 

Using the Raven carbons as received it was possible to prepare phase-pure silicalite-1 

samples except in the case of RV5000 where all attempts were unsuccessful. It was, 

however, possible to produce phase-pure silicalite-1 using the pre-heated RV5000H carbon 

as template as well as from BP2000H. Also BP2000C and the pre-formed mesoporous 

carbon described above (Section 4.2.3.) were successfully applied as templates resulting in 

phase-pure silicalite-1 samples. Finally, the preparations of ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 materials 

from the carbon-silica composites were also successful since phase-pure powders were 

obtained. A representative XRD diagram obtained from mesoporous silicalite-1 prepared 

from the pre-formed carbon template is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Powder XRD diagram of the silicalite-1 material prepared from the pre-formed carbon 
template. 
 

4.3.2. Characterization of the zeolites by nitrogen physisorption and mercury intrusion 

In Table 4.2 are listed the pore volumes and BET surface areas of the zeolite samples 

prepared using the procudures described above. 

 

Table 5.2 BET surface areas and pore volumes of the prepared samples. 

Zeolite Template 
SBET
(m2/g) 

Vmicro
a 

(ml/g) 
Vmeso/macro

b 

(ml/g) 
Silicalite-1 RV500 405 0.14 0.11 
Silicalite-1 RV1200 360 0.11 0.44 
Silicalite-1 RV7000 357 0.11 0.48 
Silicalite-1 RV5000H 391 0.079 0.33 
Silicalite-1 BP2000H 395 0.10 0.27 
Silicalite-1 BP2000C 388 0.068 0.35 
Silicalite-1 Carbon preformed from sucrose and ammonia 403 0.09 0.37 
ZSM-5 Carbon-silica composite with C/Si = 0.58 359 0.14 0.04 
ZSM-5 Carbon-silica composite with C/Si = 0.87 361 0.14 0.05 
ZSM-5 Carbon-silica composite with C/Si = 1.75 356 0.15 0.08 
ZSM-11 Carbon-silica composite with C/Si = 0.58 372 0.14 0.04 
a Micropore volumes are calculated using the t-plot method 
b Meso/macropore volumes are calculated as total pore volumes minus micropore volumes. 
 

Table 4.2 reveals that all zeolite materials are microporous materials with surface areas 

typical for zeolites. It is also seen that there is a rather large variation in meso-/macropore 
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volume of the materials. This difference is attributed to the different templates being 

applied in the synthesis. The highest pore volumes are obtained using RV1200 and RV7000 

carbons as templates whereas the lowest are obtained using the carbon-silica composites 

with low carbon contents (C/Si = 0.58). It is, however, seen that by successive 

impregnations of sucrose onto the carbon-silica composites it is possible to increase the 

mesopore volume by a factor of two, cf. ZSM-5 prepared using carbon-silica composites 

with C/Si = 0.58 and 1.75. Moreover, Table 4.2 reveals that pre-treatment of BP2000 with 

sodium citrate is more effective than preheating since the BP2000C templated silicalite-1 

has a substantially higher mesopore volume than the BP2000H templated material. 

 

In Figure 4.4 is shown the physisorption isotherm and pore size distribution plot associated 

with the silicalite-1 material prepared using the carbon template prepared from sucrose and 

ammonia as the template. 

 
Figure 4.4 Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms of the mesoporous silicalite-1 material 
prepared form the pore-formed carbon template after combustion of the carbon and organic 
templates. The inset shows the pore size distribution obtained from the desorption branch of the 
isotherm using BJH method. 
 

The physisorption isotherm shown in Figure 4.4 is typical for mesoporous silicalite-1 

materials prepared by carbon templating and is shown here as a representative example. As 

seen, the isotherm exhibits hysteresis in two regions of relative pressure, above p/p0 = 0.9 

and in the p/p0 range of 0.1 to 0.3. The hysteresis loop at higher relative pressures indicate 
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that the isotherm is a type IV isotherm according to the IUPAC classification, whereas the 

hysteresis loop in the lower relative pressure range is not associated with mesoporosity but 

is the result of a phase-transformation of N2 in the micropores of pure silica MFI zeolites. 

In Figure 4.4 is also shown the pore size distribution plot derived from the desorption 

isotherm. This shows that the material has pores in the meso- and macropore size range, 

centered at ca. 31 nm. These observations are backed by Hg intrusion porosimetry 

measurements which also show that the material contains larger macropores which are not 

efficiently measured using physisorption. 

  

In Figure 4.5 are shown the pore size distribution plots obtained from the desorption 

branches of the physisorption isotherms of the zeolite samples prepared using Raven 

carbons and pre-treated RV5000 and BP2000 carbons. 
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Figure 4.5 Pore size distributions of hierarchical silicalite-1 samples synthesized from RV carbons 
and pre-treated RV5000 and BP2000 carbons. 
 

As seen in Figure 4.5 the size distribution of pores in the RV1200 and RV7000 templated 

materials centered at 35 nm appear almost identical even though the diameter of the 20 nm 

RV1200 carbon particles is almost twice that of the 11 nm RV7000. These observations 

suggest that in the case of these smaller particulate carbons it is aggregates of carbon 

particles that are encapsulated during zeolite crystallization as opposed to individual carbon 

particles. In Figure 4.5 it is also seen that templating with the 53 nm particle sized RV500 
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carbon results in a meso-/macroporous zeolite material with a broad pore size distribution 

centered at about 55 nm suggesting that in the case of this (relatively) large-sized particle 

carbon material, it is perhaps individual carbon particles or at least very small aggregates 

that are encapsulated. Moreover, it is seen from Figure 4.5 that the silicalite-1 materials 

obtained using the pre-heated RV5000H and BP2000H carbons are also porous with pore 

size distributions centered at ca. 30 and 25 nm, respectively, and that silicalite-1 produced 

using BP2000C as template is also a porous material with a pore size distribution centered 

at ca. 25 nm. The pores of the BP2000H and BP2000C templated materials are in a 

relatively narrow size range in the mesopore region, whereas the pore size distribution of 

the RV5000H templated material is broader and extends from the mesopore to the 

macropore region. 

 

In Figure 4.6 are shown the pore size distrubtion plots of the ZSM-5 materials prepared 

using carbon-silica composites containing different amounts of carbon. 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Controlled mesoporosity of zeolites prepared from carbon-silica composites simply by 
varying the amount of sugar decomposed in the silica (from top C/Si = 1.75; 0.87; 0.58; 0.0). 
 

It is seen in Figure 4.6 that the size of the pores in ZSM-5 prepared using different amounts 

of carbon in the composites are somewhat different: Using a low amount of carbon (C/Si = 

0.58) results in a very broad pore size distribution whereas a relatively high amount of 

carbon results in a zeolite material with a more narrow pore size distribution centered at ca. 

11 nm. Thus, of all the materials described here, the ZSM-5 materials prepared using the 
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carbon-silica composites with C/Si = 1.75 and C/Si = 0.87 have the smallest mesopores. 

This can probably be attributed to the carbon particle aggregates encapsulated during 

crystallization being smaller than in the composites than in the case of the other templates. 

One explanation for why for smaller carbon aggregates are encapsulated using the 

composites is that the formation of the carbon aggregates takes in the limited spaces of the 

voids in the silica gel. Another is that the carbon particles are much more intimately mixed 

with the silica prior to crystallization of the latter into a zeolite phase resulting in much 

better dispersed and probably also smaller carbon particles being encapsulated. Thus, the 

formation of carbon particles by in situ decomposition of sucrose onto silica gel produces 

intimately mixed carbon-silica composites which can be transformed into mesoporous 

zeolites featuring relatively small and narrow mesopore size distribution by crystallization 

and subsequent combustion. 

 

4.3.4. Characterization of the zeolites by electron microscopy 

All the zeolites prepared as described above were studied using scanning and transmission 

electron microscopy techniques. In Figure 4.7 are shown a series of SEM images recorded 

from the silicalite-1 material prepared using the pre-formed carbon template. 
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Figure 4.7 SEM images of the mesoporous silicalite-1 single crystals prepared using the pre-formed 
carbon template at different magnifications. 
 

The images shown in Figure 4.7 show that the silicalite-1 material prepared from the pre-

formed carbon template consists of very uniformly sized crystals. It is also seen that these 

crystals are very uniform in size and appearance. The crystals look like very typical 

mesoporous zeolite crystals since they feature the characteristic sponge-like morphology. 

Moreover, they have the typical coffin-shape morphology commonly observed for MFI 

structured zeolites. Thus, the images shown in Figure 4.7 support the evidence from XRD 

and N2 physisorption that the material produced using the pre-formed carbon template is a 

mesoporous silicalite-1 material containing intracrystalline mesopores. 

 

The SEM images recorded from the Raven carbon templated zeolites as well as those 

prepared using pre-treated carbons were in general very similar to those shown in Figure 

4.7. However, the material prepared using pre-heated RV5000H looks quite different from 

the others since it appears to consist of heavily intergrown crystals, as shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 SEM images of RV5000H and BP2000C templated mesoporous zeolite samples. 
 

In Figure 4.8 is also shown an SEM image of mesoporous silicalite-1 prepared using 

BP2000C as the template. It is evident from the image that this material is very similar to 

that visualized in Figure 4.7 although the crystals appear to be bigger. The larger size of 

these crystals can only be explained by the citrate pretreatment method since mesoporous 

silicalite-1 crystals prepared using BP2000 and BP2000H are typically ca. 2 μm on the 

longest axis. 

 

Figure 4.9 shows representative SEM and TEM images of mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared 

from the carbon-silica composite. 

 

 
Figure 4.9 Representative (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of mesoporous ZSM-5 zeolite single 
crystals prepared by in situ carbon templating using carbon-silica composites. 
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The SEM image shown in Figure 4.9 illustrates that the zeolites prepared using the carbon-

silica composites are very similar in appearance to those prepared using the carbon 

templates. Thus, they are also mesoporous MFI zeolites. The mesoporosity of these crystals 

is very visual from the TEM image which is also shown in Figure 4.9. It is seen as the 

brighter spots which appear all over the crystals. For comparison, TEM images of the 

silicalite-1 material prepared using the pre-formed carbon template as well as silicalite-1 

rystals prepared in the absence of an auxiliary template are shown in Figure 4.10. 

 

c

 
Figure 4.10 TEM images of the mesoporous silicalite-1 single crystals prepared using the pre-
formed carbon precursor. The inset in (b) shows the SAD pattern of a circular area centered in the 

iddle of the zeom
c

lite crystal, c) and d) shows images of analogously prepared zeolite without the 
arbon template. 

 

The TEM images shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 clearly reveal that the appearances 

of conventional and mesoporous zeolite crystals are quite different: Conventional crystals 

have very straight edges and they show no changes in contrast in the TEM, aside of course 
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from the twinning, whereas mesoporous crystals are very rugged in the edges and show 

clear differences in contrast. The selected area electron diffraction pattern shown in Figure 

4.10 provides unequivocal proof to the often-disputed notion that these crystals are in fact 

single crystals with intracrystalline porosity. As mentioned earlier, this point was in fact 

roved in the very first report on mesoporous zeolite crystals.

h is probably due to smaller carbon aggregates being encapsulated 

during crystallization.  

p

 

4.4. Summary 

Mesoporous zeolites were prepared using different templating approaches. It was shown 

that mesoporous zeolites can be prepared using Raven carbons and that the porosities of the 

Raven templated carbons are very broad extending from the mesopore region to the 

macropore region. However, using RV5000 as received, a zeolite phase could only be 

obtained by pre-heating the carbon in N2. Pre-heated BP2000 as well as BP2000 

impregnated with sodium citrate were also applied as templates and in the case of the 

citrate-impregnated BP2000 very large mesoporous crystals were obtained. In the present 

chapter it was also shown that carbonization of a sucrose-ammonia mixture leads to a 

porous carbon which can be effectively used for preparation of mesoporous zeolite crystals. 

Thus, mesoporous zeolites can be prepared from cheap mesopore templates and variation in 

these will most likely lead to mesoporous zeolite with different porosity properties. A third 

method described in the present chapter was the in situ decomposition of sucrose on silica 

gel resulting in carbon-silica composites which can be applied as mesopore templates and 

silica source simultaneously. By this method it is very easy to tune the mesoporosity of the 

zeolites simply by varying the amount of sucrose impregnated onto the silica. The sizes of 

the pores produced using this method are smaller than the pore sizes usually obtained using 

carbon-templating whic
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5. Increasing the Porosity of Mesoporous Zeolites by 

Alkaline Treatment 

 

 
5.1. Introduction 

For the preparation of mesoporous zeolite crystals, i.e. zeolites featuring intracrystalline 

mesoporosity, two approaches have received significant attention. As evident from Chapter 

2 and Chapter 3 these are the carbon-templating and alkaline treatment methods. Briefly, 

carbon-templating involves crystallization of a zeolite phase in the presence of carbon 

resulting in zeolite crystals embedded with carbon. Subsequent post-combustion of the 

carbon produces zeolite crystals featuring intracrystalline mesopores. Desilication, on the 

other hand, is a post-synthetic alkaline treatment method by which intracrystalline 

mesopores are produced in zeolite crystals by preferential extraction of silicon over 

aluminum. In the present chapter it is exploited how these methods can complement each 

other so as to increase the mesoporosity of mesoporous zeolites prepared by carbon-

templating by alkaline post-treatment. This was in fact attempted earlier, however, with 

limited success.

  

5.2. Experimental 
5.2.1. Preparation of mesoporous H-ZSM-5 by templating with BP2000 

A mesoporous ZSM-5 sample was prepared by sequential impregnations of a zeolite 

synthesis gel with a Si/Al ratio of 45 as follows: A freshly prepared solution of aluminum 

isopropoxide (0.084 g) dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (6 ml) was quickly impregnated onto 
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BP2000 (2 g) and the carbon was left to dry overnight. Then, the dry carbonaceous material 

was impregnated with a mixture of tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (3.44 g, 40 wt%), 

sodium hydroxide (0.1 g), water (0.5 g) and ethanol (3.03 g), and left to dry overnight. The 

next day, the carbonaceous material was impregnated with tetraethyl orthosilicate (3.87 g) 

and left to dry overnight before being transferred to a Teflon-beaker which was placed in a 

Teflon-lined autoclave with 10-15 ml water outside the beaker. The autoclave was then 

heated to 180 °C for 5 days after which the solid material was collected by filtration, 

washed, dried and calcined in air at 550 °C for 20 h to produce a white zeolite powder. The 

zeolite powder was then transformed from the Na-form to the H-form by ion-exchanging it 

three times with 1 M NH4NO3 and calcining it at 550 °C for 4 h. 

 

The H-ZSM-5 material was characterized by powder X-ray diffraction, N2 physisorption, 

temperature programmed desorption of NH3, scanning electron microscopy, transmission 

electron microscopy and selected area electron diffraction. Powder XRD patterns were 

obtained using a Bruker AXS powder diffractometer. Nitrogen physisorption measurements 

were with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 apparatus as described in Section 4.2.1. NH3-TPD 

measurements were performed with a Micromeritics Autochem II equipped with a TCD 

detector. Dry weight of the sample was found after evacuation at 300 °C for 1 h. Weakly 

bound NH3 was desorbed prior to measurement at 100 °C in a He flow of 25 ml/min for 1 h 

or at 175 °C in a He flow of 50 ml/min for 2 h, respectively. SEM images were recorded 

with a JEOL JSM 5900 equipped with a LaB6 filament. Prior to measurements, the samples 

were sputter-coated with Au for 40 s using a Polaron SC 7620. TEM images and SAD 

patterns were recorded with a JEM 2000 FX electron microscope as described in Section 

4.2.4. 

 

5.2.2. Alkaline treatment of mesoporous H-ZSM-5 prepared by carbon-templating 

The mesoporous H-ZSM-5 sample prepared as described above (Section 5.2.1.) was 

subjected to different alkaline treatment protocols by immersion of the sample in aqueous 

solutions of sodium hydroxide at 65 °C for various periods of time. After reaction, the 

desilicated samples were collected by filtration and washed thoroughly with water. The 
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obtained desilicated samples were characterized using the methods described above 

(Section 5.2.1.). Prior to the NH3-TPD measurements, the samples were transformed into 

the proton-form by a similar procedure as described in Section 5.2.1. Two series of 

desilication experiments were conducted and the experimental details of these are listed in 

Table 5.1 along with data obtained from the N2 physisorption, XRD and NH3-TPD 

analyses. One series involved treating the parent mesoporous H-ZSM-5 sample for a fixed 

period of time (30 min) with different volumes of 0.1 M NaOH (samples 1-5 in Table 5.1). 

The other series involved treating the parent sample with fixed volumes of 0.2 M NaOH for 

different periods of time (samples 6-11). 

 

Table 5.1 Textural data from N2 adsorption/desorption experiments on the parent and desilicated 
samples.a

Sample 
Base amount 

(mmol/g) 
Time 
(min) 

SBET
(m2/g)

Smeso
(m2/g) 

Vmeso
a 

(ml/g) 
Vmicro
(ml/g) 

D[101]a 

(Å) 
Acidityb 

(mmol/g) 
Parent - - 408 117 0.30 0.11 677 0.164 

1 3 30 408 162 0.37 0.11 595 0.180 
2 5 30 422 195 0.47 0.10 513 0.206 
3 7.5 30 478 222 0.63 0.11 494 0.235 
4 10 30 478 232 0.72 0.10 460 0.272 
5 15 30 503 234 0.75 0.11 386 0.293 
6 8 5 295 142 0.33 0.06 - - 
7 8 10 466 241 0.64 0.10 - - 
8 8 15 443 210 0.66 0.10 - - 
9 8 20 456 208 0.70 0.11 - - 

10 8 30 450 201 0.73 0.11 - - 
11 8 70 445 181 0.65 0.11 - - 

a Vmeso = Vads,P/P0 = 0.99 - Vmicro. Vmicro from t-plot. Smeso from BJH. Surface area of pores 17-3000 Å. 
b Scherrer equation. 
c NH3-TPD. NH3 desorbed at 175 °C for 2 h. 
 

5.3. Results and discussion 

5.3.1. Characterization of the zeolites using XRD 

The parent mesoporous H-ZSM-5 as well as all the desilicated samples are phase-pure MFI 

structured materials as determined by powder XRD. In Figure 5.1 are shown the powder 

XRD patterns obtained from the parent sample and the samples obtained using various 

volumes of sodium hydroxide solution (samples 1-5). 
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Figure 5.1 Powder XRD patterns of the parent sample and samples 1-5 desilicated for 30 min with 
increasing desilication strength. 
 

It is seen in Figure 5.1 that the samples are all crystalline and contain exclusively MFI 

structured material. It is also seen that the intensity of the reflections gradually decrease as 

the amount of base applied for the desilication is increased. This observation is in excellent 

agreement with results obtained after desilication of conventional zeolite samples.105,106 

Another thing to note in the XRD patterns is that reflections are relatively broad, which is 

commonly observed for mesoporous zeolite crystals despite the fact the crystals are actually 

quite big as is clearly visualized by electron microscopy techniques (see Section 5.3.3.) The 

reason for this, as was also commented on in Section 3.4, is that mesoporous zeolite 

crystals are comprised of interconnected domains of crystalline material which are in 

registry and interconnected domains of void space. In other words, (macroscopic) 

mesoporous zeolite crystals (as imaged in electron microscopes) are composed of smaller 

crystalline domains (as determined using the Scherrer equation). Thus, the effective 

average crystal diameters calculated using the Scherrer equation should be associated with 

the crystalline domains rather than with the entire macroscopic crystal. This implies, that 

the decrease in effective average crystal diameter upon increasing the desilication strength 
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which is apparent from Table 5.1 can be attributed to increased mesoporosity in the 

samples. 

 

5.3.2. Characterization of the zeolites using N2 physisorption 

The pore volumes as well as BET and mesopore surface areas of the parent and desilicated 

samples are listed in Table 5.1. It is seen that the samples are all microporous indicating 

that it is possible to increase the mesoporosity without destroying the micropores. It is also 

seen that the carbon-templated parent sample is in fact quite mesoporous to begin with 

(Vmeso = 0.30 ml/g), and that the mesopore volume can be increased by more than a factor 

of two by desilication, up to 0.75 ml/g for sample 5. A similar increase in mesopore surface 

area, from 117 m2/g to up to 241 m2/g, for the parent and sample 7, respectively, is also 

observed. Thus, there is no doubt from Table 6.1. that desilication can be applied as an 

effective tool for increasing the porosity of carbon-templated mesoporous zeolites. 

Moreover, it is evident from Table 5.1 that the desilication of mesoporous ZSM-5 proceeds 

relatively fast, since the mesopore volume as well as mesopore surface of sample 7 (treated 

with 0.2 M NaOH for 10 min) have doubled to 0.64 ml/g and 241 m2/g, respectively. Futher 

extension of the alkaline treatment (up to 30 min) only has a marginal effect on the 

mesopore volume and prolonged treatment times (70 min) has a detrimental effect on the 

mesopore surface area which is due to the size of the pores increasing into the macropore 

region. 

 

In Figure 5.2 are shown physisorption isotherms of the parent sample as well as samples 1-

4. It is seen that isotherms are all type IV isotherms which are given by mesoporous 

materials. Moreover, it is seen that the mesopore volume increases with increasing 

desilication strength and that the adsorption and desorption isotherms exhibits hysteresis 

starting at relative pressures of ca. 0.45 for low treatment strengths (samples 1 and 2). This 

is attributed to the formation of new smaller mesopores which is also evident from the pore 

size distribution plots shown in Figure 5.2. The formation of new smaller pores in a zeolite 

which already has mesopores is interesting because it indicates that it is possible to prepare 

zeolites with multi-level mesoporosity by coupling of the carbon-templating and 
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desilication methods. However, as is apparent from Figure 5.2 these small mesopores are 

gradually increased in size as indicated by the disappearance of small mesopores and a 

corresponding increase in larger mesopores with increasing desilication strengths (samples 

3 and 4).  

 

 
Figure 5.2 N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of the parent along with samples 1-4. Isotherms of 
samples 1-4 are offset by 150 for illustrative reasons. (b) BJH-derived pore-size distributions. 
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5.3.3. Characterization of the zeolites using NH3-TPD 

In Figure 5.3 are shown the NH3-TPD plots obtained from the parent sample and samples 

1-5 pre-heated to two different temperatures. 

 

 
Figure 5.3 NH3 desorption curves of parent sample and samples 1-5. Weakly bound NH3 desorbed 
in He at (a) 100 °C for 1 h and (b) at 175 °C desorbing for 2 h. 
 

The plots obtained after desorbing weakly bound NH3 at 100 °C all show two distinct 

desorption peaks. The higher-temperature desorption peak is attributed to Brønsted 

framework aluminum sites whereas the lower-temperature desorption peak is associated 
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with weaker acid sites. It is also seen that increasing the desilication treatment strength 

increases the acidity of the samples. From the plots obtained after desorbing weakly bound 

at 175 °C, also shown in Figure 5.3, it is seen that an increasing part of the overall acidity 

result from a shoulder on the low-tempeature side of the desorption maximum at ca. 365 °C 

which more significantly contributes as the treatment strength is increased. This appearance 

of this shoulder in the TPD profiles is most likely due to ammonia desorption from partial  

(extra) framework aluminum sites resulting from the desilication treatment. 

 

The acidities of the parent sample and samples 1-5 derived from the NH3-TPD profiles 

obtained after desorbing weakly bound ammonia at 175 °C are listed in Table 5.1. 

Comparison between the acidity of the parent sample with acidities of known reference 

samples indicates that the Si/Al ratio of this sample is close to 45. This implies that all the 

aluminum in the synthesis gel is incorporated in the zeolite structure since the Si/Al ratio in 

the synthesis gel is also 45. As was also evident from Figure 5.3 the results listed in Table 

5.1 clearly show that the desilication treatment effectively increases the framework 

aluminum concentration since the desilicated samples become increasingly acidic. 

 

5.3.4. Characterization of the zeolites using electron microscopy 

The prepared parent sample as well as the desilicated samples were investigated with 

scanning and transmission electron microscopy techniques in order to obtain direct visual 

images of how the desilication treatments affected the already mesoporous materials. From 

the SEM analyses it is clear that the crystals become increasingly sponge-like but retain 

their original size. This is clearly seen in Figure 5.4 in which SEM images of the parent 

sample and desilicated samples 7 and 10 are shown along with a TEM image of sample 10. 

Judged from the SEM images the crystals are all about 2-3 μm on the longest axis which is 

significantly larger than effective average crystal diameter determined using the Scherrer 

equation on the D[101] reflection as discussed above (Section 5.3.1.). From the SEM 

images it also appears that the crystals become increasingly fragmented in appearance 

which support the same conclusion as the XRD data suggested, namely that the 

interconnected crystalline domains decrease in size with increasingly harsh desilication 
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treatment. The sponge-like morphology is also clearly seen in the TEM image. 

Unfortunately, these highly mesoporous crystals are significantly less stable in the electron 

beam of the TEM than the mesoporous silicalite-1 crystals described in the previous 

chapter. In fact they are so less stable that it was not possible to record a good SAD image. 

 

 
Figure 5.4 (a)-(c) SEM images of the parent sample, sample 7 (desilicated 10 min) and sample 10 
(desilicated 30 min), respectively. (d) TEM image of sample 10 (desilicated 30 min). 
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5.4. Conclusions 
In the present chapter it was shown that the two main methods for preparing mesoporous 

zeolite crystals can be effectively combined. Thus, desilication of already mesoporous 

zeolite crystals enhanced the mesopore volume as well as mesopore surface area of this 

material, despite the fact that it contained appreciable mesoporosity to begin with. Two 

desilication procedures were applied in the present study, one involving variation in the 

amount of hydroxide being applied and one involving variation in the reaction time. 

Physisorption data revealed that both methods were effective for the generation of 

additional mesoporosity in the sample, and that newly generated smaller mesopores 

contribute to the overall mesopore volume at milder desilication treatments. As the 

desilication strength is increased these pores grow larger eventually extending into the 

macropore region. It can easily be envisaged that the porosity of other mesoporous carbon-

templated zeolites can be enhanced as well. 
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6. The Fluoride Route to New Mesoporous Materials 

 

 

 
6.1. Introduction 

Zeolites are typically prepared by hydrothermal crystallization of alkaline synthesis gels. 107 

In these alkaline gels, the OH− ions serve as mineralizing agents in the sense that they 

solubilize silicon and aluminum species in the form of hydroxy anions which are then able 

to partake in the crystallization of the zeolite phase. However, the concentration of 

hydroxide ions has to be very high in order to solubilize silicon and aluminum since more 

or less hydrated silica and alumina precipitates will form in more neutral solutions. 

Solubilization of silicon and aluminum ions is also possible using F− ions as it is also 

possible to form fluorocomplexes of both silicon and aluminum. The advantage of these 

complexes relative to the hydroxy complexes is that they are stable in acidic, neutral and 

even alkaline solutions. The use of fluoride as the mineralizing agent in zeolite synthesis 

gels has thus made it possible to prepare zeolites from neutral and acidic gels as well as 

from alkaline ones.108 In this chapter is described how fluoride containing synthesis gels 

can be crystallized in the presence of carbon leading to mesoporous zeolites and that 

fluoride containing aluminophosphate gels allow the formation of mesoporous 

aluminophosphate zeotype materials. 
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6.2. Experimental 
6.2.1. Preparation of conventional and mesoporous zeolites from fluoride media 

Mesoporous MFI, MEL and BEA structured zeolites were prepared by impregnation of the 

synthesis gel components onto BP2000 followed by hydrothermal crystallization and 

combustion of the carbon. Analogous conventional samples were prepared from similar 

gels in the absence of carbon.109,110 The gel used in the preparation of the ZSM-5 samples 

was prepared by stirring a mixture of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 3.47 g, 98 wt%) with 

tetraethyl ammonium hydroxide (TEAOH, 4.92 g, 35 wt%) for 10 min before adding a 

clear solution of Al(NO3)3·9H2O (0.075 g) in water (0.55 g) and then, in the case of the 

mesoporous sample, BP2000 (2 g). After 6 h, HF (0.585 g, 40 wt%) was added to the gels 

which were then transferred to Teflon beakers placed in a Teflon-lined autoclaves and 

crystallized at 170 °C for 3 days (the conventional sample) or 5 days (the mesoporous 

sample), before the solid materials were collected, washed with water, dried and then 

calcined in air to produce white zeolite powders. The ZSM-11 samples were prepared by a 

similar procedure from gels containing TEOS (3.47 g), tetrabutyl ammonium hydroxide 

(TBAOH, 7.58 g, 40 wt%), Al(NO3)3·9H2O (0.075 g), water (0.55 g) and HF (0.585 g), 

which were crystallized at 170 °C for 3 or 6 days for the conventional and mesoporous 

samples, respectively. The BEA materials were prepared from gels containing TEOS (3.47 

g), TEAOH (8.00 g), water (0.55 g) and HF (0.95 g) which were crystallized at 140 °C for 

5 days in both cases. 

 

The materials were characterized by powder XRD, N2 physisorption measurements, 

scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and selected area electron 

diffraction techniques. All of these methods were used as described previously (Chapter 4). 

 

6.2.2. Preparation of mesoporous zeotypes from fluoride media 

Mesoporous AFI and CHA structured zeotypes were prepared by sequential impregnations 

of required synthesis gel components onto BP2000 carbon followed by hydrothermal 

crystallization and combustion of the carbon. For reference, conventional samples were 

prepared from similar gels in the absence of carbon.111,112 The conventional AFI material 
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was prepared as follows: To a cool (0 °C) solution of H3PO4 (1.5 g, 85 wt%), water (1ml) 

and triethyl amine (TEA, 1.62 g) was added aluminum isopropoxide (AIPO, 2.04 g) and, 

after 2 h, HF (0.27 g, 48 wt%). The mixture was stirred for 2 h before being transferred to a 

Teflon-beaker placed in a Teflon-lined autoclave with ca. 20 ml water outside the beaker. 

The autoclave was then heated to 175 °C for 2 days before the solid material was collected 

by filtratation, washed with water, dried and calcined to obtain a fine white powder. The 

synthesis of conventional CHA was based on the procedure published by Tuel et al. AIPO 

(2.04 g) was suspended in water (8.7 g) and H3PO4 (1.15 g, 85 wt%), HF (0.21 g, 48 wt%) 

and piperidine (PIP, 0.85 g, 99%) was added. The gel was then transferred to a Teflon-

beaker placed in a Teflon-lined autoclave with ca. 20 ml water outside the beaker. The 

autoclave was then heated to 190 °C for 5 days. 

 

Two mesoporous AFI aluminophosphates were prepared as follows: Solutions of AIPO 

(2.04 g) dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF, 7 ml) were impregnated onto BP2000 (2 g) and 

the carbons were left to dry overnight. Then, they were impregnated with aqueous solutions 

of H3PO4 (1.5 g, 85 wt%), TEA (1.62 g for sample “AlPO-5 (s1)” and 2.53 g for sample 

“AlPO-5 (s2)”) and HF (0.27 g, 48 wt%) and transferred to Teflon-beakers in which they 

were crystallized at 175 °C for 3 days as described above. The mesoporous CHA material 

was prepared by a similar procedure from a synthesis gel containing PIP (0.85 g) in stead of 

TEA. This gel was crystallized at 190 °C for 5 days. After crystallization, the synthesis 

products were recovered by filtration, washed, dried and calcined to produce fine white 

powders. 

 

6.3. Results and discussion 

6.3.1. Characterization of samples using XRD 

In Figure 6.1 are shown the powder XRD patterns obtained from the calcined conventional 

and mesoporous zeolite and zeotype samples. It is seen that all samples appear to be highly 

crystalline materials, however, the diagram of AlPO-5 (s1) also shows the presence of 

amorphous material in this sample. Because of this, AlPO-5 (s2) was synthesized with 50% 
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structure-directing agent in the gel. As evident from the powder XRD diagram of this 

sample, this procedure resulted in a phase-pure AFI structured sample. 

 

 
Figure 6.1 Powder XRD patterns of the conventional and mesoporous zeolite and zeotype samples 
prepared in fluoride media. 
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6.3.2. Characterization of samples using physisorption 

In Figure 6.2 are presented the physisorption isotherms given by the mesoporous zeolites 

and zeotype materials and the pore-size distributions derived therefrom. The pore volumes 

and BET surface areas calculated from these data are listed in Table 6.1. 

 
Figure 6.2 Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms of the mesoporous zeolite and zeotype 
samples synthesized in fluoride media. 
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Table 6.1 Nitrogen physisorption data of the samples after combustion of the organic template and 
the carbon matrix. 
Zeolite/zeotype Conventional/mesoporous Vmicro (cm3/g)a Vmeso (cm3/g)b SBET (m2/g)c

ZSM-5 conv. 0.12 0.01 399 
ZSM-5 meso. 0.11 0.31 346 
ZSM-11 conv. 0.12 0.02 364 
ZSM-11 meso. 0.10 0.29 342 
BEA conv. 0.20 0.03 499 
BEA meso. 0.18 0.36 507 
AlPO-5 conv. 0.001 0.003 5 
AlPO-5 (s1) meso. 0.02 0.37 150 
AlPO-5 (s2) meso. 0.01 0.45 154 
AlPO-34 conv. 0.26 0.007 563 
AlPO-34 meso. 0.18 0.47 494 
a Calculated by t-plot method. 
b Calculated by BJH method (desorption). 
c Calculated by BET method. 
 

From Figure 6.2 it is seen that all the isotherms exhibit typical hysteresis behavior between 

the adsorption and desorption branches and can therefore be classified as type IV isotherms. 

Moreover, they are very similar in appearance suggesting that the materials from which 

they were measured are most likely very similar. From the insets showing the pore-size 

distributions it is evident that the sizes of the pores extend from the mesopore range into the 

macropore range. Inspection of Table 6.1 reveals that, with the exception of the AlPO-5 

samples, all samples have large BET surface areas. It is also seen that the samples 

crystallized from gels adsorbed on carbon have much higher mesopore volumes than the 

samples synthesized conventionally which all have very small mesopore volumes. For the 

AlPO-34 samples the increase in mesopore volume upon crystallization in the presence of 

carbon is most evident: The conventional AlPO-34 sample has a mesopore volume of 0.007 

ml/g whereas the carbon-templated sample has a mesopore volume of 0.47 ml/g. 

 

6.3.3. Characterization of samples using electron microscopy 

The prepared samples were investigated using scanning and transmission electron 

microscopy. Unfortunately, the mesoporous aluminophosphate zeotypes were too unstable 

in the electron beam to get images of sufficient quality. The SEM images of the 

conventional and mesoporous zeolite and zeotype samples are shown in Figure 6.3 and 
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Figure 6.4, respectively. The images of the ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 sample show the typical 

sponge-like coffin-shape morphology characteristic of mesoporous MFI and MEL type 

crystals. As evident, these crystals look very different from the conventional analogues 

which are more regular in shape. The SEM images of the Beta zeolites show that the 

mesoporous crystals are smaller than the conventional crystals and that they are also much 

more sponge-like in appearance. From alkaline gels, only nanocrystalline mesoporous Beta 

has been obtained, however, these images show that mesoporous Beta crystals were indeed 

crystallized using F− as the mineralizing agent.  

 

 
Figure 6.3 SEM images of conventional and meosporous ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and Beta zeolites 
synthesized in fluoride media. 
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The SEM image of the conventional AlPO-5 material show that this material consists of 

very long needle-shaped crystals. This needle-shaped morphology is also evident in the 

images of the mesoporous samples, however, crystals with plate-like morphology are also 

seen in the images of the mesoporous AlPO-5 (s2) which was crystallized with 50% more 

structure-directing agent in the gel than the AlPO-5 (s1) sample. This suggests that 

mesoporous AFI materials can be synthesized with different crystals morphologies simply 

by changing the amount of structure-directing agent in the gel. Since no nanosized crystals 

were found during the SEM analyses of the mesoporous AlPO-5 the mesoporosity of these 

materials is probably intracrystalline even though they do not exhibit the characteristic 

sponge-like appearance commonly observed for mesoporous zeolite crystals. Contrarily, 

the sponge-like appearance of the mesoporous AlPO-34 sample is clearly visible in the 

SEM image shown in Figure 6.4. From this SEM image it appears that the mesoporosity of 

this sample stems from agglomerates of nanocrystals, however, it might also result from 

intracrystalline mesoporosity as in the case of the other samples presented here. To shed 

light on the matter, the materials were studied using TEM with the hope of recording 

selected area electron diffraction patterns from sponges like the one shown in the SEM 

image. Unfortunately, the mesoporous AlPO materials were too unstable to obtain TEM 

images of sufficient quality. It was, however, possible to obtain good-quality TEM images 

of the mesoporous Beta zeolite sample. From the representative TEM image shown in 

Figure 6.5 it is clear that crystals are relatively large and porous single crystals. 
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Figure 6.4 SEM images of conventional and mesoporous AlPO-5 and AlPO-34 materials 
synthesized in fluoride media. 
 

 
Figure 6.5 TEM image of mesoporous zeolite Beta synthesized in fluoride media. 
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6.4. Summary 

In the present chapter it was shown that mesoporous zeolite materials can be crystallized in 

the presence of carbon from synthesis gels containing fluoride as the mineralizing agents. 

Using this method it was possible to prepare mesoporous ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 from neutral 

gels and moreover, it was possible to prepare zeolite beta as mesoporous crystals. 

Additionally, the preparation of mesoporous aluminophosphate zeotypes is possible from 

crystallization of fluoride containing synthesis gels in the presence of carbon. Thus, the 

preparation and characterization of mesoporous AlPO-5 and AlPO-34 materials was also 

presented in the present chapter. Electron microscopy studies of these materials reveal that 

the origin of the porosity of the AlPO-34 is not easily recognized as with the other samples 

and, unfortunately, TEM and SAD investigations of this material proved ineffective in 

shedding light on the matter since the material was unstable in the electron beam. 
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Conclusions 

 

 

 
In this thesis the subject of mesoporosity in zeolites was discussed. Initially, in Chapter 1, 

an introduction to field of zeolites and the importance of their micropores were given. It 

was explained that much of the success of zeolites results from their inherent micropore 

systems which make them useful for adsorption, separation and catalysis, however, it was 

also explained that molecular diffusion is very slow in these micropores which hinder their 

effectiveness for catalytic applications. As was also discussed, there are two conceptual 

methods for improving the effectiveness of zeolites in catalysis, one is to create larger 

micropores and the other is to shorten the length of the micropores so the diffusion path 

length is reduced.  

 

In Chapter 2, an overview of the field of zeolite materials with improved diffusional 

properties was given with special emphasis to materials featuring hierarchical pore systems. 

There are three types of hierarchically porous zeolite materials: nanosized crystals, 

supported zeolites and mesoporous zeolite crystals and these may be prepared by several 

methods which are categorized in Chapter 2. Overall, the methods can be divided into two 

groups: Templating approaches and non-templated approaches. Templating approaches 

cover methods involving the application of a specific template for templating the auxiliary 

(non-micropore) porosity and these are classified into solid, supramolecular or indirect 
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templating approaches. The non-templated approaches are termed demetallation and 

controlled crystallization.  

 

In Chapter 3, a more in-depth discussion of the properties of materials composed of 

mesoporous zeolite crystals was presented. These materials differ from the two other types 

of hierarchical zeolite materials since the auxiliary pore system of these materials is 

incorporated into each individual zeolite crystal. The commonly applied methods for 

investigation of mesoporous zeolite materials are described and the typical results obtained 

using these methods are explained. From this chapter it is evident that mesoporous zeolite 

crystals are indeed single-crystalline materials with improved diffusional properties. 

 

In Chapter 4 were presented three strategies for tuning the properties of mesoporous zeolite 

single crystals by templating approaches. It is described that the crystal sizes of mesoporous 

silicalite-1 prepared from BP2000 impregnated with sodium citrate prior to its application 

in zeolite synthesis are larger than normally afforded using BP2000 as template. A method 

for preparing a cheap carbon template by carbonization of a sucrose-ammonia mixture and 

applying this as mesopore template is also described in Chapter 4. As is the application of 

this as mesopore template for the preparation of hierarchical silicalite-1. Thus, cheap 

porous carbons are easily prepared and applied as templates for mesoporosity in zeolites. 

Additionally, the application of carbon-silica composites as mesopore templates and silica 

source was described in Chapter 4. Composites with varying C/Si ratios are easily prepared 

by in situ decomposition of sucrose impregnated on silica gel thus provide a simple method 

for tuning the mesoporosity of hierarchical zeolites. 

 

In Chapter 5 it was described how the porosity of mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared by carbon-

templating can be enhancing by subjecting the material to a desilication treatment, i.e. 

immersing it in an alkaline solution for a short period of time. Thus, in Chapter 6 is 

described how the two main methods for preparing mesoporous zeolite crystals can be 

combined to produce highly mesoporous zeolite single crystals. 
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In Chapter 6 was described that also synthesis gels containing F− can be crystallized in the 

presence of carbon resulting in mesoporous zeolites and aluminophosphate zeotype 

materials. In the Chapter it was shown that the presence of fluoride as opposed to hydroxide 

in zeolite synthesis gels opens the possibility of synthesizing several new mesoporous 

materials which are not available by crystallization of alkaline gels. Thus, the preparation 

of mesoporous zeolite Beta crystals and mesoporous AlPO-5 and AlPO-34 materials were 

described. 
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The introduction of synthetic zeolites has led to a paradigm shift in catalysis, separations, and

adsorption processes, due to their unique properties such as crystallinity, high-surface area,

acidity, ion-exchange capacity, and shape-selective character. However, the sole presence of

micropores in these materials often imposes intracrystalline diffusion limitations, rendering low

utilisation of the zeolite active volume in catalysed reactions. This critical review examines recent

advances in the rapidly evolving area of zeolites with improved accessibility and molecular

transport. Strategies to enhance catalyst effectiveness essentially comprise the synthesis of zeolites

with wide pores and/or with short diffusion length. Available approaches are reviewed according

to the principle, versatility, effectiveness, and degree of reality for practical implementation,

establishing a firm link between the properties of the resulting materials and the catalytic

function. We particularly dwell on the exciting field of hierarchical zeolites, which couple in a

single material the catalytic power of micropores and the facilitated access and improved

transport consequence of a complementary mesopore network. The carbon templating and

desilication routes as examples of bottom-up and top-down methods, respectively, are reviewed in

more detail to illustrate the benefits of hierarchical zeolites. Despite encircling the zeolite field,

this review stimulates intuition into the design of related porous solids (116 references).

1. Evolution of porous materials: from disorder to

hierarchy

1.1 Bright and dark sides of zeolites

Porous solids contribute to the welfare of society, mediating a

multitude of applications in industry, environmental protection,

and medicine, as well as in emerging areas such as nano-

technology, photonics, microelectronics, and bioengineering.

The art, science, and engineering of making porous materials

generally cover understanding and controlling the size, shape,

and connectivity of the voids and channels built into solid

frameworks, generally of inorganic nature. Over the last decade,
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we have witnessed great progress in the ability to fabricate new

porous materials with defined structural, compositional, inter-

facial, and morphological properties.1–6 This has created an

impressive materials supermarket awaiting novel or improved

applications.

Traditional porous solids used as catalysts, catalyst sup-

ports, and adsorbents, e.g. alumina, silica, and acti-

vated carbon, are mostly disordered in the sense of having

random pore distributions covering indiscriminately the micro

(o2 nm), meso (2–50 nm), and even macro (450 nm) size

ranges. The prime objective was, and in many cases still is, the

attainment of several hundreds of square meters area per gram

of solid without predefined pore geometry characteristics. The

introduction of the first synthetic zeolites in the 1950s and the

discovery of high-silica zeolites in the 1970s brought about a

paradigm shift in the field of porous materials. Zeolites are a

unique class of crystalline aluminosilicates with very high

surface areas, being a consequence of ordered micropores of

molecular dimensions (typically 0.25–1 nm) that enable shape-

selective catalytic transformations. Fig. 1(a) illustrates a typi-

cal isotherm of the MFI-type ZSM-5 zeolite, containing a

multi-dimensional network of micropores of 0.56 nm

(Fig. 1(b)). Fundamental and practical interest of zeolites is

largely a direct consequence of the fact that their bulk proper-

ties can be manipulated through variations in the atomic

structure. Today, more than 170 different zeolite structures

have been reported,7 enabling the practice of pore engineering

and offering seemingly endless possibilities to tailor these

materials for chemical reactions.

However, zeolites and in general materials with active sites

confined in micropores, are often victims of their own success,

as the sole presence of micropores can impose severe

mass-transfer constraints on the rate of catalysed

reactions.8–16 Diffusion, the main mechanism of mass transfer

in micro- and mesoporous materials, is of crucial importance

for their application in separation and catalysis, since the

molecular mobility ultimately determines the rate of the over-

all processes.8 Like the impeded human transit in crowded

department stores and the dilatory traffic during rush hour in

any metropolis, the intracrystalline motion of molecules in

zeolite pores is intrinsically slow. The transport of a molecule

in a pore of closely similar size is hindered, being further

aggravated by the fact that reactants and products have

different agendas: reactants enter while products abandon

the pore system. Diffusion limitations due to restricted access

and slow transport to/from the active site provoke low catalyst

utilisation. This represents a major drawback in most indus-

trial reactions catalysed by zeolites, e.g. cracking, oxidation,

(hydro)isomerisation, alkylation, and esterification, as they do

not operate at their full potential. In particular applications,

e.g. the well-known methylation of toluene by methanol over

H-ZSM-5, operation under strongly diffusion limited condi-

tions is beneficial in order to enhance the fraction of p-xylene

in the isomer distribution.9,10 To this end, large zeolite

crystals, i.e. long diffusion path lengths, and low acidity at

the external surface are preferred. Bringing the accessibility

problem to the extreme, the size exclusion principle of ‘‘to fit

or not to fit’’ disables processing molecules larger than the

pore entrance. According to industrial directives in terms of

sharp conversions and intensified processes, future develop-

ments in zeolite catalysis should focus on more efficient

catalyst utilisation for targeted reactions.

1.2 Strategies to increase catalyst effectiveness

In reaction engineering, the degree of catalyst utilisation is

classically described by the effectiveness factor (Fig. 2). Full

utilisation of the catalyst particle (Z - 1) represents a situa-

tion where the observed reaction rate equals the intrinsic

reaction rate due to operation in the chemical regime, i.e. free

of any diffusion constraints. In terms of intraparticle trans-

port, this is attained at low values of the Thiele modulus

(f - 0). Contrarily, f = 10 renders Z = 0.1, meaning that

only 10% of the catalyst volume is effectively used in the

reaction. Transport limitations negatively impact not only on

activity, but occasionally also on selectivity and stability

(lifetime), i.e. the three distinctive features of any catalyst.

Since the intrinsic rate coefficient kv is fixed for a given reaction

and zeolite, keeping the Thiele modulus small implies the

practise of two basic strategies: shortening the diffusion length

L and/or enhancing the effective diffusivity Deff in the zeolite

pores. In the latter line of thinking, ordered mesoporous

materials (OMMs) with regular pores in the typical range of

2–15 nm have intensively been developed since the 1990s.11–15

MCM-41 is prototypical in this category, displaying

one-dimensional ordered arrays of non-intersecting hexagonal

channels with controlled size in the range of 2–10 nm (Fig. 1).

The diffusion regime in mesopore catalysts is typically bulk or

Knudsen diffusion and this leads to diffusivities several orders

of magnitude higher than in micropores, which often display

an activated (configurational) diffusion mechanism. However,

Fig. 1 Nitrogen isotherms at 77 K (a) and BJH pore size distributions

(b) of characteristic porous solids. Purely microporous zeolites (e.g.

ZSM-5) show N2 uptake at low relative pressure followed by a plateau,

the result of uniform micropores of 0.56 nm and the absence of larger

pores. Ordered mesoporous materials (e.g. MCM-41) present N2

uptake at intermediate relative pressure due to the presence of uniform

mesopores of 3 nm, ca. 5 times larger than in typical zeolites. The

isotherm of mesoporous ZSM-5, obtained by modification of the

parent zeolite by desilication (details in text), shows N2 uptake in

various regions of the isotherm. The resulting material contains both

micropores (0.56 nm) and mesopores (10 nm). The occurrence of a

bimodal (or multimodal) pore distribution illustrates in broad terms

what a hierarchical porous solid refers to.
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the a priori very optimistic hopes for moving the zeolite

catalysis to the meso-scale by using OMMs have so far not

crystallised in industrial applications due to the limited success

in mimicking the unique functionalities of zeolites.

Consequently, research has primarily aimed at effective

chemical modification of the amorphous walls in OMMs by

e.g. grafting16 or crystallisation17,18 to generate active sites

equivalent to those in zeolites.

From this key learning, the scientific community started to

look for alternative strategies leading to improved accessibility

of the active sites confined in zeolites, which are elaborated in

the next section. Two fundamentally different approaches can

be adopted: (1) increasing the width of the micropores or (2)

shortening the micropore diffusion path length. For several

decades, researchers have pursued the preparation of new

‘‘large-cavity’’ and ‘‘wide-pore’’ zeolites (up to 1.25 nm),

containing rings of 12 or more T-atoms. Most of these

low-framework density structures, among many others

VPI-5,19 UTD-1,20 and ECR-34,21 suffer from similar

problems as OMMs, i.e. low thermal stability, low acidity,

and unidirectional pore systems. Recently, wide-pore zeolites

with multidirectional channels have indeed been obtained, e.g.

ITQ-15,22 ITQ-21,23 and ITQ-33,24 further realising the

‘‘promise of emptiness’’.25

For a given zeolite framework, the basic strategy to change

the diffusion path length is altering crystal size and morpho-

logy using particular crystallisation conditions. Aiming at

shorter diffusion path lengths in micropores of existing

zeolites, ‘‘hierarchical’’ systems have been developed and

have attracted rapidly growing attention. Broadly speaking,

materials with structural hierarchy exhibit structure on more

than one length scale.26 Hierarchical porous materials

integrate multiple levels of porosity. In zeolites, this can be

attained by decreasing the crystal size or by introducing an

additional (meso)pore system within an individual zeolite

crystal. Importantly, for a material to be denoted hierarchical,

it is required that each level of porosity has a distinct function;

the functionality is the differentiating feature with respect to a

disordered porous material. The topics of wide-pore and

hierarchical zeolites have been presented in various reviews,

mini-reviews, and perspectives covering particular synthetic

approaches.11,17,18,25,27–31 However, there exists an urgent

need to quantitatively compare the various methods for their

preparation, and not least to describe in detail the properties

of the materials as well as to establish a firm link to catalysis.

We set ourselves this task in this review, pinpointing which

methods are most useful for different types of studies and

applications. Although focus is on the zeolite field, we at-

tempted to synthesise concepts that are generally applicable

for the design of other types of porous materials.

1.3 Hierarchical systems

Generally speaking, hierarchical porous solids can be

characterised by the number of porosity levels in the material

and their individual geometry. As exemplified by the

mesoporous ZSM-5 in Fig. 1, the prime aim of hierarchical

zeolites is coupling in a single material the catalytic features of

micropores and the improved access and transport conse-

quence of additional pores of larger size. However, the

connectivity between the various levels of pores is vital to

maximise the benefits of hierarchy in catalysed reactions.

Interconnected hierarchy refers to the network of voids gen-

erated in the intercrystalline space by fragmentation of the

microporous crystal (Fig. 3(a)) into nanocrystals (Fig. 3(b)).

Intraconnected hierarchy makes reference to the occurrence of

mesopores in the microporous crystal (Fig. 3(c) and (d)). The

schematic representations in Fig. 3(b)–(d) shorten the length

of the micropores in a similar way with respect to Fig. 3(a) as

the result of smaller crystals or intracrystalline voids. Besides,

the three configurations could result in qualitatively similar N2

isotherms and pore size distributions as that of mesoporous

ZSM-5 in Fig. 1. A shorter diffusion length is necessary to

increase the catalyst effectiveness, but it is not a sufficient

condition. For example, the system in Fig. 3(d), which could

well represent a hollow zeolite crystal, is transport-wise

ineffective. This is due to the fact that the mesovoids are

entrapped in the microporous matrix and thus only accessible

via the micropores. Oppositely, the mesopores in Fig. 3(c) are

directly accessible from the outer surface of the zeolite crystal,

similarly to the intercrystalline space in nanocrystals

(Fig. 3(b)). In the latter two cases, the condition that meso-

pores enhance the molecular transport to/from the active sites

in the micropores has been satisfied. Thus, introducing meso-

pores in zeolites could be ineffective for application if not

properly located in the crystal. Consequently, engineering

hierarchical materials in general, and zeolites in particular,

requires a careful design aiming not only at extensively

generating large pores, but principally at locating them in

Fig. 2 Concentration profiles across a zeolite crystal (slab geometry)

at different values of the Thiele modulus, f (a). The reactant concen-

tration across a zeolite crystal is extinguished (c/cs = 0) near the

surface at f = 10, while being practically uniform and very similar to

the surface concentration (c/cs = 1) at f= 0.1. The dependence of the

effectiveness factor on the Thiele modulus is shown in (b). Low Thiele

moduli lead to full catalyst utilisation (f - 0, Z - 1) while high

Thiele moduli render a poorly utilised catalyst (f - N, Z - 1/f).
Relevant equations to construct the graphs (a) and (b) are given in (c).

They were derived assuming steady-state diffusion and reaction, slab

model, first-order irreversible reaction, and isothermal conditions.

Baur and Krishna116 addressed the applicability of classical definitions

of Thiele modulus and effectiveness factor for zeolites.
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harmony with the micropores. This is captured well by the

quote by the French architect Robert Le Ricolais, which can

be adapted to the topic of this review as ‘‘the art of making

hierarchical materials is where to put the pore’’.

2. Zeolites with improved utilisation: materials and

methods

As illustrated in Fig. 4, four different types of zeolite-based

materials exist that offer improved accessibility to the catalyti-

cally active sites located in the microporous crystal:

1. Wide-pore zeolites, having substantially wider micropores

than regular zeolite structures.

2. Nanosized zeolites having only intercrystalline pores or

voids.

3. Zeolite composites featuring zeolite crystals supported on

a material that is typically mesoporous or macroporous. In

this case, the support material provides the pores required for

improving mass transport to and from the zeolite crystals.

4. Mesoporous zeolite crystals, which exhibit intracrystalline

mesopores. The introduction of mesopores into zeolite crystals

can be conceived in two conceptually different ways. The

mesopores are either introduced into the zeolite crystals

directly during the crystallisation of the zeolite or they are

introduced by a post-synthetic treatment step.

The materials in Fig. 4 can be categorised into two different

groups according to the nature of their porosity. Thus, wide-

pore zeolites are characterised by having a unimodal pore

system, whereas nanosized zeolites, zeolite composites, and

mesoporous zeolites are characterised by featuring hierarchical

pore systems, since they combine the intracrystalline

micropores having well-defined pore sizes and geometries

determined by the crystal structure with larger pores that

can be either intercrystalline (Fig. 3(b)) or intracrystalline

(Fig. 3(c) and (d)).

Several synthesis strategies have been pursued to produce

zeolite materials with improved accessibility. Most of the

synthesis methods known today make use of templates in

order to control the generation of mesopores. However, it is

also possible to induce mesoporosity in zeolite materials with-

out any template. Templating methods can be classified ac-

cording to the nature of the interface between the zeolite

crystal and the mesopore exactly when the mesopore starts

to form.28 In this categorisation, three classes of templating

methodologies can be discerned: solid templating,

supramolecular templating, and indirect templating. In solid

and supramolecular templating, the zeolite crystal is in

intimate contact with either a solid material or a supra-

molecular assembly of organised surfactant molecules that

are subsequently removed to engender mesopores. Recently,

the terms endo-templating and exo-templating have also been

proposed to distinguish between these two approaches for

introducing mesopores in materials.32 In indirect templating, a

preformed templated mesoporous material is either (partially)

transformed into a mesoporous zeolite material or applied as a

supporting material for controlled deposition of zeolite

crystals. Both cases result in a composite material comprising

zeolite crystals embedded in or deposited onto a mesoporous

material. The non-templating methods fall under two general

headings: controlled crystallisation and demetallation, and they

entail either controlling the crystallisation conditions so that

predominantly nanosized zeolite crystals are formed, or the

preferential extraction of at least one of the constituent

metallic elements of the zeolite framework, respectively.

2.1 Templating methods

Supramolecular and solid templates have been applied to

control mesopore formation during zeolite crystallisation.

Although a variety of solids have been used, it appears that

the most general and versatile approach is to employ different

types of porous carbons.33–43 Carbon templating methods can

be tuned to yield either nanosized zeolite crystals34 or

mesoporous zeolite crystals35 and they will be dealt with in

Fig. 3 Different degrees and types of hierarchy can be defined in

porous materials. A purely microporous zeolite is considered as a non-

hierarchical system according to the single dimension of the pores

represented simplistically by the ordered blue sticks (a). The fragmen-

tation of the zeolite into small nanocrystals engenders a network of

mesopores constituting the intercrystalline space, leading to an inter-

connected hierarchical system (b). The term interconnected makes

reference to the fact that the micropores in two crystals are bridged by

interparticle voids. Intraconnected hierarchical systems are shown in

(c) and (d). In these schemes, micropores are crossed by larger pores

that are introduced within the zeolite crystal. Two extreme cases can

be devised in this category: accessible mesopores that can be entered

from the external surface of the zeolite crystals (c) and non-accessible

mesovoids that are occluded in the microporous matrix (d). The

systems (b), (c) and (d) could lead to similar N2 isotherms and pore

size distributions, resembling that of the mesoporous ZSM-5 in Fig. 1.

However, the type and specific location of the mesoporosity largely

determine whether the hierarchical system is a more efficient catalyst

than the non-hierarchical (purely microporous) one.
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detail in section 3.1. Other solid templates include resins,44

organic aerogels,45,46 and polymers,47,48 biological templates

such as bacteria,49 plants,50,51 and starch,52 as well as purely

inorganic compounds such as Mg(OH)2
53 and CaCO3.

53,54

The supramolecular templating method involves the use of

surfactant molecules to actively direct the synthesis of large

micropores or mesopores. If we first consider the attempts to

increase the pore size of the zeolite micropores, the only viable

preparative strategy has proved to be the design of new

molecular templates that lead to crystallisation of zeolite or

zeotype framework structures with larger pore openings than

those previously known. Over the last years, there have been

numerous successful examples of wide-pore zeolites discovered

with this approach,20,22–24,55 and it has become possible to

significantly accelerate this discovery process by applying

high-throughput synthesis techniques.24 However, it also

appears clear that this approach has some severe limitations,

since there are relatively few wide-pore zeolites. It is almost

exclusively a trial-and-error approach and the operational

window concerning chemical composition is relatively

narrow.25 As a consequence, parallel synthesis methodologies

are of vital importance and there are still no real possibilities

for predicting e.g., the acidity or the hydrothermal stability of

the resulting zeolites. Thus, even when a new wide-pore zeolite

is obtained, there is no way of knowing in advance whether it

will prove useful in a given catalytic application before testing

it explicitly. Therefore, it is difficult to directly link the zeolite

discovery work with ongoing catalyst development efforts.

Besides, routes to large-cavity and wide-pore zeolites are

‘‘exotic’’ in the sense of the required incorporation of

germanium and the presence of fluoride in the synthesis

composition. In addition, the cost of the structure-directing

agent is usually very high compared to more standard zeolites.

Besides zeolites featuring wide micropores, supramolecular

approaches can be used to synthesise hierarchical zeolites.

They can be classified as either primary or secondary methods,

depending on whether the surfactant assists in the assembly of

purely molecular species (primary) or partly crystalline species

(secondary). There are two distinct approaches to primary

supramolecular templating. One is when zeolite crystallisation

takes place on the external surface of a surfactant assembly,

another is when it takes place inside. There are not many

successful examples of the first approach. In fact, the only

general route is to apply tuneable organosilanes such as

[(CH3O)SiC3H6N(CH3)2CnH2n+1]Cl as both a silica source

and supramolecular template.56,57 By varying the alkyl chain

length, it is possible to obtain mesoporous materials with

controlled mesopore diameters, up to 20 nm. The other

primary supramolecular templating approach is to prepare

microemulsions, or reverse micelles, and then apply the

confined space within these nanodroplets as a means for

controlling the sizes of the zeolite crystals during synthesis.58,59

On the other hand, there are three types of secondary

supramolecular templating methods that are based on assem-

bly of partly crystalline species. One is the application of

surfactants to mediate the assembly of so-called zeolite

embryos or seeds into mesoporous structures. Several types

of composite materials have been prepared in this way. A class

of materials commonly referred to as MSU60,61 and MAS/

MTS15,62,63 have received attention in recent years partly

owing to the fact that they are highly stable in steam at

temperatures up to 1073 K. MSU materials have been

assembled from zeolite embryos of several different structure

types. Another type of secondary supramolecular templating is

coating zeolite crystals with a thin layer of mesoporous

material by aid of surfactants. Using this procedure, FAU

Fig. 4 Categorisation of zeolite materials with enhanced improved transport characteristics. Wide-pore zeolites increase the catalyst effectiveness

by attaining higher intracrystalline diffusivity (Deff), while the hierarchical pore systems reduce the characteristic diffusion length (L). Both

approaches reduce the Thiele modulus defined in Fig. 2. The synthetic strategies leading to these architectures follow templating or non-templating

routes, as detailed in the text.
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coated with a 5–20 nm layer of MCM-41 structured materials

have been produced, and this material exhibited higher

conversion than ultra-stable Y in vacuum gas oil cracking of

heavy molecules.62 However, these materials have been shown

to be less active and selective towards liquid gasoline products

compared to similar mesoporous materials prepared by

assembly of zeolite seeds in palm oil cracking using MCM-

41/beta composites.63 The third secondary supramolecular

templating method is to apply surfactants to swell and ex-

foliate layered zeolite precursors into so-called delaminated

zeolites. The delamination procedure results in layered zeolite

structures, which typically exhibit improved accessibility of the

active sites due to their nanosheet-like morphology. These

materials, e.g. ITQ-264 (delaminated MCM-22(P)), ITQ-665

(delaminated PREFER), and ITQ-1866 (delaminated

NU-6(2)) typically possess very large external surface areas

(600–800 m2 g�1). Unfortunately, the versatility of this

approach is restricted to the few available zeolite precursors

with layered structure.

In the indirect templating method, the hierarchical zeolite

material is produced in the absence of a distinct mesopore or

macropore template but instead from a partial transformation

of an ordered zeolite precursor material or by controlled

deposition of zeolite crystals onto a mesoporous supporting

material.17,18,28 In either case, the overall morphology of the

mesoporous zeolite composite is more or less maintained

during the zeolite crystallisation or deposition step. Thus, in

this method the templating is indirect, and it can in fact be

considered a borderline case between templating and non-

templating methods. Typically, the indirect templating method

gives composite materials consisting of supported nanosized

zeolite crystals. Most reports on indirect templating are

concerned with the partial (or secondary) crystallisation of

mesoporous materials into zeolite structures.67–70 Using this

methodology, highly mesoporous and relatively stable zeolite

materials have been prepared, particularly when thick-walled

SBA-15 have been used as the starting material.67,68 However,

also crystallisation of zeolite seeds adsorbed on mesoporous

materials such as SBA-1569 and mesostructured cellular

foams,70 as well as zeolitisation of diatomaceous earth71,72

are examples of indirect templating. Recently, the partial

transformation of a disordered amorphous aluminosilicate

into ZSM-5 zeolite/mesophase composite in the presence of

TPAOH has been reported as a simple route to synthesise

hierarchical systems via solid-phase crystallisation.73

2.2 Non-templating methods

The last two synthesis methods listed in Fig. 4, i.e. demetalla-

tion and controlled crystallisation, are non-templating

methods. In the demetallation method, one constituent is

preferentially extracted from a preformed zeolite material to

form mesoporous zeolite crystals. The traditional method for

introducing intracrystalline pores in zeolites is by dealumina-

tion, which involves preferential extraction of framework

aluminium by steaming or acid leaching treatment.30,31 Steam

treatment is the presently used method in industry to induce

mesoporosity in zeolites. A more powerful strategy is the

selective removal of framework silicon,74 which will be dealt

with in detail in the following section. Recently, partial

leaching of titanium and silicon in ETS-10, a titanosilicate

material, by treatment in H2O2 under microwave irradiation,

resulted in intracrystalline mesoporosity and improved

catalytic performance in the Beckmann rearrangement of

cyclohexanone oxime.75

In the controlled crystallisation method,76,77 the crystal-

lisation conditions are regulated to favour nucleation over

crystal growth. In many ways, this is a very desirable way to

improve the accessibility of the active sites in zeolite catalysts

since it does not require discovery of an entirely new structure

type but ‘merely’ the development of a modified synthesis

procedure that favours nucleation over growth for the desired

zeolite material. Thus, when it becomes clear that a particular

zeolite shows promise in a given catalytic application, it is

relatively straightforward to target modified synthesis

methods that lead to decreased zeolite crystal sizes. This can

be achieved by adding growth inhibitors, by increasing the

supersaturation, or by quenched crystallisation. Despite the

fact that considerable success has been achieved throughout

the last decades in the synthesis of nanosized zeolite

crystals,76,77 unfortunately no generic approach to achieve

nanosized crystals of the many available zeolite structures is

known.28 Accordingly, this approach typically also involves

massive screening of zeolite synthesis schemes, similar to the

approach to obtain large-cavity and wide-pore zeolites.

Application of nanocrystals engenders issues related to separa-

tion in order to avoid contamination of the final product.76 In

addition, nanocrystals typically possess a relatively low inter-

nal surface area due to the decrease in microporosity with

decreasing crystal size.77

3. Bottom-up vs. top-down approaches

In this section, hierarchical zeolites obtained by two particular

routes, i.e. carbon templating and desilication are elaborated

as selected examples of bottom-up and top-down synthetic

approaches, respectively. Both routes are contrasted in terms

of versatility, effectiveness in porosity generation, diffusion,

and catalysis, and last but not least scalability. In fact, both

methodologies are amenable to practical implementation.

3.1 Carbon templating

Originally, the carbon-templating approach was conceived in

an attempt to develop a general method for synthesizing

nanosized zeolite crystals with controlled size distributions.34

The simple, underlying idea is that crystallisation of a zeolite

inside the pores of an inert matrix would prevent the zeolite

crystals from growing any larger than the size of the pores in

the matrix material. Thus, the zeolite was synthesised in such a

way that the entire synthesis gel was loaded exclusively into

the pores of the matrix before the crystallisation was initiated.

This proved to be a viable approach to give high-quality,

nanosized zeolite crystals with MFI and BEA structures and

with crystal size distributions controlled largely by the pore

size distribution of the chosen matrix. By use of carbon, it was

possible to recover the pure zeolite by simply combusting the

auxiliary template.78 This methodology was coined ‘‘confined

space synthesis’’ to emphasise that the growth of the zeolite
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crystals occurred inside the pores of carbon. Clearly, the

nanosized zeolite crystals obtained by this method feature

the intracrystalline micropores characteristic of ordinary

zeolites plus an additional mesopore system resulting from

the packing of the small zeolite crystals, i.e. intercrystalline

pores or voids (Fig. 3(b)). However, attempts to further

develop this methodology showed serendipitously that a

completely different class of materials could be obtained by

essentially applying the same approach. In fact, by only

changing the crystallisation conditions slightly, it proved

possible for zeolite crystals not only to nucleate inside the

carbon matrix but also to continue their growth through the

surrounding carbon pore system in such a way that the zeolite

crystals encapsulate part of the carbon matrix. Thus, the

zeolite crystals essentially become replicas of the carbon pore

systems in which they are grown, and when the carbon matrix

is removed by combustion relatively large zeolite crystals

featuring an intracrystalline mesopore system result

(Fig. 5(a)).

Zeolite materials produced by carbon templating are called

mesoporous zeolite crystals. The materials are highly defected

structures (see the scanning electron micrograph in Fig. 5(b))

that can have intracrystalline mesopore volumes exceeding

1 cm3 g�1. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) coupled with selected area electron diffraction

(SAED)35,79 (Fig. 5(c)) proved that they can still be considered

single crystals. Thus, it is noteworthy that the introduction of

a zeolite gel into a porous carbon can lead to two fundamen-

tally different types of materials. Whether the use of carbon as

a template results in the formation of nanosized zeolite crystals

or in mesoporous zeolite single crystals depends solely on the

rate of nucleation relative to the rate of zeolite growth, and

this must be determined experimentally for any given zeolite

recipe. For the mesoporous zeolite single crystals, the pore size

of the intracrystalline mesopores directly reflect the size,

shape, and connectivity of the carbon particles in the matrix,

and accordingly it is appropriate to classify the carbon as a

template. This was clearly demonstrated by using carbon

templates with different sizes and different morphologies.80

In particular, it was shown that by using carbon nanotubes, it

was possible to obtain zeolite crystals with mesopore systems

that exactly replicated the structure of the original carbon

nanotube template.81 By use of stereo-TEM80 and TEM

tomography,82 the mesopore system of the treated zeolites

can be mapped in great detail. The mesopores extend through-

out the entire zeolite crystal and thereby provide improved

access to the zeolite micropores. Fig. 5(d) shows the nitrogen

isotherm and pore size distribution plot (inset) of mesoporous

silicalite-1 prepared by carbon templating, whose morphology

is presented in Fig. 5(b). The pore size distribution shows that

the additional porosity induced by carbon-templating is

typically in the mesopore range. The increased mesoporosity

is also evident from comparative diffusion experiments con-

ducted with mesoporous and conventional zeolites.83 This is

depicted in Fig. 5(e), which shows that desorption of isobutane

proceeds significantly faster out of mesoporous ZSM-5 than it

does out of conventional ZSM-5. Naturally, the increased rate

of diffusion observed for mesoporous zeolite crystals also has

implications on their performance as catalysts. Thus,

mesoporous zeolite crystals are typically more active as cata-

lysts than conventional crystals, as exemplified in Fig. 5(f) for

the vapour-phase benzene alkylation with ethylene to

ethylbenzene.84 Due to the alleviated diffusion limitation, the

apparent activation energy of the mesoporous zeolite (slope of

the Arrhenius plot) was higher than that of the purely

microporous zeolite (77 vs. 59 kJ mol�1). What is perhaps less

obvious is why these catalysts, and hierarchical zeolites in

general, also offer a higher selectivity to the monoalkylated

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of zeolite crystallisation in the presence of an auxiliary carbon template resulting in hierarchical microporous–

mesoporous zeolite crystals (a). Representative SEM (b) and TEM (c) images of the templated zeolites, including the electron diffraction pattern.

The zeolite prepared by carbon templating evidences extensive mesoporosity as revealed by N2 adsorption, with pores centered at 40 nm (d). The

elution of isobutane (e) and the turnover frequency in the vapour-phase benzene alkylation (f) over the hierarchical zeolite (mesoporous ZSM-5) is

largely improved compared to the microporous counterpart (conventional ZSM-5).
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benzene in comparison with the purely microporous

analogues. This can be explained by the shortened diffusion

path length that decreases the average residence time of

reacted molecules in the micropores. This suppresses

successive alkylation steps of the desired ethylbenzene to

polyalkylbenzenes.

Today, a wide range of zeolite structure types (MFI,32

MEL,85 BEA,86 MTW,87 CHA,88 AFI88) has become available

in the form of mesoporous single crystals, and it appears that

other structures should be available analogously. Thus, the

carbon-templating approach seems to be a versatile method

for introducing mesopores into zeolites and it also provides

some opportunities for tailoring the pore system to the desired

application by choosing suitable carbon templates.

Importantly, the method is applicable to all zeolites irrespec-

tive of their chemical composition, and therefore also to

zeotype materials that do not necessarily contain silicon or

aluminium. Furthermore, carbon-templating allows indepen-

dent control of the mesoporosity and the acidity.

Industrial use of the method might be hampered by the fact

that the suitable carbon templates (in terms of morphology,

porosity, and purity) can be quite expensive, and because

efficient introduction of the zeolite gel into the carbon can

require more elaborate synthesis steps. Recently these hurdles

were alleviated to some extent by the so-called in situ carbon

templating method, in which the carbon template is generated

by decomposing a carbohydrate, e.g. sugar, inside the pores of

the silica source used for the zeolite crystallisation.89

Compared to the original carbon-templating method, this

approach provides less control of the pore size and geometry

but instead it allows careful tailoring of the mesopore volume

since this can be controlled simply by adjusting the amount of

carbohydrate decomposed inside the silica. In any case, the

removal of the template by combustion is a critical step to

obtain high quality mesoporous zeolites. This aspect requires

careful consideration, particularly in large-scale production.

3.2 Desilication

Despite numerous works available on (partial) dissolution of

silicon from amorphous or even crystalline silica entities, the

potential of this post-synthesis method for controlled porosity

development has been unrecognised for a long time. In the

early 1990s, Dessau et al.90 reported an anisotropic and

excessive dissolution of ZSM-5 crystals upon treatment in

hot alkaline Na2CO3 solution, which has been speculatively

attributed to the presence of an aluminium gradient in the

zeolite crystals. In 1997, a distinctive role of aluminium on the

kinetics of silicon dissolution upon treatment of silicalite-1 and

ZSM-5 in concentrated NaOH solutions was identified by

Čižmek et al.91 The presence of aluminium in the zeolite

framework dramatically slowed down the dissolution kinetics.

In these works, however, no attention was paid to the

structural, morphological, and textural changes of the treated

materials. The first paper highlighting the presence of

mesopores in ZSM-5 zeolites by framework silicon extraction

in alkaline medium appeared in the year 2000 by the

Matsukata group.92 Although the newly obtained meso-

porosity was initially attributed to intercrystalline pores by

dissolution of crystal boundaries, subsequent systematic

studies by Groen et al.93,94 over ZSM-5 confirmed that

controlled desilication mainly induces intracrystalline meso-

porosity whereas preserving most of the original micro-

porosity. A combinatorial-type program was conducted to

elucidate the role of both treatment variables such as time,

temperature, and stirring speed and material related para-

meters like framework Si/Al ratio, crystal size, and different

framework types.95,96 These studies pointed towards a key role

of framework aluminium that highly determines the alkaline

treatment’s chance of success (Fig. 6). The alkaline-assisted

hydrolysis of the Si–O–Si bonds from the zeolite framework

can be directed towards mesoporosity development when

operating in an appropriate window of Si/Al ratios.

Aluminium in framework positions suppresses the extraction

of neighbouring silicon species. Besides aluminium, also other

trivalent cations such as iron have proven to be as effective as

aluminium in directing the silicon extraction towards meso-

porosity development.97 This knowledge has been used to

fabricate hollow zeolite crystals upon desilication of Al-zoned

ZSM-5 crystals, though the resulting system is a hierarchical

system with occluded extra porosity (Fig. 7(a)).98 Due to the

presence of entrapped mesoporosity, hollow crystals are not

optimal architectures to improve the catalytic activity of

zeolites in diffusion-limited reactions, despite the shorter

diffusion lengths by dissolution of the crystals’ interior.

Accordingly, the removal of framework species should desir-

ably generate accessible mesopores from the external surface,

such as those in Fig. 3(c). A uniform incorporation of acces-

sible mesoporosity in the microporous matrix has been

achieved by desilication of ZSM-5 with an isotropic distribu-

tion of aluminium in the crystal and analogous extraction of

silicon (Fig. 7(b)).99 The so-obtained materials present an

accessible hierarchically architectured micro- and mesoporous

system. An important feature of the alkaline-treated meso-

porous zeolites is the preservation of the intrinsic Brønsted

acidity of the zeolite framework, which is in contrast to

zeolites modified by the traditional dealumination post-

treatment (Fig. 7(c)). Besides, the mesoporosity achieved upon

the latter treatment is frequently occluded in the microporous

matrix100,101 and thus less effective as compared to the

hierarchical system in the uniformly desilicated zeolite

crystals.99 The presence of extra-framework aluminium spe-

cies, e.g. obtained by a dealumination post-treatment, inhibits

the extraction of framework silicon during alkaline treatment

of ZSM-5. Accordingly, an independent tailoring of porous

and acidic properties can only be successfully achieved by a

successive combination of treatments in which the desilication

treatment is performed first followed by dealumination.102

Successful extrapolation of the alkaline treatment to

MOR103 and MTW104 topologies have confirmed the crucial

role of framework aluminium and the generality of the

desilication approach. For these zeolite types, similar ranges

of framework Si/Al ratios were a prerequisite for achieving

controlled mesoporosity development coupled to preserved

acidity. However, operating in the optimal Si/Al ratio window

of 25–50 is not the only intrinsic condition for treatment’s

success. Additionally, a high stability of framework

aluminium is crucial to exert its pore-directing role. This has
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been supported by systematic investigations of the alkaline

treatment over beta zeolite crystals synthesised in fluoride-

medium. The relatively low stability of aluminium in the

four-membered rings of the BEA framework turned out to

be incapable of directing the mesoporosity develop-

ment coupled to a preservation of the Brønsted acidity.105

Consequently, the characteristics of the starting zeolite in

terms of amount (Si/Al ratio), nature (framework or

extra-framework), and distribution of metal species in the

crystal volume are important aspects to tailor mesoporous

zeolites by desilication.

The newly introduced mesoporosity achieved by selective

silicon removal leads to a greatly improved physical transport

in the zeolite crystals as was revealed by transient uptake

experiments of neopentane in ZSM-5 crystals99 (Fig. 7(d)) and

diffusion studies of n-heptane, 1,3-dimethylcyclohexane,

n-undecane in mesoporous ZSM-12,104 and diffusion and

adsorption studies of cumene in mesopore structured ZSM-5.106

Up to three orders of magnitude enhanced rates of diffusion

were concluded in the hierarchical systems as

compared to their purely microporous precursors due to

improved accessibility and a distinct shortening of the micro-

pores. Catalytic testing of various mesoporous zeolites has

proven the effectiveness of the desilication approach. A

20 times higher activity of alkaline-treated ZSM-5 has been

concluded by Choi et al.107 in the liquid-phase degradation of

HDPE. Zhao et al.106 reported doubled conversion in cumene

cracking over desilicated ZSM-5 compared to the parent

zeolite. A recent in situ microspectroscopic study on the

oligomerisation of styrene derivatives revealed a greatly

enhanced accessibility of the micropores in the hierarchical

ZSM-5 zeolites obtained by desilication (Fig. 7(e)).108 Appli-

cation of mordenite103 and ZSM-5105 in the liquid-phase

benzene alkylation evidenced a higher activity and selectivity

Fig. 6 The nitrogen isotherms of parent and alkaline-treated ZSM-5 zeolites of different starting Si/Al ratios (a) show the impact of the alkali

treatment on the porous properties of the resulting materials. At low Si/Al ratios, a minor change in porosity has been concluded whereas at higher

Si/Al a remarkably increased uptake is achieved in the treated samples, indicative of enhanced porosity. The insets in (a) represent a simplified

schematic representation of the influence of the Si/Al ratio on the porosity development. The BJH pore size distribution (b) obtained from the

adsorption branch of the N2 isotherms in (a) quantitatively describes the porosity development in the ZSM-5 zeolites. A negligible extraporosity

generation in the zeolites of low Si/Al ratio is obtained, which thus remain a purely microporous system, a combined micro- and mesoporous

architecture in the case of intermediate Si/Al ratios, and combined micro- and macroporosity in the high-silica ZSM-5 zeolites. The different extent

of extraporosity development in the ZSM-5 zeolites by varying the Si/Al ratio impacts on the newly developed mesopore surface area (c). At low

and high Si/Al ratios, the minor extraporosity and macroporosity, respectively, moderately increase the mesopore surface area. At Si/Al ratios in

the range of 20–50, controlled desilication leads to an impressive increase in mesopore surface area up to 200 m2 g�1, which effectively contributes

to the more efficient utilisation of the hierarchical porous architecture. In this optimal range of Si/Al ratios, the original micropore volume is

decreased by only 25% maximally with a preserved micropore size.
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to ethylbenzene of the mesoporous zeolites (Fig. 7(f)). Song

et al.109 reported a higher stability of desilicated ZSM-5 in

butane aromatisation. The benefits of alkaline treatment on

the activity, selectivity, and stability of ZSM-5 in the conver-

sion of methanol to gasoline110 and methanol to propylene111

have also been demonstrated. The interplay between enhanced

mass transport due the shorter diffusion path length and the

preserved acidity has proven to be essential in achieving the

greatly improved performance over these mesoporous zeolite

crystals. In addition, an enhanced ion-exchange capability by

the higher aluminium concentration in desilicated zeolites with

ameliorated access to the ion-exchange sites112 or alteration of

the active sites by the desilication treatment113 results in more

effective (redox) catalysts. The highly chemically controlled

nature of the desilication treatment in alkaline medium makes

scaling up rather straightforward and thus amenable to prac-

tical implementation. A first scaling up from the milligram to

the kilogram scale has successfully been realised by means of a

Fig. 7 SEM-EDX micrographs of large, in TPAOH-synthesised, ZSM-5 crystals evidence an anisotropic aluminium profile across the crystal

volume, which shows an up to 30 times higher concentration of aluminium in the outer rim as compared to the interior of the crystals. Desilication

of such zeolite crystals induces encapsulated porosity as shown by the IUPAC H2-type hysteresis loop of the N2 adsorption isotherm (a). This

observation emphasises the crucial role of the distribution of framework aluminium on the porosity development upon silicon extraction and

points to the importance of the quality of the parent material. A 3-D TEM virtual cross section proves that desilication of ZSM-5 with a uniform

incorporation of aluminium in the zeolite framework homogeneously generates extensive intracrystalline mesoporosity (b); arrows indicate access

points to the mesopores from the external surface. Pyridine adsorption on the parent and desilicated ZSM-5 zeolites confirms preservation of the

original Brønsted acidity (PyH) and generation of new Lewis acid sites (PyL) (c). The latter is the result of realumination of the zeolite framework

during the alkaline treatment. Transient uptake experiments of neopentane at 393 K conclude a 2–3 orders of magnitude enhanced rate of diffusion

in the desilicated hierarchical ZSM-5 crystals compared to the purely microporous parent crystals (d). In situ confocal fluorescence spectroscopy

measured during oligomerisation of 4-methoxystyrene at 373 K reveals a more uniform yellow coloration in large-crystal mesoporous ZSM-5

zeolites due to the improved diffusion and accessibility of the treated zeolite crystals as compared to the microporous counterparts (e). Liquid-

phase benzene alkylation with ethylene over mordenite greatly benefits from the introduced mesoporosity upon desilication, from 5 m2 g�1 in the

parent zeolite to 100 m2 g�1 in the treated zeolite (f). An up to six times higher productivity of ethylbenzene coupled to minimised deactivation by

coke is obtained in the mesoporous mordenite due the effectively shortened diffusion path length that greatly relieves the single file diffusion

penalty in the one-dimensional zeolite structure.
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6-liter stirred tank reactor with an increased solid–liquid

ratio with no deterioration of the properties of the resulting

materials.96

As noted above, desilication mostly creates intracrystalline

porosity in channel-type zeolites such as ZSM-5, ZSM-12,

mordenite, and beta. Recently, it has shown that silicon

leaching can be also used to fabricate octadecasil nanocrystals

(10–25 nm) with a high degree of intercrystalline porosity

(ca. 200 m2 g�1) and a preserved structure.114 Clathrasils, i.e.

zeolite-related materials consisting of window-connected

cages, are impenetrable to typical sorbate molecules such as

N2 or reactants such as hydrocarbons, and hence have no

prospective for catalytic applications. The zero-dimensional

character of these materials conditions the alkaline to operate

in a different manner, as the cages cannot be accessed.

Therefore, instead of attaining perforated crystals as in

channel-type zeolites, clathrasil crystals are fragmented and

peeled by the base, resulting in nanosized crystals. This widens

the scope of these compounds, opening room for application

as catalysts and/or catalyst supports.

4. Conclusions and outlook

During the last decade, hierarchical zeolites have emerged as

an important class of materials in zeolite science and techno-

logy, and they attract continuously increasing interest. The

optimal design of hierarchical zeolites requires the generation

of multiple levels of porosity being appropriately connected in

order to maximise the benefits of hierarchy in catalysed

reactions. Ultimately, the art of making hierarchical materials

is where to put the pore. Today, several different types of

hierarchically organised zeolitic materials are available and a

multitude of preparative methods have been developed to

target the synthesis of specific materials. It has been shown

conclusively, and in accordance with expectations, that in

these materials, the micropores are indeed much more

accessible due to significantly improved mass transport in

the hierarchical zeolites compared with conventional zeolites

featuring only micropores. The improved catalytic perfor-

mance of hierarchical porous zeolite structures has been

automatically attributed to enhanced transport, most of the

times without direct evidence of the diffusion characteristics.

Consequently, the diffusion studies should increasingly

accompany papers dealing with the synthesis and catalytic

application of hierarchical zeolites.

So far, the improved accessibility has been the main motiva-

tion for developing this class of materials. Herein, we tried to

categorise these materials and the methods for their synthesis,

and to highlight examples in which superior catalytic perfor-

mance of the hierarchical zeolites appears to be directly related

to the improved mass transport. To illustrate state-of-the-art

achievements in the field, we have presented prominent

examples of the various approaches available to prepare

hierarchical zeolites. It should be clear that each method has

its advantages and disadvantages, and more importantly, that

there is ample room for extending and improving all the

currently known methods. In fact, it appears likely that

entirely new methods will emerge and contribute to the

existing options for designing hierarchical zeolites. Besides

zeolite composites, substantial efforts have been devoted to

the development of the carbon-templating method and the

desilication method. For the latter two methods, quantitative

studies related to the improved diffusion, detailed characteri-

sation studies, and also several examples of improved catalytic

performance have been reported. Therefore, we have focused

on these methods to in-depth illustrate the opportunities with

hierarchical zeolite materials and to clearly establish the link

between materials design and catalytic performance. However,

with the different materials available and the various prepara-

tive methods ready to hand, it is interesting to discuss which

materials and which of the currently known methods are

indeed the most promising, going beyond laboratory scale

toward implementation. This is clearly a most difficult

question, and the answer appears to depend on many factors

in a quite complicated way. If we, for simplicity, limit our

discussion to pure zeolite materials, it appears that there are

no obvious advantages of any particular type of zeolite

material, i.e. nanosized zeolite crystals and hierarchical zeolite

crystals are expected to have quite similar properties thereby

showing analogous catalytic performance. However, there

could easily be some more subtle differences e.g. in the thermal

and hydrothermal stability of the different materials or in the

handling of the materials, but such studies have not yet

crystallised. Thus, in selecting one particular method for

synthesizing hierarchical zeolites, the most important thing is

to consider the objective of the study. If it is imperative to

achieve very accurate control over the pore size distribution

e.g., to tailor systems for fundamental studies, clearly the

supramolecular templating methods appear most promising,

and in particular the method by the group of Ryoo seems to

allow the most precise control of the pore system.27,56 A most

recent work by the same group claims distinctive catalytic

activity of the mesopores in hierarchical MFI zeolites,115

implying a dual functionality of the mesoporosity in hierar-

chical systems as transport facilitator and active catalyst. This

opens wide avenues for dedicated transformations of larger

molecules. Still, a point of concern is the fact that the

supramolecular templating methods are in general economi-

cally prohibitive for the vast majority of possible industrial

applications of these hierarchical zeolites. In this case, desili-

cation and in situ carbon templating methods appear much

more viable. If the desilication method can be made to work

with the desired zeolite structure and the relevant Si/Al ratio,

this would be the obvious choice due to its simplicity, scal-

ability, and low cost. In desilication, the flexibility to tailor the

mesoporosity is so far basically limited to the Si/Al ratio,

temperature, and time. Accordingly, research efforts should be

directed toward increasing the tuning capabilities of the

desilication treatment and to widen the applicability of this

treatment to other frameworks. In other cases, the carbon-

templating route would be the preferred alternative, since this

method is versatile and allows more control over the pore size

distribution though not nearly to the same degree as that

reported with the supramolecular templating methods. Mei

et al.111 have for the first time compared in the same study

mesoporous ZSM-5 obtained by templating with starch and

by desilication for the methanol-to-propylene reaction. The

template route led to enhanced mesoporosity in the zeolite
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crystals compared with alkaline treatment. However the

mesopores in the former sample were mainly located inside

the zeolite body and played a limited role in the diffusion of

gas molecules. In contrast, the open mesopores in the

desilicated zeolite catalyst enhanced the diffusion of the

primary olefin products (propylene and butylene), and

inhibited undesirable secondary reactions. As a result, the

propylene-to-ethylene ratio and propylene selectivity were

most effectively enhanced in the alkaline-treated catalyst.

Clearly, there can be many other factors to consider than

those presented here. Moreover, it is anticipated that

improved insight into the capabilities of the different synthetic

methods will appear during the coming years and this can

obviously refine these considerations. Accordingly, it is

concluded that the field of hierarchical zeolites will continue

to attract increasing attention during the years to come. These

new efforts will lead to a substantial improvement in our

understanding of zeolite catalysis and possibly also to signifi-

cant technological developments through the implementation

of hierarchical zeolites in industrial processes.
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The application of templating methods to produce zeolite materials with hierarchical bi- or trimodal
pore size distributions is reviewed with emphasis on mesoporous materials. Hierarchical zeolite materials
are categorized into three distinctly different types of materials: hierarchical zeolite crystals, nanosized
zeolite crystals, and supported zeolite crystals. For the pure zeolite materials in the first two categories,
the additional meso- or macroporosity can be classified as being either intracrystalline or intercrystalline,
whereas for supported zeolite materials, the additional porosity originates almost exclusively from the
support material. The methods for introducing mesopores into zeolite materials are discussed and
categorized. In general, mesopores can be templated in zeolite materials by use of solid templating,
supramolecular templating, or indirect templating. In this categorization of templating methods, the nature
of the interface between the zeolite crystal and the mesopore exactly when the mesopore starts to form
is emphasized. In solid templating, the zeolite crystal is in intimate contact with a solid material that is
being removed to produce the mesoporosity. Similarly, in supramolecular templating, the zeolite crystal
is in direct contact with a supramolecular assembly of organized surfactants, which is removed to generate
the mesopores. On the other hand, in the indirect templating method, the interface is between the zeolite
crystal and solvent molecules, or possibly a gas phase. It is shown that the available templating approaches
are quite versatile, and accordingly, it is possible to produce a very wide range of hierarchical zeolite
materials. The resulting zeolite materials, featuring noncrystallographic mesopores in addition to the
crystallographic micropores, exhibit significantly enhanced diffusional properties in comparison with purely
microporous zeolite materials. These enhanced mass transport properties have been shown in several
cases to result in significantly improved catalytic properties in a range of important reactions.

Introduction

Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates build from TO4

tetrahedra (T ) Si, Al) that are arranged in such a manner
that intracrystalline pores and cavities of molecular dimen-
sions are present. Typically, these zeolite pores have
diameters in the range of 4–12 Å and they are therefore called
micropores according to the IUPAC classification of porous
materials.1 The sizes and shapes of the micropores, and the
cavities, are determined exclusively by the crystal structure
of the zeolite. Thus, the micropores can be categorized as
crystallographic micropores. Currently, more than 170 dif-
ferent zeolite structure types have been characterized and
several new types still appear every year. Each zeolite
structure type features a unique micropore system. In
chemical industry, zeolites are among the most important
familiesofmaterialswithamultitudeoftechnicalapplications.2,3

Accordingly, there are numerous reviews that cover some
of the currently most important industrial uses such as in
ion-exchange,2–5 sorption,2–5 and heterogeneous catalysis2,3,6–8

but also possible new, emerging applications9–13 attract
considerable attention. At the same time, there are significant

ongoing efforts to continuously improve our fundamental
understanding of zeolite materials and recent reviews de-
scribe, for example, state-of-the-art of hydrothermal zeolite
synthesis,14,15 the use of in situ characterization techniques
to zeolite catalysts,16 diffusion in zeolites,17 zeolite mem-
brane materials,18 and the application of theoretical modeling
in zeolite science.19

Much of the success of zeolites in chemistry and chemical
engineering can be attributed to the presence of the well-
defined micropores, which are responsible for the well-known
molecular sieve effect. Thus, in heterogeneous catalysis, the
availability of a wide range of zeolite structures with different
micropore architectures makes it possible to conduct shape-
selective catalysis, which represents one of the most signifi-
cant achievements in the history of catalysis.20 With shape-
selective catalysts, it is possible to conduct highly selective
catalytic transformations on the basis of the complete
exclusion, or on the strongly hindered diffusion, of certain
reactants, intermediates, or products in the zeolite micropores.
Alternatively, shape-selectivity can occur because of the
sterically confined reaction space present in the vicinity of
the active sites that are preferably located in the zeolite
micropores. This can favor one reaction path (transition state)
over another.

Generally, zeolites are very versatile catalysts that can be
tailored to achieve optimum performance in a wide range
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of catalytic reactions. Thus, the catalytically active sites in
zeolite micropores can be acid sites that result from the
charge compensation of the framework with protons, which
is necessary when, for example, Al3+ substitutes Si4+ in the
framework, or it can be redox-active sites resulting when
the charge compensation is done by ion exchange with redox-
active ions such as Fe(III), Cu(II), Co(II), or Ag(I) rather
than with protons. Additionally, redox-active sites can be
obtained by incorporating redox active metals ions, e.g., Ti,
V, Mn, Fe, Co, Ga, Sn, etc., directly into the zeolite
framework by isomorphous substitution of other T atoms.
Therefore, zeolite catalysts attract significant attention in
many areas of heterogeneous catalysis both for purely
fundamental reasons because they can be tailored to allow
careful and systematic studies of various structure–activity
relationships and in numerous industrial applications where
they can be active, selective, durable, and relatively inex-
pensive catalysts.

However, in numerous cases, the sole presence of mi-
cropores also imposes significant limitations on the range
of reactions that are efficiently catalyzed by zeolite catalysts.
This is clearly the case for reactions involving reactants or
products that are so large that they are effectively excluded
from the zeolite micropores. However, also for reactants and
products that are smaller than the micropores, it is often not
possible to explore the full potential of the zeolite catalysts.
It is clear that if the zeolite catalyst could in principle
transform the reactant(s) into the desirable product(s) at a
rate higher than the rate of diffusion of reactants, intermedi-
ates, and products in the zeolite, then the overall reaction
rate will be limited by the rate of diffusion. Thus, the reaction
is in a diffusion-controlled regime and the effectiveness
factor, which is the ratio of the actual rate of reaction to the
rate that would have resulted for the reaction if no diffusion-
limitation was present, can be significantly below 0.1. This
would correspond to less than 10% of the zeolite actually
being used for the catalytic reaction simply because mass
transport to and from the active sites is hindered. Thus,
several strategies have been pursued to increase the acces-
sibility of the active sites in zeolite catalysts, and various
aspects of these efforts have been reviewed and highlighted
during the last years.21–32

Here, we review the possibilities for preparing mesoporous
zeolites by templating approaches. Such mesoporous zeolites
contain, in addition to the crystallographic micropore system
characteristic of zeolites, also an independent mesopore
system, i.e., a pore system with pore diameters in the range
of 2-50 nm.1 In all known cases today, the mesopore system
in mesoporous zeolites can be considered a noncrystallo-
graphic pore system because the sizes and shapes of the
mesopores are not related in any way to the crystal structure
of the zeolite, and because the orientation of the individual
pores is typically random. Certainly, this pore system is not
ordered at the atomic level. Therefore, mesoporous zeolites
can be considered hierarchical porous materials,26 meaning
they exhibit at least two types of pore systems that have sizes
in distinctly different ranges, i.e., in the micropore range and
the mesopore range. Such materials can be prepared by a
range of different templated and nontemplated methods, as

outlined below. Generally, the templating approaches makes
it possible a priori to tailor the pore size of the mesopores
by use of a mesopore template with a characteristic size,
which after removal leaves behind mesopores with essentially
the same size and shape as that of the mesopore template.
Fundamentally, templating approaches to mesoporous zeo-
lites are interesting as they turn out to define state-of-the-art
in the design of hierarchical porous materials and thus they
provide a benchmark for new materials and a constant source
of inspiration for the development of new and improved
methodologies. Obviously, it is possible that templating
approaches to mesoporous zeolites could be important in
supplying improved zeolite catalysts in a range of existing
catalytic processes, but they could also facilitate an extension
of the current scope of industrial zeolite catalysis to include
completely new reactions. Moreover, mesoporous zeolites
with their improved mass-transport properties could also find
applications in separations, specifically when transient
phenomena are of key importance, i.e., in non-steady-state
systems such as hydrocarbon traps in automotive emission
systems or in certain pressure-swing adsorption technologies.

Mesoporosity in Zeolites

During the past decade, significant efforts have been
devoted to developing methods that introduce mesoporosity
in zeolite materials by different approaches. In practice, the
resulting mesoporous zeolite materials can be categorized
into three distinctly different types of materials. Figure 1
shows schematic illustrations of these different types of
materials that can be termed hierarchical zeolite crystals,
nanosized zeolite crystals, and supported zeolite crystals,
respectively, and it shows typical pore size distributions for
the various materials. The first category of materials, the
hierarchical zeolite crystals, includes ordinary zeolite crystals
having additional porosity present in each individual zeolite
crystal. Depending on their size, these additional pores are
either mesopores (diameter below 50 nm) or macropores
(diameter above 50 nm).1 Accordingly, the hierarchical
zeolite crystals could be further categorized as either meso-
porous or macroporous zeolite crystals, but in the present
context, this distinction is somewhat arbitrary and will not
be used to strictly differentiate between materials except that
our focus will be on the mesoporous zeolite crystals. Thus,
the mesoporous zeolite crystals feature the typical crystal-
lographic micropores characteristic of the given zeolite
structure and an additional intracrystalline mesopore system.
Finally, yet another pore system will exist as a consequence
of the packing of the zeolite crystals in the material. This
pore system is an intercrystalline pore system. The pore sizes
and geometries of these pores are determined by the size,
shape, and packing of the zeolite crystals in the material,
which can obviously be packed more or less loosely.
Typically, these intercrystalline pores are relatively large
macropores because zeolite crystals normally have dimen-
sions in the micrometer-range, and we will not discuss them
in any detail. However, in some cases when the hierarchical
zeolite crystals are very small (average crystal size below
about 50 nm), it should be noted that they can contribute
significantly to the observed mesoporosity.
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The second category of materials, the nanosized zeolite
crystals, includes ordinary zeolite crystals with typical crystal
sizes below 100 nm, which is much smaller than what is
usually seen for zeolites. Clearly, the nanosized zeolite
crystals feature the conventional, intracrystalline, and crys-
tallographically well-defined micropore system characteristic
of zeolites. Moreover, it has an intercrystalline mesopore
system, which results from the packing of the nanosized
zeolite crystals in the material. This intercrystalline mesopore
system is obviously analogous to the intercrystalline macropore
system described above for the mesoporous zeolite crystals.
However, because of the typically smaller sizes of the
nanosized zeolite crystals compared to the hierarchical zeolite
crystals, the resulting pores are also typically smaller. Thus,
for the nanosized zeolite crystals, controlling the mesopore
size and mesopore shape translates into controlling the size,
shape, and packing of the nanosized zeolite crystals.

The third category of materials, the supported zeolite
crystals, is characterized by the zeolite crystals being
dispersed or supported in the pore system of another material.
Thus, contrary to the mesoporous zeolite crystals and the
nanosized zeolite crystals, the supported zeolite crystals
are not a purely zeolitic material but instead a composite
material, and the mesopores results mainly from the presence
of the nonzeolitic material. Accordingly, supported zeolite
crystals will feature an intracrystalline micropore system that
is solely attributed to the zeolite crystals in the material. The
pore sizes of the mesopores are largely determined by the
support material, which can be a very disordered material
such as a typical catalyst–support like amorphous silica, but
it can also be a highly ordered material like a mesoporous
molecular sieve. Thus, in principle, the mesopores could be
categorized as either intercrystalline or intracrystalline me-
sopores depending on the nature of the support material.
Moreover, it would be possible for the pore system to have
micropores or macropores; for the present categorization, this
is not important. Clearly, the presence of the zeolite crystals

on the support material will alter the pore size of the material
relative to that of the pure support. Here, the relative sizes
of the zeolite crystals and the primary particles comprising
the support material are of key importance for the pore size
distribution; the packing of the material will clearly also be
a key parameter in defining the porosity.

The vast majority of mesoporous (hierarchical) zeolite
materials reported so far can be easily categorized as one of
the three types of materials outlined above. However, it is
clear that mesoporous zeolite materials that are simple
combinations of materials from the different categories can
also be envisaged, such as hierarchical nanosized zeolite
crystals or supported hierarchical zeolites, and some of these
materials are in fact already known. Nevertheless, the three
categories seem to represent a useful way to distinguish
between various mesoporous zeolite materials, and most
importantly, the origin of the mesoporosity in the three
different categories is fundamentally different, which makes
the categorization easy to apply in practice. However, even
though the origin of mesoporosity in the materials is
fundamentally different, it is interesting to note that some of
the preparative methods available to synthesize these me-
soporous zeolite materials can in fact be tuned to produce
different types of materials in the categorization. Figure 2
illustrates the templating methods available to produce
hierarchical zeolites and emphasizes that some of these
methods can in fact be used to produce different types of
hierarchical zeolite materials. Thus, Figure 2 categorizes the
templating methods available for producing hierarchical
zeolites and provides a link between the methods and the
materials.

Here, the preparative methods available for synthesizing
hierarchical zeolites are termed: solid templating, supramo-
lecular templating, and indirect templating. In addition, a
number of nontemplated methods are available that yield
mesoporous zeolite materials. In the solid templating method,
the zeolite is grown in the presence of a solid material, which

Figure 1. Categorization of hierarchical zeolite materials into hierarchical zeolite crystals, nanosized zeolite crystals, and supported zeolite crystals. The
origin of the different types of pores in the materials is illustrated schematically.
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is eventually removed to generate porosity, and therefore,the
solid acts as a pore template. Typically, the solid template
is removed by combustion but in principle it might also be
removed by dissolution or sublimation. In the supramolecular
templating method, a supramolecular assembly of surfactants
is used as the mesopore template. After crystallization, the
template can typically be removed by combustion or extrac-
tion whereby porosity is generated. In the indirect templating
method, a templated mesoporous nonzeolitic material is first
formed,and in a separate step, the mesoporous nonzeolitic
material is more or less completely transformed into the
mesoporous zeolite, or the zeolite is deposited onto the
templated mesoporous material. Thus, the templating effect
is considered to be indirect, becausemplate is not present
when the zeolite crystallizes. However, the resulting meso-
porous zeolite material can still maintain some of the order
or structure of the original template if only a limited
reorganization of solid material occurs during zeolite crystal-
lization or processing, for example, as in a pseudomorphic
transformation. Thus, the approach can still be termed
templating, albeit the templating is indirect. Thus, the present
categorization emphasizes the nature of the interface between
the zeolite crystal and the mesopore exactly when the
mesopore forms. In solid templating, the zeolite crystal is
in intimate contact with the solid material that is being
removed to produce the mesoporosity. Similarly, in su-
pramolecular templating, the zeolite crystal is in direct
contact with the supramolecular assembly of organized
surfactants that is removed to generate the pores. On the other
hand, in the indirect templating method, the interface is
between the zeolite crystal and solvent molecules, or possibly
a gas phase.

Finally, there are a range of nontemplated methods that
yield hierarchical zeolite materials. Here, the most prominent
methods, such as dealumination,21,22 desilication,23 and
detitanation25 (jointly termed demetalation), are briefly
introduced to enable a comparison of the templated and the
most important nontemplated methods, but it is outside the
scope of the present review to include all nontemplated
methods available to prepare mesoporous zeolites.

Previously, the templating of solid, high-surface-area
inorganic materials has been categorized as either endotem-
plating or exotemplating.29 In that categorization, the solid
templating method is clearly an example of exotemplating
because the materials forms inside a rigid porous solid.

Contrary to this, the supramolecular templating is a perfect
example of endotemplating, where the templating species
are occluded in the forming solid.

In the following sections, we will present the preparative
methods available for templating mesoporous zeolites and
the resulting mesoporous zeolite materials in more detail.
We will use the categorization of the preparative methods
outlined in Figure 2 to organize the discussion. This should
clearly illustrate the significant efforts that have already been
devoted to this field and should indicate where new discover-
ies could be possible or desirable.

Solid Templating

Solid templating is a very versatile method for synthesizing
mesoporous materials featuring all three types of porosities
shown in Figure 1. As examples, solid templating has been
applied to produce macroporous MFI zeolite crystals by
applying polystyrene beads33 or ion-exchange resins34 as the
macropore template and nanosized ZSM-5 crystals by
carrying out the crystallization in the confined space of
amorphous carbon black and then removing the carbon black
by combustion.35 Also, the third class of hierarchical porous
materials, the supported zeolite crystals, are simply available
by crystallizing zeolites on, for example, a porous carbon
and not removing the carbon afterward, resulting in carbon-
supported zeolite crystals.35

Templating with Carbon Nanoparticles, Nanofibers,
and Nanotubes. Solid templating employing porous carbons
as the mesopore template can be tuned to produce mesopo-
rous zeolite crystals, nanosized zeolite crystals, or carbon-
supported zeolite crystals. Nanosized crystals are produced
when zeolite crystallization takes place in the confined space
of a porous carbon with little or no encapsulation of the
carbon particles during synthesis. By this approach, it is
possible to control the size of the zeolite crystals by proper
choice of carbon template, as shown schematically in
Figure 3.

Using the confined space synthesis approach in the voids
of carbon blacks or carbon aerogels (see next section), a
variety of different zeolites including ZSM-5, zeolite �,
zeolite X, zeolite A, and zeolite Y with controllable crystal
sizes have been reported.35–38

Contrary to the nanosized zeolite crystals prepared in the
confined space of porous carbons, the so-called mesoporous
zeolite single crystals contain a network of mesopores within

Figure 2. Categorization of templating methods available to synthesize
hierarchical zeolite materials.

Figure 3. Confined space synthesis of nanosized zeolite crystals inside a
porous support resulting in supported zeolite crystals. The underlying idea
is that the zeolite crystals will not grow larger than the pores, and the support
will disperse the zeolite crystals. Some supports may be removed by proper
chemical treatments, making it possible to isolate the nanosized zeolite
crystals.
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each individual zeolite crystal.39 These materials are pro-
duced when the porous carbon material is encapsulated by
the growing zeolite crystals during synthesis, resulting in
zeolite crystals embedded with carbon after zeolite crystal-
lization. Removal of the embedded carbon matrix after
synthesis results in porous zeolite single crystals, as shown
schematically in Figure 4.

Whether nanosized crystals or mesoporous crystals are
obtained by carbon-templating is determined by the experi-
mental factors that influence nucleation rates relative to
growth rates.40 With relatively high nucleation rates, nano-
sized zeolites are favored, whereas relatively high growth
rates favor mesoporous zeolite single crystals. In practice, it
is even possible to obtain hybrid materials, nanosized
hierarchical zeolite crystals.40 So far, the carbon-templating
methodology has been applied to produce mesoporous zeolite
single crystals of MFI,39,41,42 MEL,43 MTW,44 and BEA41

framework structures as well as hierarchical aluminum
phosphates of CHA45 and AFI45 framework structures. A
thorough study on the application of different carbon
templates as well as different synthesis conditions with the
goal of finding a low-cost route to ZSM-5 was recently
reported by Chou et al.46 Also, carbon nanotubes have been
applied as combustible carbon templates in the synthesis of
mesoporous zeolites, resulting in mesoporous zeolite crystals
containing relatively straight and uniformly sized mesopore
channels that extend throughout the entire crystals.47,48 The
same can be obtained using carbon nanofibers that are much
cheaper than nanotubes.49

Recent installments in the field of mesoporous single
crystals prepared by carbon-templating are the application
of microwave heating to facilitate crystal growth50 and the
successful adoption of the fluoride route for conventional
zeolite synthesis to work for carbon-templating of mesopo-
rous zeolite single crystals.45 By the latter method, the
synthesis of related aluminum phosphate materials in me-
soporous modifications has proved possible.

Carbon Templates Formed Prior to Zeolite Synthesis.
Preformed carbon templates made by carbonization of
various materials have been applied in the synthesis of
mesoporous zeolites. Pinnavaia et al. applied colloidal
imprinted carbon (CIC), made by carbonizing at 900 °C pitch
imprinted with colloidal silica and etching away the silica
by hydrofluoric acid leaching, as a solid template for the
synthesis of nanosized ZSM-5 in the confined space of the
CIC.51 By varying the size of the silica colloid used for
imprinting the pitch, CICs of different pore size distributions
can be obtained. Consequently, nanosized zeolite crystals of
different size ranges can be obtained by tuning the CIC

template. Colloidal silica has also very recently been used
to template a porous carbon prepared by partial carbonization
of sucrose with sulfuric acid and subsequently removing the
silica template by hydrofluoric acid leaching.52 Application
of this carbon as a mesopore template resulted in mesoporous
silicalite-1 single crystals.

The preparation of carbon-silica composite materials by
carbonization of various molecules in the pores of ordered
mesoporous materials such as MCM-41 and SBA-15 is a
field of its own.53 These so-called CMK materials have been
applied as starting materials for crystallization of zeolites as
the carbon template is already intimately admixed with the
silica source. Remarkably, this was reported almost simul-
taneously by three independent research groups.54–56 Cho
et al. described procedures for the preparation of mesoporous
zeolite powders, monoliths and films, which involved
carbonization of a phenol-formaldehyde resin in the pores
of MCM-41, MCM-48, and SBA-15 and the subsequent
application of these carbon-silicate mixtures as starting
materials for zeolite crystallization.54 The XRD patterns of
the afforded materials revealed the presence of ZSM-5
crystals as well as disordered mesoporous phases, suggesting
that the amorphous pore walls of the mesoporous templates
are partly transformed into ZSM-5 crystals and encapsulate
carbon during the course of the crystallization. After zeolite
crystallization, the carbon embedded in the zeolite crystals
is removed by combustion, resulting in mesoporous zeolite
crystals. The powdered mesoporous zeolite sample as well
as the monolith and the film all exhibited high mesopore
surface areas and volumes. Yang et al. reported a similar
procedure, applying a carbon replica of SBA-15, so-called
CMK-3, as the mesopore template.55 The prepared materials
were highly crystalline mesoporous ZSM-5 samples having
mesopore surface areas and mesopore volumes up to 382
m2/g and 0.37 mL/g, respectively. The report by Sakthivel
et al. describes the use of CMK-1 and CMK-3 mesoporous
carbon molecular sieve replicas of MCM-48 and SBA-15,
respectively, as the mesopore templates.56 CMK-1 or CMK-3
were impregnated with ZSM-5 gel components and subjected
to hydrothermal treatment for 1–5 days. This resulted, after
calcination, in aluminosilicate replicas of the mesoporous
carbon templates, denoted RMM-1 and RMM-3, featuring
the characteristic cubic and hexagonal low-index reflections
in the XRD patterns. No ZSM-5 reflections were observed
in the XRD patterns of the materials subjected to hydro-
thermal treatment for 3 days or less; however, FTIR revealed
the presence of zeolite secondary structural building units
by featuring a broad absorption at ca. 540 cm-1. Thus,
RMM-1 and RMM-3 appears in fact to be composite
materials consisting of mesoporous MCM-48-type and SBA-
15-type with nanosized zeolite structural units embedded in
the pore walls. Reports on the transformation of CMK-3 into
ZSM-5 by vapor-phase transport of the structure-directing
agent can also be found.57,58 Recently, Fang and Hu reported
the use of CMK-5, another carbon replica of SBA-15, to
produce an ordered mesoporous aluminosilicate material with
zeolite crystals embedded in the pore walls, as revealed by
the XRD pattern.56 The material, denoted as OMZ-1 by the

Figure 4. Growth of a zeolite crystal around carbon particles resulting in
a zeolite crystal embedded with carbon particles. The carbon particles may
subsequently be removed by combustion, yielding a porous spongelike
zeolite single crystal.
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authors, had a mesopore surface area and mesopore volume
of 389 m2/g and 0.50 mL/g, respectively.

Very recently, two different approaches involving the
preparation and application of porous carbons prepared by
carbonizing sucrose were reported.60,61 The first report
applied hydrothermal treatment of a sucrose-ammonia
mixture followed by carbonization of the mixture at 850 °C.60

The afforded porous carbon was the impregnated with
silicalite-1 synthesis gel mixture and subjected to hydro-
thermal treatment to allow for the zeolite phase to crystallize.
The zeolite material resulting after combustion of the carbon
consisted of homogeneously sized mesoporous silicalite-1
single crystals. The second report concerned the preparation
of a carbon-silica composite material made simply by
impregnating a solution of sucrose onto silica gel and
carbonizing the material at elevated temperature.61 The
carbon-silica composite was then applied as silica source
for the crystallization of mesoporous ZSM-5 single crystals.
Also, silica-carbon composites made by carbonization of
rice husks have been applied as starting materials for
synthesis of mesoporous zeolites.62

Use of Aerogel, Polymer, and Resin Templates. The first
report on the utilization of carbon aerogels for templating
mesoporous zeolites appeared in 2003.63 Tao et al. prepared
a mesoporous ZSM-5 monolith with bimodal pore size
distribution comprising very uniformly sized mesopores
(average diameter of 11 nm) using a carbonized resorcinol-
formaldehyde aerogel, i.e., a carbon aerogel, as the mesopore
template. The carbon aerogel was impregnated with ZSM-5
synthesis gel components and subjected to hydrothermal
treatment to allow for the crystallization of the zeolite phase.
During the course of the crystallization, the zeolite crystals
grew in the confined space of the carbon aerogel producing
a phase-pure mesoporous ZSM-5 powder consisting of
nanosized crystals. The same methodology was also applied
for the synthesis of mesoporous NaY, resulting in a highly
mesoporous NaY material (mesopore volume 1.37 cm3/g)
consisting of nanosized crystals.38 Because the porosity of
carbon aerogels are quite easy to tune by, for example,
varying the molar ratios of the starting materials, resorcinol,
and formaldehyde, the porosity of the resultant zeolite
materials are also easily tuned. This was demonstrated for
mesoporous ZSM-5 samples produced from two different
carbonaerogelspreparedbycarbonizationofresorcinol-formaldehyde
aerogels.64 The ZSM-5 sample produced from a carbonized
2:1 RFA had a mesopore volume of 0.98 cm3/g, whereas a
ZSM-5 sample produced from a 1:1 RFA had a mesopore
volume of 0.34 cm3/g.

Also, noncarbonized resorcinol-formaldehyde aerogels
have been used to synthesize mesoporous zeolites, exempli-
fied with the synthesis of nanosized zeolite A by crystal-
lization in a resorcinol-formalde aerogel.65 Thus, although
resorcinol-formaldehyde aerogels are not as porous as their
carbonized analogues, and therefore result in less mesoporous
zeolites, as shown in a comparative study of mesoporous
ZSM-5 samples,66 they offer interesting possibilities for
synthesizing other zeolite framework structures in mesopo-
rous form. Another advantage of resorcinol-formaldehyde
aerogels is that they are easily produced in monolithic form,

paving the way for monolithic self-supported mesoporous
zeolite catalysts. The preparation of macroporous monolithic
silicalite-1 foams was reported 2001 by Yoon et al. by
growing zeolite crystals on polyurethane foam,67 and re-
cently, mesoporous monolithic silicalite-1 was prepared from
resorcinol-formaldehyde aerogel templates were shown to
exhibit high catalytic activity as well as excellent selectivity
in the Beckmann rearrangement of cyclohexanone oxime.68

Very recently, Xiao et al. reported the use of a cationic
polymer as mesopore template for the synthesis of mesopo-
rous zeolite �.69 The synthesis involved adding the polymer
to a zeolite � synthesis gel and crystallization of the mixture
under hydrothermal conditions. Subsequent calcination of the
product afforded mesoporous zeolite � with a mesopore size
distribution of 5–40 nm, which exhibited higher conversion
and better selectivity than a conventional zeolite � sample
in catalytic alkylation of benzene with 2-propanol. Also,
mesoporous ZSM-5 could be prepared using this methodol-
ogy. Another very recent strategy concerning the use of
polymers for templating mesoporosity in zeolites was
reported by the group of Pinnavaia.70 A silane-functionalized
polymer was impregnated with ZSM-5 gel components and
subjected to hydrothermal treatment. During crystallization
of the zeolite phase, the silyl groups were hydrolyzed and
attached to the surface of the nucleating zeolite crystals,
thereby incorporating the polymer in the zeolite crystal. After
calcination of the polymer, mesoporous zeolite crystals are
obtained. The main advantage of this templating method is
that the intracrystalline mesopores of the resulting crystals
are small and homogeneously sized (average pore size
2.0–3.0 nm).

Macrotemplating using polystyrene beads was one of the
first types of solid templating of hierarchical zeolites to be
reported.33 Stein et al. impregnated zeolite synthesis gel
components onto a close-packed array of polystyrene beads.
After crystallization and removal of the latex spheres, a
macroporous beehive structure with walls of silicalite-1 was
obtained. Similarly, core-shell building blocks consisting
of latex-beads coated with zeolites were used to prepare
macroporous zeolite monoliths.71 Using ion-exchange resin
beads as the template, researchers obtained mesoporous
silicalite-1 microspheres by crystallization of a silicalite-1
synthesis gel adsorbed onto anionic ion-exchange resin
beads.34 The calcined silicalite-1 microspheres exhibited a
typical type IV N2 physisorption isotherm and contained
mesopores centered at 40 nm. Also hierarchical palladium-
containing zeolite �72 and vanadium-containing AlPO-573

have been reported by resin-macrotemplating.
Use of Solid Biological Templates. Another interesting

approach for the preparation of hierarchical zeolites is by
use of biological templates, which offer a wide range of
different material shapes. So far, a few examples of using
solid biological templates have appeared to illustrate the
possibilities for controlling the morphology of zeolite materi-
als. They represent an attractive alternative compared to the
standard templates such as polymers, carbons, or other
synthetic templates, because many biological templates are
abundant and often relatively inexpensive. Mann et al.74

demonstrated how organized bacterial superstructures can
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be used as 3D templates for the fabrication of ordered
inorganic–organic fibrous composites.74,75 They prepared
MCM-41 silica-based fibers containing hierarchically orga-
nized pore structures at the meso- and microscopic length
scales.74 Bacterial templates were also applied to create
hierarchically structured zeolite fibers containing ordered
pores at the meso- and microscopic length scales.76 The
stable aqueous dispersion of preformed zeolite nanoparticles
as building blocks for the infiltration of a bacterial super-
cellular thread was used by reversible swelling. Macroscopic
bacterial threads were produced from cell cultures of mutant
FJ7 strain of Bacillus subtilis. The final zeolite fibers showed
a high surface area and a unidirectional patterned architecture.
Along the same lines, hierarchical MFI zeolites were
prepared through templating with wood cells giving materials
with controlled micro-, meso-, and macropores that are
clearly replicas of the original biological template.77 More-
over, the leaves and stems of Equisetum arVense, a plant
rich in amorphous silica, has been used to produce hierarchi-
cal MFI and BEA structures with order at all three levels.78–80

Finally, starch gels have also been used a solid template
to fabricate zeolite materials with a hierarchical micro-,
meso-, macropore organization.81 The macroporous mono-
liths consisting of a continuous mesoporous framework of
microporous silicalite were prepared by incorporating 50 nm
sized zeolite nanoparticles into freshly prepared viscous
starch gels, followed by air-drying and calcination. Macropores
with sizes between 0.5 and 50 µm were created by varying
the amount of starch and the starch/silicalite weight ratio.
Mesoporous thin films of microporous silicalite, 2–15 µm
in thickness, were also prepared by using gels containing
low concentrations of starch (about 2 wt %).

Supramolecular Templating

In the supramolecular templating method, an organized
assembly of surfactant molecules is used as the template for
creating intercrystalline or intracrystalline meso-/macropores
in a zeolite material. Thus, in all supramolecular templating
approaches to mesoporous zeolites, the zeolite crystal is in
direct contact with the supramolecular template when it is
starts being removed from the zeolite material to generate
the porosity.

Direct Crystallization of Zeolites in the Presence of
Supramolecular Templates. Soon after the discovery of the
mesoporous molecular sieves,82,83 Beck et al. more system-
atically explored the use of alkyltrimethylammonium sur-
factants to serve as structure-directing agents, or templates,
for the formation of microporous or mesoporous molecular
sieve frameworks84 to elucidate which factors favor molec-
ular and supramolecular templating. An early attempt to
prepare a mesoporous aluminosilicate material that possessed
microporosity and acidity analogous to zeolites via dual
templating, i.e., using both molecular and supramolecular
templates, in a one-step synthesis was reported by Karlsson
et al.85 This approach is based on the idea that the molecular
templates could direct zeolite crystallization in the mesopore
walls while the mesoporous structure was simultaneously
formed according to the supramolecular templating mecha-
nism of the surfactant micelles. The group investigated

whether simultaneously supramolecular aggregation and
molecular templating by using mixtures of alkyltrimethy-
lammonium surfactants with different chain lengths could
be was achieved. However, it turned out that the two
templating systems worked in a competitive, rather than
cooperative, manner, resulting in the formation of bulk zeolite
without any mesoporosity, amorphous mesoporous material,
or their physical mixtures.

Lamellar surfactant-directed silicate mesophases with
molecularly ordered inorganic frameworks were prepared by
Chmelka et al. Prior to hydrothermal treatment at 135 °C,
these materials possessed lamellar mesostructural order with
amorphous silica frameworks. However, hydrothermal treat-
ment/calcination of these thin fragile materials at tempera-
tures >140 °C, resulted in decomposition of the surfactant,
leading to subsequent degradation of the framework order
and therefore loss of mesoporosity.86,87 Thus, it is not
straightforward to obtain crystalline zeolites containing both
micro- and mesoporous structures in a single phase if the
aluminosilicate gel is directly crystallized in the presence of
both ordinary organic mesopore-directing surfactants and
molecular templates for the zeolite. However, Ryoo et al.
elegantly circumvented this difficulty by developing a direct
synthesis route to mesoporous zeolites with easily tuned,
uniform mesopores using amphiphilic organosilanes,
[(CH3O)SiC3H6N(CH3)2CnH2n+1]Cl, as supramolecular tem-
plates.88 Designed in this manner, the surfactants are not
expelled from the aluminosilicate sphere during the zeolite
crystallization process, making it possible for the surfactants
to transform the zeolite crystal growth into a mesoporous
structure. In a typical synthesis, the amphiphilic organosilane
is added to the initial synthesis composition of MFI zeolite
containing the tetrapropylammonium ion as a structure-
directing agent for the MFI zeolite. An equivalent synthesis
principle was applied to the synthesis of mesoporous LTA
zeolite crystals.88 The mesopore diameters of the mesoporous
MFI zeolite crystals could be systematically varied by
changing the chain length of the organosilane and/or the
hydrothermal synthesis temperature. For n ) 12, 16, and
18, pore diameters of 2.1, 3.1, and 3.9 nm, respectively were
obtained, but a mesopore diameter up to 20 nm could be
obtained under proper synthesis conditions. The mesoporous
MFI zeolite crystals exhibited superior catalytic activity and
selectivity in the jasminaldehyde and vesidryl synthesis
reactions compared to a purely microporous MFI zeolite and
Al-MCM-41. In addition, these hierarchical zeolite crystals
have also shown a remarkably high resistance to deactivation
in some catalytic applications.89 Ryoo et al. later extended
the synthesis strategy, using organosilane surfactants as a
supramolecular template, to also comprise aluminophosphate
compositions.90 The resulting aluminophosphates exhibited
mesoporous structures and in the proposed synthesis mech-
anism, the organic tail of the surfactant directs the mesopo-
rous structure while the silica moiety is incorporated in the
resultant aluminophosphate frameworks (see Figure 5).

Surfactant-Mediated Assembly of Zeolite Seeds into
Mesoporous Structures. After the discovery of mesoporous
MCM-41 molecular sieves,91 it was found that the incorpora-
tion of aluminum into the framework introduced mild acidic
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functionality. However, it can also lead to a loss of structural
integrity in the mesoporous aluminosilicate materials because
of the amorphous nature of their frameworks and relatively
thin walls.92–94 Metal-supported MCM-41 catalysts have
yielded promising results in reactions such as hydrocracking,
hydrodesulfurization, and hydrodenitrogenation because of
their high surface areas and regular pore dimensions.95–98

But the lower thermal, hydrothermal, and mechanical stability
and the low acidity of M41S materials seems to limit their
practical catalytic applications.8 Because these parameters
are critically important for the potential applications of
mesoporous molecular sieves in catalysis, significant efforts
have been made to solve this problem. Thus, many different
synthesis procedures were designed to improve the acidity
and hydrothermal stability of ordered mesoporous materi-
als.21 Recently, important advances have been made in
improving the structural integrity of Al-MCM-41 through
directassembly99andpostsynthesismodificationmethods.100–103

However, one of the most promising strategies for improving
the structural order, hydrothermal stability, and acidity of
mesoporous aluminosilicates was suggested by Pinnavaia et
al. The approach is based on the surfactant-directed assembly
of the nanosized aluminosilicate precursors that normally
nucleate the formation of conventional microporous zeolites.
These protozeolitic nanoclusters, also known as zeolite seeds,
are supposed to promote zeolite nucleation by admitting AlO4

and SiO4 connectivities that resemble the secondary structural
units in crystalline zeolites.104 Usually, they are particles
10-50 nm in size that can be synthesized simply by reducing
the synthesis time normally required for the preparation of
micrometer-sized zeolite crystals.105 The nanosized zeolite
seeds were used as building blocks, which were directly
assembled into hexagonal, cubic, wormhole, and foamlike

framework structures using supramolecular templating.106

This method has been applied for the controlled assembly
of steam-stable aluminosilicate mesostructures from zeolite
FAU, MFI, and BEA seeds.105,107–110 For the preparation
of these templated mesostructures, a variety of different
assembly conditions were applied.111 Particularly, it was
shown that the obtained MSU (Michigan State University)
mesoporous materials with FAU zeolite seeds have a unique
hydrothermal stability105 that is attributed to the assembly
of the Na+-nucleated zeolite seeds under hydrothermal
conditions in the presence of cetyltrimethylammonium ions.
This afforded hexagonal MSU-S mesostructures with Si:Al
ratios in the range of 1.6:1 to 10:1. The replacement of Na+

by NH4
+ ions in the as-made materials followed by calcina-

tion yielded exceptionally acidic and steam-stable mesos-
tructures. However, the resulting materials were found to
contain some occluded carbon, which is formed during the
calcination process. This occluded carbon also contributes
to the structural stability, which was illustrated by the
observation that calcined samples with lower carbon contents
exhibited a larger loss in surface area and pore volume upon
steaming. Therefore, the steam-stability at 800 °C was in
part a consequence of the exceptional acidity of a framework
that resulted in the formation of structure-stabilizing carbon
by partial template decomposition, and not entirely the result
of a stable aluminosilicate framework.107

The same method was also applied for the preparation of
mesostructures with MFI and BEA zeolitic seeds, which were
formed using the typical molecular organic structure directing
agents, such as tetrapropylammonium (TPA+) and tetraethy-
lammonium (TEA+) ions, respectively.106,112 The resulting
mesoporous, Al-MSU-S with MFI zeolite seeds (Al-MSU-
SMFI) and Al-MSU-S with BEA zeolite seeds (Al-MSU-SBEA)
are remarkably steam-stable even in the absence of occluded
carbon.106 Additionally, it was shown that increasing the
steaming temperature up to 800 °C does not lead to
destruction of the long-range hexagonal order of the MSU-S
aluminosilicate mesostructures and that substantial mesopo-
rosity was maintained whereas the mesoporosity of MCM-
41 was completely lost by the same treatment.100 MSU
materials containing LTZ seeds have also been prepared,113

and the idea of using zeolite seeds as precursors to assemble
hydrothermally stable and strongly acidic large pore meso-
porous materials has been extended more recently to include
SBA-15 under acidic assembly conditions.114 Similarly, it
has been shown that by using essentially the same synthesis
strategy, a one-step synthesis of a highly stable mesoporous
molecular sieve, MMS-H, with a structure analogous to
MCM-48 but also containing zeolite secondary building
units, could be obtained.115–118 The MMS-H material was
synthesized by first preparing a micellar solution of the
surfactants cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and 1,3-diac-
etoxy-1,1,3,3-tetrabutyltin oxide polyethylene glucol dodecyl
ether (Brij 30). Then the zeolite secondary building units
and mesoporous phase were formed in situ by adding
tetrapropylammonium hydroxide followed by crystallization.
Adsorption/desorption curves of calcined MMS-H samples
exhibited typical type IV isotherms with a broad hysteresis
loop characteristic of capillary condensation in mesoporous

Figure 5. Proposed synthesis mechanism for hierarchical aluminophosphate
crystals (HP-ALPO-n) prepared by supramolecular templating. Reprinted
with permission from ref 90. Copyright 2006 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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channels. These new materials possess uniform mesopores
with a bimodal pore size distribution and pore sizes of
2.3–2.6 and 3.6–3.7 nm, respectively. Typical BET surface
areas of about 1000 m2/g and wall thicknesses of about 1.6
nm are observed, which is somewhat larger than that of
conventional MCM-48 materials having a wall thickness of
typically 0.8–1.2 nm. The hydrothermal stability of the
MMS-H material was also examined, and it showed a
superior stability compared to a physical mixture of meso-
porous Al-MCM-48 molecular sieve and microporous ZSM-5
zeolite.

Related families of materials are the cocalled MAS/MTS
materials119–125 and mesoporous TUD-1 containing zeolite
nanocrystals.126 MAS and MTS materials are mesoporous
aluminosilicates or titanosilicates formed by assembly of
zeolite nanoclusters. To date, several types of MAS and MTS
materials have been prepared using this methodology. Seeds
of zeolite � have been utilized for the assembly of MAS-
5119 and MAS-7120 using CTAB and Pluronic P123 to guide
the assembly processes, respectively. Pluronic P123 have also
been used to assemble MAS-9121 and MTS-9120,122 from
MFI-structured ZSM-5-type and TS-1-type seeds. MAS-3
and MAS-8 have been assembled from zeolite L-type seeds
and Pluronic P123 in alkaline and acidic solution, respec-
tively.123 Using CTAB, researchers have assembled MTS-5
and MTS-8 from TS-1-type seeds in alkaline and acidic
solution, respectively.124 Similarly, it is also possible to
prepare ordered micro/mesoporous composite materials
containing zeolite nanocrystals as thin films by spin-coating
solutions containing zeolite seeds and solutions containing
silica/surfactants, simultaneously.127,128

Surfactant-Mediated Coating of Zeolite Crystals with
Mesoporous Materials. In 1996, it was reported by van
Bekkum et al. that zeolite Y crystals can be coated with a
thin layer of a mesoporous MCM-41-type material.129 The
coating procedure involved impregnating FAU crystals with
CTA-Cl and subjecting the material to MCM-41 synthesis
conditions. This resulted in FAU crystals overgrown with
5–20 nm thick layers of MCM-41 structured materials. The
prepared material exhibited higher conversion of heavy
molecules in vacuum gas oil cracking than USY. Recently,
a MOR/MCM-41 was reported by a similar procedure.130

However, in a comparative study of the catalytic performance
in palm oil cracking of MCM-41/� materials prepared using
this methodology with an MCM-41/� material prepared by
the seed-assembly methodology described above, it was
shown that the material prepared by seed-assembly exhibited
higher conversion as well as higher selectivity toward liquid
gasoline.131

Delamination of Layered Zeolite Structures. For some
zeolite materials, it is possible to rationally design nanosized
zeolite crystals by an approach called delamination.132–134

It has been found by Corma et al. that zeolites with layered
precursors, such as MCM-22 or ferrierite, can be synthesized
as lamellar precursors with a surfactant intercalated between
two neighboring zeolite layers.135–138 Thus, by completely
swelling the layered zeolite precursor, the individual zeolite
layers are separated or exfoliated while the structure of the
layers is preserved. Upon removal of the surfactant swelling

agent, the intercalated structure collapses to form a material
composed of zeolite sheets that are packed together in such
a way that that essentially all active sites are directly
accessible from the external surface as illustrated in Figure
6.136

Thus, the delaminated or exfoliated zeolites are sheetlike
structures that are nanosized in one direction and significantly
larger in the other two directions. Accordingly, they often
show significant mesoporosity. By adding suitable inorganic
guest molecules functioning as pillars, control of the inter-
layer distance can also be achieved. These materials possess
a high thermal/hydrothermal stability and acidity, which is
characteristic for zeolite materials and the accessibility of
the acid sites was found to be significantly improved even
for larger organic molecules.135 Accordingly, delaminated
zeolites exhibited improved properties in a wide range of
catalytic applications.139–143 The main role of the surfactant
is to separate the individual zeolite layers by swelling the
layered precursor, and in the swollen material, the interlayer
distance is clearly determined by the surfactant. During
removal of the surfactant, the layered zeolite structure must
necessarily collapse unless pillars are present; therefore, there
is only limited control over the resulting pore size. However,
it is clear that the porosity of the sheetlike structure somehow
reflects the use of the delaminating agent.

Use of Microemulsions and Reverse Micelles to Pre-
pare Nanosized Zeolite Crystals. Another example of
supramolecular templating of mesoporous zeolites is the use
of zeolite crystallization in microemulsions or reverse
micelles. Microemulsions or reverse micelles can successfully
function as nanoreactors for the zeolite growth144 in a
completely analogous way to the voids in porous carbon
materials in the confined space synthesis method (Figure 3).
Thus, in the presence of microemulsions or reverse micelles,
zeolite crystals can form only with a size smaller than that
of the individual microemulsion droplets and that provides
a convenient approach to controlling the crystal size and
thereby to some extent the pore size. Reverse micelles
prepared from a surfactant in an oil–water mixture were
originally used to attempt to control the crystallization of a
microporous zinc phosphate.145 Later, Lin and Yates146 used
microemulsions to control the size of silicalite-1. In their
work, the microemulsions were prepared by mixing the
synthesis gel, an aqueous phase, an oil phase, toluene
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, and n-butanol. Zeolite
crystals obtained from the microemulsions were found to
exhibit relatively narrow size distributions. Similarly, Lee
and Shantz also used microemulsions for zeolite synthesis
and used the method to form platelet aggregates and spheres
of silicalite-1,147 but apparently with limited control of the

Figure 6. Scheme for the preparation of delaminated material ITQ-2 from
a lamellar zeolite precursor (MCM-22 (P)). Adapted from ref 134.
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porosity. They used a microemulsion of heptane, surfactant,
butanol, and the synthesis gel. Just as is the case for the
delamination method, it is not completely clear to what extent
the surfactant used in the microemulsion and reverse micelle
techniques controls or influences the pore size in the resulting
hierarchical zeolite material.

Indirect Templating

In the categorization of methods and materials in Figure
2, hierarchical zeolite materials formed by an ordered
transformation of another templated mesoporous material into
a hierarchical zeolite or by a controlled deposition of a zeolite
onto a templated material are also considered to be templated,
albeit indirectly. There are only a few different preparative
approaches belonging to the category, the majority of which
related to partial (secondary) zeolite crystallization of ordered
mesoporous materials.

Partial Crystallization of Preformed Mesoporous Ma-
terials. Zeolite materials with hierarchical porosity can be
produced by crystallization of mesoporous molecular sieves
such as MCM-41 in the presence of appropriate molecular
zeolite structure-directing agents. In our categorization of
materials, they can be considered supported zeolite crystals
when a partial crystallization leads to nanosized zeolite
crystals supported on (or incorporated into) an amorphous
mesoporous matrix. The generalized process is shown
schematically in Figure 7, and it comprises the following
two steps:

(i) assembly of an (amorphous) mesoporous phase by
templating;

(ii) partial (secondary) crystallization of the amorphous
material to a zeolite phase.

The “reverse” process, i.e., surfactant-mediated assembly
of preformed zeolite seeds into mesoporous zeolite materials,
was dealt with in the previous section. In its prototypical
form, i.e., in the absence of templates to support the
mesoporous material during zeolite crystallization, the
indirect templating approach requires delicate optimization
of synthesis conditions because zeolite crystallization condi-
tions are generally quite severe (strong base and high
temperatures). As will be shown, several measures are
usually taken to ensure mesoporosity in the resulting zeolite
composite material. Typically, they include

(i) applying less severe zeolite crystallization conditions
and/or more stable, i.e., thicker-walled, starting materials;

(ii) retarding the disintegration of the mesoporous phase
by adding supporting surfactants during the (secondary)
zeolite crystallization step;

(iii) filling the mesoporous phase with carbon affording,
a so-called CMK material, and applying this for the zeolite
synthesis (in such a case the templating method is considered
to be solid templating as discussed above).

The synthetic approach of partially crystallizing ordered
mesoporous silicates was conceptually introduced in 1997
by Jansen et al., who showed that hexagonally ordered
mesoporous silica ion-exchanged with tetrapropyl ammonium
(TPA) cations can be partially crystallized in glycerol to
afford mesoporous materials containing very small pro-
tozeolitic, or embryonic ZSM-5, tectosilicate structures within
the pore walls, as evidenced by an absorption at ca. 550 cm-1

in the FTIR spectrum.149

The approach was further developed with the successful
crystallization of true zeolite structural units (visible by XRD)
in the pore walls of mesoporous silicates. This was achieved
by Huang et al. who reported a procedure for the preparation
of MCM-41 containing small ZSM-5 crystals in the pore
walls.150 First, a zeolite synthesis gel containing the surfactant
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide in addition to the zeolite
synthesis gel components (water glass, sodium aluminate,
and TPA-Br) was allowed to self-assemble into a hexagonally
ordered mesoporous silica by heating the gel to 100 °C at
pH 11 for 2 days. Subsequently, the afforded MCM-41
material containing TPA cations was heated to 125 °C at
pH 9.5 for a period of 1–12 days. The latter treatment resulted
in the partial transformation of the MCM-41 material into
small ZSM-5 crystals. With a crystallization time of 2 days,
a disordered hexagonal mesoporous silicate containing small
ZSM-5 crystals was obtained; however, even more prolonged
crystallization times caused the hexagonal mesoporous
structure to become increasingly disordered and eventually
transform into a lamellar structure that was not stable under
calcination. At about the same time as Huang et al. reported
synthesis of ZSM-5/MCM-41 composites, van Bekkum et
al. reported that crystallization of ZSM-5 from MCM-41
impregnated with TPA at 170 °C for only 1 h caused the
mesoporous framework to collapse along with the appearance
of small ZSM-5 peaks in the XRD pattern.148 However, if
the crystallization step is carried out in the presence of the
surfactant hexadecylamine, the collapse of the mesoporous
silicate can be retarded, resulting in a material containing

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the pore wall crystallization approach. An ordered mesoporous material is impregnated with a zeolite structure-
directing agent and subjected to hydrothermal crystallization conditions resulting in partial crystallization of the mesoporous silica to zeolite structural units.
Reprinted with permission from ref 148. Copyright 2001 American Chemical Society.
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small zeolite crystals while retaining some degree of meso-
porosity. Nonetheless, hydrothermal treatment for 2 h caused
the mesoporous silicate to collapse even in the presence of
the supporting surfactant.

A related class of materials was reported by Trong On
and Kaliaguine in 2001.151,152 These SBA-15/MFI composite
materials, the so-called UL-ZSM-5151 and UL-TS-1,152 were
synthesized using larger-pore SBA-15 as the starting material
instead of smaller-pore MCM-41. By applying thick-walled
mesoporous materials and carrying out the zeolite crystal-
lization step at comparatively low temperatures (120 or 130
°C), they were able to produce materials exhibiting large
mesopore volumes (1.25–1.83 cm3/g) and high degrees of
zeolite crystallinity (up to 42% after 5 days of hydrothermal
treatment) at the same time.151 The materials were synthe-
sized by impregnation of TPA-OH onto calcined SBA-15
with the desired elemental composition and subsequent
hydrothermal treatment. For the synthesis of UL-ZSM-5,
hydrothermal treatment was carried out at 130 °C for a period
of 1–5 days, resulting in an increasingly crystalline product
with ZSM-5 structure retaining some of the mesoporosity
of the starting material. The synthesis of UL-TS-1 from a
titanium-containing SBA-15 starting material was also
reported by the same authors.152

A mesoporous composite material containing ZSM-5 very
similar to those described above was reported by Hidrobo
et al.153 A mesoporous aluminosilicate prepared by hydro-
thermal treatment of an aluminosilicate gel also containing
the biopolymer chitosan as mesopore template was impreg-
nated with TPA-OH and crystallized at 160 °C for 3 days.
After calcination, a mesoporous material containing ZSM-5
crystals was obtained.

Deposition of Zeolite Seeds onto Templated Mesopo-
rous Materials. Composite materials comprising zeolites
dispersed onto mesoporous materials have been produced
by impregnating preformed large-pore mesoporous materials
such as SBA-15154 or mesostructured cellular foams
(MCFs)155 with zeolite seeds and subsequently subjecting
the seeded materials to hydrothermal treatment conditions.
Starting from SBA-15, the procedure resulted in a highly
mesoporous SBA-15/ZSM-5 composite material with very
uniform mesopore size distribution centered at 5.4 nm.154

A similar procedure starting from siliceous MCF allowed
for the preparation of mesoporous ZSM-5 and NaY materials,
however, with much larger mesopores (15.5–17.5 nm diam-

eter).155 Also, very small beta seeds supported on MCM-41
were prepared by impregnation using a colloidal beta seed
solution.156

Zeolitization of Diatomaceous Earth. Also silica-rich
diatomaceous earth has been applied for the synthesis of
mesoporous zeolites. The synthesis involves attaching zeolite
seeds to the surface of diatoms and crystallizing the diatom-
supported seeds into zeolite crystals retaining the basic
morphology of the diatom.157–160 Because diatoms are very
rich in silica, they are used as a source of silicon at the same
time. Thus, the majority of the silicon in the zeolite comes
from the diatoms rather than from the zeolite synthesis gel
mixture. As a multitude of diatom species are known, the
application of these can be envisaged to provide excellent
possibilities for tailoring hierarchical porosity in zeolites.

Nontemplated Approaches to Mesoporous Zeolites

In addition to the templating methods used to prepare
mesoporous zeolites that are discussed extensively above, it
should be noted that several nontemplated approaches also
exist. It is outside the scope of the present review to discuss
these in detail but it is interesting to note that nontemplated
routes to all the three categories of hierarchical zeolite
materials defined in Figure 1 have been reported. For the
preparation of hierarchical zeolite crystals, the demetalation
approach seems to be the only viable nontemplated route to
produce additional intracrystalline porosity in zeolite crystals.
Generally, the demetalation method involves the synthesis
of a conventional, purely microporous zeolite, which is then
treated chemically to preferentially extract one of the
constituent metallic elements of the zeolite. The most well-
studied demetalation methods are dealumination and desili-
cation and recent reviews gives excellent accounts of state-
of-the art for these methods.21–23 Recently, detitanation was
also reported as a means to introduce intracrystalline meso-
porosity in titanosilicate materials,161–163 which could indi-
cate that the full scope of the demetalation approaches has
not yet been fully explored. Figure 8 illustrates the basic
principle of the demetalation approach.

It is clear that mesopores result from demetalation only if
the dissolution process proceeds in a quite special way that
clearly cannot involve complete dissolution of the zeolite
crystals at the same rate from all faces of the parent crystal.
Moreover, it is seen that the obtained mesoporosity depends

Figure 8. Nontemplated demetalation of zeolites to generate mesoporous zeolite crystals.
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directly on the amount of dissolved material, and that there
is a priori no way to directly control the pore size. Typically,
the conditions required to partly dissolve zeolite crystals are
quite harsh because zeolites are typically quite stable
materials. Thus, the dissolution process usually involves
strong acids or bases, or strongly complexing agents.21–23,161

The selective extraction process leads to removal of some
of the metallic or semimetallic components of the zeolite,
typically in the form of soluble oxoanions, but it can also
be in the form of complexed species. Originally, the
dealumination method has attracted most attention because
the importance of this method in producing ultrastable zeolite
Y crystals for industrial used in catalytic cracking.22 How-
ever, the selective extraction of silicon from zeolite crystals
has been known for a long time,164–169 but recently a series
of systematic studies of this approach by Groen, Mouljin,
Perez-Ramirez, and co-workers170–173 has provided detailed
insight into the synthesis factors that control the porosity
and into the properties of these materials, especially the
improved diffusion173 and the enhanced catalytic properties
in some applications.174

For the preparation of nanosized zeolite crystals, several
nontemplated methods have been reported and these methods
were recently carefully reviewed.175 Typically, these methods
involve synthesis of the zeolite nanocrystals from clear
solutions and gels under experimental conditions that are
controlled to favor nucleation over crystal growth. Even
though it is often possible to rationalize why a given synthesis
scheme leads to nanosized zeolites, there appear to be few
versatile methods that allow the use of a certain preparative
protocol to yield a wide range of different mesoporous
zeolites. Rather, it appears that special synthesis schemes
have to be developed for each desired zeolite material.

Finally, it is also possible to produce supported zeolite
crystals by many different nontemplated routes. Actually,
most industrial zeolite catalysts are indeed supported zeolite
crystals produced simply because pure zeolites cannot easily
be shaped into tablets or extrudates of sufficient mechanical
strength for industrial applications or because the zeolite itself
is too active to be useful in the pure form for the desired
catalytic application. The industrial supported zeolite crystal
catalysts are normally produced by extrusion of a zeolite-
support composite paste obtained by careful mixing of the
constituents, possibly with inclusion of various additives or
by spray-drying an appropriately prepared slurry of the
zeolite and the support(s) and any required binders. Thus,
there are numerous examples in the catalytic literature of
supported zeolite crystals acting as heterogeneous catalysts
in a very wide range of reactions.2,3

Concluding Remarks

During the past decade, hierarchical zeolites materials and
methods for their preparation have attracted continually
increasing attention. Much of this attention can be attributed
to the fundamental interest in developing preparative methods
that allow careful tailoring of the properties of solid materials
but also to the technical interest in developing heterogeneous
zeolite catalysts with improved accessibility of the active
sites located inside the micropores. Today, numerous pre-

parative approaches have been reported to yield different
hierarchical zeolite materials featuring intracrystalline mi-
cropores and intracrystalline or intercrystalline meso-/
macropores. Here, we have tried to categorize both the
hierarchical zeolite materials and the methods available for
their synthesis and give a detailed overview of the available
literature described templating approaches to hierarchical
zeolites, and to mesoporous zeolites in particular. In our
categorization, we distinguish between three distinctly dif-
ferent types of hierarchical zeolite materials, the hierarchical
zeolite crystals, the nanosized crystals, and the supported
zeolite crystals. For the templating approaches available to
synthesize hierarchical zeolites, we categorize these methods
as solid templating, supramolecular templating, and indirect
templating. Hopefully, this terminology can be useful in the
future development of the field. From the detailed discussion
of the materials and the methods given above, it should be
clear that it is simple to use the present scheme to categorize
the vast majority of the currently published materials and
templating approaches. However, it is also clear that in some
cases, it is not straightforward to directly establish to which
category a given hierarchical zeolite material belongs.
However, this typically arises when there is only limited
characterization of the material, so that it is not possible to
determine whether the material is adequately described as
hierarchical zeolite crystals or nanosized zeolite crystals or
supported zeolite crystals. Often efficient discrimination
between the three categories of hierarchical zeolite materials
cannot be done solely on the basis of measured pore size
distributions and X-ray diffraction studies of the materials
but typically also requires careful electron microscopy
studies. Thus, in future characterization studies of new
hierarchical zeolite materials, the present categorization can
be used as a tool to help select the techniques that will
provide the information required to give a detailed description
of the structure of the material, and the reasons for its
hierarchical porosity. It is noted that hierarchical zeolite
materials that are actually hybrids between, or physical
mixtures of, the prototypical materials in the categorization
can easily be envisaged. This could be hierarchical nanosized
zeolite crystals or supported nanosized zeolite crystals, both
of which are in fact already known, but also hierarchical
supported zeolites could be easily prepared.

Whereas the categorization of the materials is usually
straightforward provided that sufficiently detailed charac-
terization is available, it is often more difficult to correctly
categorize the templating method into one of the three types.
For solid templating and supramolecular templating, the
challenge is clearly not to establish whether, for example, a
solid or a supramolecular assembly of surfactants is present
during zeolite synthesis. Rather, it can be quite difficult to
firmly establish to what extent the solid or the supramolecular
assembly of surfactants actually acts as template and thereby
directly controls the size and shape of the meso-/macropores
in the resulting hierarchical zeolite material. This challenge
is even more pronounced for the indirect templating method,
because here the original template is no longer present when
the hierarchical zeolite material is formed. However, if the
hierarchical zeolite is formed in, for example, a pseudomor-
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phic transformation of another templated mesoporous mate-
rial, the resulting material can still be considered to be
templated, albeit indirectly. Similarly, zeolite nanocrystals
or seeds deposited carefully onto the pore walls of a
templated mesoporous material can be considered a templated
hierarchical zeolite material even though the template is not
present during the deposition. However, in practice, it turns
out that by the indirect templating method, some disorder is
typically introduced when, for example, the pore walls of
mesoporous molecular sieves or diatoms are crystallized into
zeolites, and this clearly makes it difficult to establish in
which cases the term templating is properly used. However,
the problem of introducing some disorder during synthesis
is not unique for the indirect templating method because often
some disorder is also introduced when a solid or a supramo-
lecular template is removed. This disorder can be either a
structural collapse as in the case of the delamination or it
can be a partial amorphization of the zeolite crystal. Again,
this is not a problem for the present categorization of
templating methods but it pinpoints the necessity to carefully
characterize the synthesized hierarchical zeolite materials to
clearly identify the role of the template and fully understand
to what extent it controls the resulting pore size distribution.
It is noted that it is not only for fundamental reasons that it
is desirable to clearly understand and control the factors that
determine the pore structure of hierarchical zeolites. When
these materials are used as heterogeneous catalysts, it is
typically desirable to maximize the accessibility of the active
sites to fully utilize the catalytic potential of the material
and at the same time to minimize the volume of void space
in the material since this leads to a lower catalytic activity
on a volume basis, which is often the industrially important
parameter. Thus, the optimal porosity is often a compromise
between accessibility and the volumetric density of active
site, and this compromise can be quite different from reaction
to reaction, and even for the same reaction it can vary
significantly from one set of reaction conditions to another.
Recently, it has been convincingly demonstrated using
different probe molecules that both templated and nontem-
plated hierarchical zeolites do, as expected, exhibit signifi-
cantly faster diffusion than conventional zeolites featuring
only micropores.50,173,176 Thus, it seems reasonable to
attribute the improved performance of hierarchical zeolite
catalysts observed in numerous cases to the improved mass-
transport properties. Some examples of this are given in the
discussion above. However, so far, mesoporous zeolite
crystals prepared by solid templating with carbon nanopar-
ticles have been the most extensive studied examples of
templated zeolite catalysts, and significantly improved
performance has been observed in a number of acid-catalyzed
hydrocarbon reactions,176–180 but also in important environ-
mental technologies181,182andinsomeselectiveoxidations.43,183

Similarly, there are also several examples that nanosized
zeolite crystals prepared by supramolecular templating of
zeolite seeds yields, for example, improved hydrocarbon
conversion catalysts123,184–186 and recently, remarkable
catalytic activities were reported for mesoporous zeolite
crystals synthesized by supramolecular templating.88,89 The
fact that improved catalytic performances are also observed

in several examples using hierarchical zeolite catalysts
prepared by nontemplated methods179 supports the notion
that the enhanced activity and/or selectivity can be attributed
to the presence of a hierarchical structure with increased
accessibility of the active sites. Thus, it appears likely that
in the coming years, hierarchical zeolite materials will
continue to attract increasing attention. This will undoubtedly
lead to an even more detailed insight into the materials and
templating methods described here, but hopefully also to
completely new discoveries. Furthermore, the use of meso-
porous zeolites as catalysts is also expected to gain impor-
tance in the coming years and it will be interesting to see if
the possibilities for templating mesoporous zeolites will lead
to significantly improved or maybe even completely new
heterogeneous catalysts.
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Abstract 
    Much of the success of zeolites as heterogeneous 

catalysts can be attributed to the possibilities for 
tailoring the intrinsic properties of the zeolite, such as 
the number and strength of the acid sites, the redox 
properties, the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the 
micropores and the pore architecture. In particular, 
the availability of a wide range of zeolite structures 
with different pore sizes and pore geometries makes it 
possible to conduct shape selective catalysis, which 
represents one of the most significant triumphs in the 
history of zeolite science. However, in many cases it 
appears that the sole presence of micropores in zeolite 
catalysts can significantly hinder efficient diffusion of 
reactants, intermediates and products to and from the 
active sites located inside the zeolite  crystals. In effect, 
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the zeolite catalyst is not optimally utilized in the given catalytic process since the 
catalytic reaction will occur in a diffusion-limited regime. Thus, several strategies have 
been pursued to increase the accessibility of the active sites. Recently, the use of so-
called hierarchical zeolite catalysts featuring both micropores and mesopores has 
attracted significant attention. Here, the currently most common and versatile 
approaches for introducing mesoporosity into zeolite crystals are highlighted and 
compared. Generally, mesoporosity can be introduced in two conceptually different 
ways. One method involves the synthesis of a purely microporous zeolite, which is then 
treated chemically to preferentially extract one of the constituent (semi)metallic elements 
of the zeolite, here this approach is called demetallation. This can be preferential 
extraction of aluminum (dealumination), silicon (desilication), or titanium (detitanation). 
The other method is based on crystallization of the zeolite in the presence of an auxiliary 
mesopore template that is subsequently removed after the crystallization. Typically, the 
auxiliary mesopore template is a porous carbon that is removed from the zeolite after 
crystallization simply by calcination. With the resulting hierarchical zeolite materials, 
there are several reports on improved diffusion and also of improved catalytic 
performance. Here, examples of improved acidic, redox and bifunctional catalysts are 
presented, and some possibilities for achieving both higher activity and selectivity at the 
same time, and also higher activity and simultaneously a longer catalyst lifetime are 
discussed to illustrate the fundamental concepts. 
  
1. Introduction 
 Zeolites are aluminosilicates featuring intracrystalline micropores, and the size and 
geometry of these micropores are defined entirely by the crystallographic structure of the 
zeolite. In other words, the micropores appear as the voids between the non-close packed 
oxygen atoms in the unit cell. Today, more than 170 such different zeolite structure types 
have been identified and currently several new structures appear each year. Much of the 
success of zeolites in research laboratories and in industry can be attributed to the 
presence of these well-defined micropores that are responsible for the molecular sieve 
effect. Zeolites have structures in which all atoms can be considered to be surface atoms 
and therefore they exhibit very large specific surface areas. The pore volume of the 
zeolite micropores is obviously also defined by the structure of the unit cell [1]. To fully 
appreciate the pore system of a typical zeolite, it is instructive to estimate the total pore 
length present in e.g., 1 g of zeolite. This can be easily calculated from the micropore 
volume and the average micropore diameter by assuming cylindrical pores as given in 
Fig. 1.  
 From this simple calculation, it is clear that diffusion in zeolites is not at all a simple 
phenomenon. First of all, the pore size of the zeolite is comparable to that of typical small 
molecules. Therefore, diffusion often occurs by so-called configurational diffusion, 
which is much slower than Knudsen diffusion. In this diffusion regime, the molecules are 
almost constantly in contact with the pore walls and it is clear that a molecule diffusing 
through one micropore will essentially block that pore completely from any mass 
transport in the opposite direction. Secondly, the diffusion path length can be quite long 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. A typical zeolite crystal has a characteristic size of about 1-10 µm 
but they can be both significantly smaller and larger.    
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Figure 1. The total pore length in 1 g of MFI-structured zeolite is comparable to 4 times the 
distance from the Earth to the sun. This is calculated assuming cylindrical pores with diameter         
5.5 Å and a micropore volume of 0.13 ml/g. 
 
 In heterogeneous catalysis, it is very interesting to combine the molecular sieve effect 
with a catalytic effect. When this is done and the catalytically active sites are located 
preferentially or exclusively inside the micropores of the zeolite, it is possible to obtain 
shape-selective catalysts. With these catalysts, it is possible to conduct highly selective 
catalytic transformations based on the complete exclusion, or strongly hindered diffusion, 
of certain reactants, intermediates or products; or on the sterically confined reaction space 
present in the zeolite micropores favoring one reaction path (transition state) over another 
[2]. 
 Often, the catalytically active sites in zeolite micropores are acid sites that result 
from the charge compensation of the framework with protons, which is necessary when 
e.g., Al3+ substitutes Si4+ in the framework. However, it can also be redox active sites 
resulting when the charge compensation is done with redox active ions such as Fe(III) or 
Cu(II) rather than protons [3]. Additionally, it is also possible to incorporate several 
redox active metals ions directly into the framework structure, e.g., Ga, Ti, V, Mn, Fe etc. 
[1]. In many cases, even bifunctional catalyst systems can be designed by combining e.g. 
acid catalysis with redox catalysis. Thus, it is not surprising that zeolite catalysts attract 
significant attention in many areas of heterogeneous catalysis both for purely 
fundamental reasons since they can be tailored quite accurately to allow careful and 
systematic studies of a range of reactions but also in numerous industrial applications 
where they can be active, selective, durable, and relatively inexpensive catalysts. 
However, in many cases the sole presence of micropores also imposes significant 
limitations on the range of reactions that are efficiently catalyzed by zeolite catalysts. It is 
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clear that if the zeolite catalyst could in principle transform the reactant(s) into the 
desirable product(s) at a rate higher than the rate of diffusion of reactants, intermediates 
and products in the zeolite or faster than the rate of adsorption/desorption; then the 
overall reaction rate will be limited by the rate of diffusion. Thus, the reaction is in a 
diffusion-limited regime. Obviously, the diffusion limitation will usually be most 
pronounced for reactions involving larger molecules such as heavy hydrocarbons or 
carbohydrates that diffuse very slowly through the zeolite micropores and for larger 
zeolite crystals where the diffusion path is longer. 
 Several strategies have been proposed to alleviate this problem. Generally, the 
challenge is to improve the accessibility of the active sites without altering its nature. 
This can be achieved during or after the zeolite synthesis by introducing mesopores 
directly into the zeolite crystals, by synthesizing nanosized zeolite crystals, or by 
supporting zeolite crystals on a mesoporous support material. Fig. 2            provides a schematic 
illustration of these different materials and it also categorizes various preparative 
methods that can be used to obtain these hierarchical materials, which all feature (at least) 
two distinctly different kinds of porosities [4]. The materials are termed hierarchical since 
they have porosity in at least two different size ranges. At the lowest level, the typical 
intracrystalline zeolite micropores can be recognized. At a higher level, the larger 
mesopores can be categorized as either intracrystalline or intercrystalline mesopores or 
voids when the mesopores are situated inside the zeolite crystals or between the zeolite 
crystals, respectively. 
 Several recent reviews highlighting some of these methodologies and the properties 
of the resulting materials can be found in the literature [4-9].  
 

 
 
Figure 2. Categorization of classes of hierarchical zeolites materials and the methods used for their 
preparation, see [4] for more details.  
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 Here, we highlight the preparation and characterization of mesoporous zeolite 
crystals, i.e., zeolites with intracrystalline mesoporosity, and their performance as 
heterogeneous catalysts. Mesoporous zeolite crystals are crystalline materials that apart 
from the micropore system characteristic of the particular zeolite structure also feature an 
additional intracrystalline system of mesopores that facilitates mass transport to and from 
the active sites. This is shown to be very useful in a range of catalytic transformations, 
and we give examples of improved acidic, redox and bifunctional catalysts, and focus on 
selected cases chosen to pinpoint the possibilities for achieving both higher activity and 
selectivity at the same time and both higher activity and simultaneously a longer catalyst 
lifetime. 
 
2. Synthesis of mesoporous zeolite crystals 
 Currently, intracrystalline mesoporosity can be introduced into zeolite crystals by 
three conceptually different approaches. One approach involves the synthesis of a purely 
microporous zeolite, which is then treated chemically to preferentially extract one of the 
constituent metallic or semi-metallic elements of the zeolite. Currently, this can be 
preferential extraction of aluminum (dealumination) [5,6], silicon (desilication) [5-8], or 
titanium (detitanation) [10,11]. The second approach is based on crystallization of the 
zeolite in the presence of an auxiliary mesopore template that is subsequently removed 
after the crystallization [12,13]. Typically, the auxiliary mesopore template is a porous 
carbon that is removed from the zeolite after crystallization simply by calcination [13] 
but it can also be a supramolecular template [14]. Using the terminology introduced in 
Fig. 2, the selective extraction approach can be considered a non-templated route to 
mesoporous zeolite crystals and the carbon-templating approach represents a solid-
templated route [4].  
 Here, we focus on the preparation of mesoporous zeolites by alkaline post-treatment, 
typically called desilication [7] and by carbon-templating [13] since currently these 
methods are attracting most attention. Moreover, these two approaches also appear to be 
the, by far, most versatile and inexpensive methods for introducing significant mesoporosity 
in zeolites. They should both be useful for a broad range of zeolite frameworks and they 
both also provide some possibilities for tailoring the porosity of the resulting materials. 
Finally, introduction of mesopores in zeolites by desilication or by carbon-templating is 
expected to only marginally change the intrinsic catalytic properties of the parent zeolite 
even though this has not yet been thoroughly investigated. Contrary   to this, it is clear that 
e.g. dealumination will lead to significant changes in both the number and the strength of 
the acid sites. Furthermore, it typically also changes the hydrothermal stability of the 
zeolite. Thus, the use of mesoporous zeolites prepared by desilication or by carbon-
templating makes it possible to study how improved mass transport influence the 
performance of a specific zeolite in a given application without having to consider the 
influence of other major changes in the intrinsic catalytic properties.        
   
Demetallation of zeolite crystals 
 One approach to produce zeolite crystals with intracrystalline mesopores comprises 
the, more or less, selective dissolution of some part of a conventionally prepared zeolite      
by use of a chemical reagent. Typically, the conditions required to partly dissolve zeolite  
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crystals are quite harsh since zeolites are typically quite stable materials. Thus, the 
dissolution process usually involves strong acids or bases, or strongly complexing agents 
[6-8]. The selective extraction process leads to removal of some of the metallic or semi-
metallic components of the zeolite, typically in the form of soluble oxoanions, but it can 
also be in the form of complexed species. Fig. 3 schematically illustrates such a 
dissolution process.  
 It is clear that mesopores are only formed if the dissolution process proceeds in a 
quite special way that clearly cannot involve complete dissolution of the zeolite crystals 
at the same rate from all faces of the parent crystal. Moreover, it is seen that the 
mesoporosity depends directly on the amount of material that is dissolved, and that there 
is no direct way of controlling the pore size. Therefore, this method is categorized as a 
non-templated approach for introducing mesopores in zeolites [4]. Here, we will use the 
term demetallation to describe all methods for preparing mesoporous zeolites from their 
conventional microporous counterparts, which involve a selective dissolution of one 
component of the parent zeolite crystal. Historically, dealumination has been the 
prototypical example of such a selective dissolution process that leads to mesoporous 
zeolites, and specifically the dealumination of zeolite Y has received significant attention 
due to its enormous industrial importance [6]. However, the selective dissolution of 
silicon from zeolites by strong base, the so-called desilication has also been known for 
many years [15,16]; and quite recently it was shown that titanium can be selectively 
extracted from certain titanium-silicates by use of hydrogen peroxide in what might be 
called a detitanation [11,17]. So far, there are only few examples of porosity being 
introduced by detitanation but they clearly illustrate that the use of demetallation can be 
considered a quite general approach to produce hierarchical materials and probably even 
completely new methods will emerge. Several different methods can be used to perform 
dealumination of zeolites, and they have recently been carefully reviewed [6]. Typically, 
dealumination is conducted simply by steaming        the zeolite at high temperatures but it can 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the demetallation method used for introduction of mesopores by 
more or less selective dissolution of part of the zeolite crystal. The extraction is conducted as a 
post-synthesis treatment and the demetallating agent used is typically a strong acid or base, or a 
complexing agent.   
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also be achieved by treating certain aluminum-containing zeolites with strong acid, with 
complexing agents such as EDTA, or with silicon tetrachloride. Often however, 
dealumination is not conducted mainly to improve mass transport in the zeolite catalyst 
but rather to improve hydrothermal stability and/or to modify the acidic properties of the 
zeolite [6]. In fact, it has been shown by sophisticated transmission electron microscopy 
techniques that the mesoporosity introduced by dealumination does not significantly lead 
to any improved accessibility of the zeolite acid sites [18]. Moreover, it is obvious that 
dealumination has a somewhat limited scope in catalysis since it can only be used to 
introduce significant mesoporosity in zeolites that has relatively high aluminum 
concentrations. However, even in such favorable situations dealumination is often not a 
viable route to create mesoporosity since it will simultaneously lead to a dramatic 
lowering of the number of acid sites that are typically desirable for catalysis. Therefore, it 
can be considered quite natural that desilication has attracted rapidly increasing attention 
over the last years as an alternative method for introducing mesopores in zeolites. The 
method is attractive since, first of all, most zeolites have high concentrations of silicon 
and therefore relatively high mesoporosities can be achieved by the selective extraction 
of silicon from the zeolite framework. Secondly, extraction of silicon does not per se lead 
to any change in the number of acid sites. Even though the term desilication was only 
coined recently, it is clear that the method has attracted significant attention in industrial 
laboratories for more than two decades [15,16]. In the patent literature, numerous zeolites 
have been subjected to various base treatments [19,20] to selective extract silicon; and in 
several cases improved catalytic performance in different catalytic reactions is reported 
[15]. In the open literature, the first report of selective dissolution of silicon by base 
treatment appeared in 1992 by Dessau et al. [21]. They attributed the preferential 
dissolution of Si from the zeolite to the kinetic resistance of Si-O-Al linkages towards 
base hydrolysis. Soon after, Lietz et al. [22] also demonstrated that silicon can be 
selectively dissolved from zeolite crystals but it was not until Ogura and coworkers in a 
series of papers [23,24] showed transmission electron microscopy images of the materials 
and reported the porosities of the resulting materials that the field truly gained 
momentum. During the last few years, the group of Groen, Perez-Ramirez and Mouljin in 
a series of papers [7,8,25,26] has explored the scope of the desilication method and 
provided a detailed fundamental understanding of the factors that determine the 
mesoporosity of the resulting zeolite materials. The effect of variation in temperature, 
type of    base, base concentration, digestion time and Si/Al ratio of the zeolite has been 
investigated in detail [26-28]. Obviously, all these factors are important and must be 
optimized individually to tailor the zeolite to any given application. However, whereas 
the experimental conditions for conducting the desilication can be varied within quite 
broad ranges, it is noteworthy that the Si/Al content of the zeolite is quite decisive for the 
outcome of the desilication [27]. Typically, the best results are obtained with zeolites 
having Si/Al ratios between 20 and 50. For these materials, it is often possible to achieve 
mesopore surface areas in the range of 50-250 m2/g with an average pore diameter of 
about 10-40 nm without any noticeable loss of microporosity compared to that of the 
parent zeolite. The reason for this behavior is actually quite simple. The desilication 
method relies on the selective dissolution of silicon from the zeolite. For zeolites with 
very high silicon concentrations, the zeolite crystals simply dissolve starting from the 
external surface and continue with more or less the same rate from all faces until the 
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entire crystal is dissolved. This clearly does not lead to any intracrystalline mesoporosity. 
For zeolites with high aluminum concentrations, it is essentially impossible to dissolve 
any part of the zeolite crystal since Si-O-Al linkages are found frequently at all crystal 
faces, and these structural units are not attacked at any noticeable rate [21]. Only for 
intermediate Si/Al ratios is it possible for the base to dissolve significant amounts on Si-
O-Si linkages and thereby “dig” into the zeolite crystal. In this way, the resulting 
intracrystalline mesopores are formed when the part of the zeolite crystal that is not 
protected by the presence of Si-O-Al linkages is gradually dissolved. It has been shown 
that only negligible amounts of aluminum are transferred to the alkaline solution during 
the treatment and consequently, the Si/Al ratio of the zeolite gradually decreases during 
desilication. So far, the method has been mostly applied to ZSM-5 but successful reports 
of the desilication of other zeolites, including zeolite beta [26] and mordenite [26] are 
currently appearing. Thus, the desilication method seems to be a useful, simple and quite 
versatile method for introducing mesoporosity in zeolites. It is relatively inexpensive and 
significant mesoporosity can be achieved provided that the parent zeolite contains a 
reasonable amount of silicon. 
 
Carbon-templating of mesoporous zeolite crystals  
 The carbon-templating approach to mesoporous zeolites was first reported by a 
research group at Haldor Topsøe A/S in 2000 [13]. This approach is fundamentally 
different from the demetallation approach since it involves the use of an auxiliary mesopore 
template that is removed after crystallization of the zeolite. In the categorization of methods 
for producing hierarchical zeolites shown in Fig 2, it is considered a hard-templating 
method [4]. Fig 4 illustrates schematically that carbon particles encapsulated by a zeolite 
crystal can be removed by combustion to produce a zeolite crystal, which has now pores 
where the carbon particles were originally located [13].  
 In this way, the carbon particles have effectively been used as mesopore templates. 
Obviously, the method requires that the zeolite grows almost exclusively in the pores of the 
carbon material since all zeolite material that crystallizes outside the carbon will exhibit no 
extra porosity after removal of the carbon template. Thus, it is essential that the zeolite 
synthesis gel efficiently fills all   the pores or void volumes of the carbon template before 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the carbon-templating route to mesoporous zeolite. The zeolite 
is crystallized in the pore system of a suitable carbon that acts as a mesopore template. The carbon 
is removed by combustion after the zeolite crystallization [Adapted from Ref. 13]. 
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crystallization. Typically, zeolite gels are quite viscous and therefore it is often not 
straightforward to load   them into the carbon material. In some special cases, when the 
zeolite gel has very low viscosity as e.g. the ZSM-12 gel, it is possible to simply impregnate 
the carbon with the zeolite gel using the traditional incipient wetness impregnation 
technique [29]. However, in most cases it is necessary to directly synthesize the zeolite gel 
inside the pores of the porous carbon. This typically involves at least two incipient wetness 
impregnations with zeolite gel precursors and an intermediate evaporation of the 
impregnation solvent to open the pore volume for the subsequent impregnation. 
Furthermore, not all carbons are suitable as mesopore templates. First of all, the carbon 
needs to have an average pore diameter that is sufficiently large so the zeolite crystal can 
nucleate and grow inside the pores. This is apparently not possible with pure microporous 
carbons probably because the unit cell sizes of most zeolites are larger than the pore size of 
the microporous carbons. So far, most mesoporous zeolites have been grown using carbon 
templates with average pore diameters above 10 nm. It is quite clear that the pore size of the 
zeolite to a large extent is determined by the particle size of the carbon. However, in 
practice the zeolite does not encapsulate individual carbon particles to any significant 
extent. If that did occur, the resulting zeolite would mostly have meso-cavities rather than 
mesopores. Instead, the zeolite crystals grow inside the porous carbon and fill the void 
space between the packed carbon particles. When the carbon is removed, the remaining 
zeolite crystal is essentially the negative image of the original carbon material. Thus, it is 
clear that the detailed pore structure of the carbon and the carbon particle size are the main 
parameters for determining the mesopores structure of the zeolite. By using a carbon 
template with a high porosity, it is possible to impregnate a significant amount of zeolite gel 
into the carbon material. Therefore, a larger amount of zeolite per mass of carbon can be 
produced than it would be possible using a carbon template with a low porosity. On the 
other hand, the use of a carbon template with a low porosity will lead to a zeolite material 
with higher porosity than what would result from using a carbon template with a high 
porosity. Thus, by proper selection of the carbon template it is in principle possible to 
design zeolites with any desired mesoporosity. However, this obviously requires that a 
suitable carbon template is available, and this will clearly not always be the case. Anyhow, 
the use of multi-walled carbon nanotubes as templates to prepare zeolites with straight 
pores  of exactly the same diameter as the nanotubes has illustrated that there exist 
significant opportunities for designing zeolite materials with unprecedented pore systems 
[30,31]. In any case, special attention must be paid to the step involving removal of the 
carbon template by a more or less controlled combustion. Typically, the carbon-template 
is removed together with any structure directing agent used for the crystallization of the 
zeolite in a simple calcination, and here it is advantageous if the carbon can be removed 
at only moderate temperatures. Clearly, combustion of the relative large amounts of 
carbon present in the composite materials generates significant heat and if this is not 
handled properly, it can lead to significant loss of the zeolite crystallinity and in severe 
cases to the formation of a purely amorphous material. There are several ways to control the 
combustion of the carbon template, including a slow calcination of only thin layers of the 
composite zeolite-carbon material, use of dilute air or calcination in a fluid-bed furnace. So 
far, the carbon templating method has been used to prepare a range of different  zeolites, 
including ZSM-5 [13], ZSM-11 [32], ZSM-12 [29,33], zeolite Y [34], and zeolite beta [35]. 
Most recently, it was shown that the carbon-templating approach to mesoporous zeolites 
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can also be conducted in a quite different way [36]. The methodology is shown 
schematically in Fig. 5.  
 First, a mesoporous silica is impregnated with a concentrated solution of sugar (or 
any suitable carbohydrate or carbohydrate derivative), which is then decomposed to 
carbon by heating in an inert atmosphere. After this, the zeolite is crystallized by entirely 
conventional means and the carbon template, which can be considered to be generated in-
situ during the zeolite synthesis, is removed. This has several advantages. First of all, the 
method uses only simple chemicals that are widely available and inexpensive. Secondly, 
only the impregnation and decomposition of the carbohydrate are extra preparative steps 
compared with those required in a conventional zeolite synthesis. Thirdly, and probably 
most importantly, the method makes it possible to control the porosity simply by using 
more or less concentrated solutions of the carbohydrate. Currently, the carbon-templating 
method can probably be considered the most versatile route to mesoporous zeolites since 
it appears to be useful for preparing a wide range     of          zeolite materials with a 
reasonable control of the mesoporosity. In particular, it can be used to prepare zeolites of 
any Si/Al ratio unlike the desilication method, which is limited to Si/Al ratios in the range 
of about 20-50. Finally, it is noted that by use of the carbon-templating approach it is also 
possible to synthesize mesoporous zeotypes, such as ALPO’s and SAPO’s [34], which 
are obviously not efficiently prepared with any demetallation method.    
 

 
 
Figure 5. Principle for in-situ carbon templating. The carbon template is directly synthesized in 
the mesoporous silica by impregnation with a carbohydrate followed by decomposition of the 
carbohydrate to produce amorphous carbon that acts as a mesopore template [Adapted from   
Ref. 36]. 
     
3. Properties of mesoporous zeolite crystals 
 Here, we will describe the properties of mesoporous zeolite crystals obtained by 
desilication and by carbon-templating, and we will highlight the most common methods 
used for characterization of this class of zeolite materials. It is shown that mesoporous 
zeolite crystals produced by both desilication and carbon-templating are phase-pure and 
highly crystalline zeolite materials composed of single crystals featuring intracrystalline 
mesopores interconnected with the crystallographic micropore system characteristic of 
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zeolites. Furthermore, it is shown that these materials are highly acidic and that diffusion 
in such crystals is much faster than in conventional zeolite crystals.  
 
Techniques applied for characterization of mesoporous zeolite crystals 
 A range of different techniques have been applied to investigate the nature of 
mesoporous zeolite materials with intracrystalline mesoporosity. The most common ones 
along with a short description of the type of information they provide are listed in Table 1. 
 Physisorption measurements, typically using N2 or Ar as the adsorbate, are often 
used to probe the pore characteristics of porous materials [37,38]. An instructive review 
on the application of physisorption techniques to investigate materials with combined 
micro- and mesoporosity covering also the most common pitfalls of data interpretation 
has recently been published [37]. Physisorption measurements can reveal information 
about the textural properties of microporous and mesoporous materials, e.g. surface areas 
and pore volumes. For materials with combined micro- and mesoporosity, characterization 
of   the porosity using N2 or Ar physisorption is often accompanied by other types of 
investigations as well, in order to get a more detailed picture. Mercury intrusion 
porosimetry is frequently used to investigate the nature of the porosity that is not in the 
micropore region, i.e. whether the material is mesoporous or macroporous as well. 
Mercury intrusion experiments also reveal information about the accessibility of the 
additional porosity from the external surface of the zeolite crystals. Electron microscopy, 
particularly scanning electron microscopy but also transmission electron microscopy, is 
used routinely to study the porosity of  mesoporous zeolites since these methods provide a 
 

Table 1. Characterization techniques commonly applied to mesoporous zeolites. 
 

Technique Information 

N2 and Ar physisorption measurements Porosity (micro- and mesopores), 
surface area  

Hg intrusion porosimetry (MIP) Porosity (meso- and macropores) 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) on powdered 
samples 

Framework structure type, phase 
purity, crystallinity 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Morphology, material crystallinity 
and homogeneity, nature of 
porosity 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) Morphology, crystallinity of 
individual crystals, nature of 
porosity 

Temperature programmed desorption of 
chemisorbed ammonia 

Framework aluminum content 

FTIR spectroscopy of chemisorbed 
pyridine 

Brønsted and Lewis acidity 

27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy Framework aluminum content 
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direct and very visual image of the individual crystals. Thus, it is often very easy to see 
whether the mesoporosity of a particular sample results from packing of nanosized 
crystals or from additional pores within the individual crystals. This central information 
is not easily available by any other technique or combination of techniques. 
 X-ray diffraction is used to determine the structural properties of mesoporous zeolite 
materials, since it can be directly determined from powder XRD patterns, which phases 
are present and in which relative amounts. Thus, XRD is used to verify that the desired 
zeolite material is obtained after synthesis as well as to establish the phase-purity of the 
material [39]. 
 Electron microscopy imaging of the individual crystals of a mesoporous zeolite 
material reveals a wealth of important information about the sample. Scanning electron 
microscopy provides information about the homogeneity of the material since the size 
and morphology of the individual zeolite crystals are easily and directly visualized. 
Transmission electron microscopy can also be used for this type of investigation. 
However, TEM is a far more tedious and time-consuming technique than SEM for 
studying a larger number of zeolite crystals. Therefore, TEM is optimally used to 
investigate representative individual crystals in more detail and with higher resolution 
rather than for statistical analyses of the mesoporous materials [40]. 
 The acidic properties of mesoporous zeolite crystals are correlated with the 
framework concentration of aluminum relative to silicon. However, rather than 
determining the aluminum content by bulk elemental analyses, techniques such as ICP, 
chemisorption and spectroscopic techniques, or a combination of those, are often used. 
Thus, the aluminum content and hence acidic properties, are normally determined by 
temperature programmed desorption of chemisorbed NH3, IR spectroscopy on 
chemisorbed pyridine or by 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy, since these techniques can all 
be used to specifically probe the framework aluminum concentration [41,42]. 
 
Textural properties 
 Physical gas adsorption, or physisorption, of N2 or Ar is the most widely applied 
technique used for determining the surface area and porosity of solid materials since 
measurements of adsorption at the gas/solid interface provide a wealth of information on 
the textural properties of solid surfaces. Most N2 physisorption isotherms for solid 
materials can be classified as one of Types I-VI according to the IUPAC classification 
system [43]. In this classification, N2 physisorption isotherms for conventional zeolites 
are classified as Type I isotherms indicating that these are microporous solids with very 
limited mesoporosity, whereas the isotherms for zeolites with larger amounts of 
mesoporosity  in addition to the micropores, i.e. mesoporous zeolite crystals, are typically 
classified as Type IV isotherms. Due to the crystallographically well-defined micropore 
system characteristic of zeolites, all zeolite materials show gas uptake capacities at low 
relative pressures corresponding to the filling of the micropores. After complete filling, 
the gas uptake capacity of conventional zeolites is very limited, indicating that no 
additional porosity exist in the mesopore region (2-50 nm diameter). Type IV isotherms 
are characterized by exhibiting hysteresis between the adsorption and desorption 
branches of the isotherms due to capillary condensation of the adsorbate in mesopores of 
the adsorbent. The specific form of the hysteresis loop is a further source of information, 
which is covered in detail elsewhere [43]. The physisorption isotherms associated with 
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mesoporous zeolite materials consisting of single-crystals with intracrystalline 
mesoporosity prepared by either desilication or carbon-tempating are typical type IV 
isotherms [8,25,33,44-46]. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the physisorption isotherms and 
pore-size distribution calculated by the BJH method [44] of a ZSM-5 material before and 
after desilication [25]. 
 As evident from Fig. 6a, the physisorption isotherm obtained for the non-treated 
ZSM-5 (squares) can be classified as a type I isotherm. However, after subjecting the 
sample to desilication, a material exhibiting also a typical type IV physisorption isotherm 
is obtained (triangles). BJH pore-size distributions of the same samples before and after 
alkaline treatment are shown in Fig. 6b. The non-treated sample (squares) shows only 
little porosity in the mesopore region, however, the desilicated sample (triangles) clearly 
contain mesopores centered around 30 nm. Thus, the desilication methodology is clearly 
capable of inducing mesopore formation in non-mesoporous zeolites. For comparison, 
Fig. 7 shows the physisorption isotherm and corresponding BJH pore-size distribution of 
a mesoporous silicalite-1 material prepared by carbon-templating using a pre-formed 
carbon as the mesopore template [45]. 
 The isotherm obtained for the mesoporous silicalite-1 single-crystal material shown in 
Fig. 7 exhibits hysteresis in two ranges of relative pressures, from above P/P0 of ca. 0.9 and 
in the range of ca. 0.1-0.3. The hysteresis loop in the lower pressure region is commonly 
observed for silicalite-1 materials and it is the result of a phase transformation of N2 inside 
the micropores. Sometimes this is erroneously attributed to the presence of smaller 
mesopores [37]. The hysteresis loop at higher relative pressure indicates that the sample 
contains mesoporosity. From the BJH pore-size distribution shown in the inset it is seen that 
the material shows a quite narrow mesopore size distribution, which is often found for 
mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by carbon-templating. 
 From physisorption measurements, it is possible to calculate the pore volume and 
surface area of mesoporous zeolites. If a mesoporous zeolite sample contains no appreciable 
 

a b

 
 
Figure 6. Physisorption isotherms (a) and BJH pore-size distributions (b) for conventional 
(squares) and mesoporous (triangles) ZSM-5 prepared by desilication [Reprinted with permission 
from Ref. 25. Copyright (2004) Elsevier]. 
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Figure 7. Physisorption isotherm and BJH pore-size distribution for mesoporous silicalite-1 
prepared by carbon-templating [Adapted from Ref. 45]. 
 
amount of macroporosity, the mesopore volume, i.e. the pore volume of a sample that 
results from mesopores, is determined by subtracting the micropore volume (calculated by 
the t-plot method [47] from the total pore volume (total volume of gas adsorbed at a relative 
pressure of 0.99). Mesopore volumes of zeolite materials with intracrystalline porosity are 
typically in the range 0.2-1.0 ml/g. It is noted that the BET method is not applicable to 
determine the surface area in the zeolite micropores since the assumptions of this method 
are not fulfilled for these materials. However, often the BET area is still given to provide a 
“fingerprint” of the given zeolite material. The porosity of mesoporous zeolites has also 
been investigated using mercury intrusion porosity measurements. In general, mesopore 
sizes and volumes determined by Hg intrusion measurements are in excellent accordance 
with mesopore sizes and volumes determined by N2 physisorption measurements [36,48]. 
Thus, Hg intrusion porosimetry measurements confirm that the mesopores of mesoporous 
zeolite crystals are fully accessible and distributed throughout the individual crystals but it 
clearly does not provide information about the micropores. 
 
Structural chemistry 
 The most prominent and straight-forward method of investigating the structure and 
crystallinity of mesoporous zeolite single crystal materials is by X-ray diffraction of 
powdered samples [8,25,32,35]. The XRD patterns of mesoporous zeolites obtained by 
desilication as well as by carbon-templating reveal that these materials are indeed highly 
crystalline and can be synthesized as completely phase-pure materials. Representative 
XRD patterns of mesoporous ZSM-5 samples obtained by both techniques as well as of 
conventional micron-sized ZSM-5 and nanosized ZSM-5 samples are shown in Fig. 8. 
 As seen in the XRD patterns of the ZSM-5 samples, all materials consist exclusively 
of highly crystalline MFI-structured material. Further analyses of the XRD patterns of the 
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mesoporous samples reveal that the peaks are broader than in the conventional micron-
sized zeolite sample, see Fig. 9. 
 In fact, they are as broad as the peaks in the pattern obtained from the nanosized 
zeolite sample. Thus, crystal size determination by use of the Scherrer equation would 
falsely suggest the crystal size of the mesoporous zeolites to be in the nanosized range. 
However, the Scherrer equation merely provides information about the mean size of the 
coherently diffracting entities in the crystal, i.e., the mean crystal size. For most crystals, 
this crystal size is in reasonable agreement with the true crystal size, however, in 
mesoporous zeolite crystals the longer-range ordering is disturbed by the presence of non-
crystallographic voids, or mesopores. Thus, XRD cannot be applied to determine whether 
 

 
 
Figure 8. Representative XRD patterns of mesoporous and conventional ZSM-5 single crystal 
materials (a) before and after desilication and (b) prepared by carbon-templating [(a) Reprinted 
with permission from Ref. 25. Copyright (2004) Elsevier]. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Close-up on the [101] and [200]-reflections in XRD patterns of nanosized zeolite crystals 
and carbon-templated mesoporous zeolite single crystals. 
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the mesopores in mesoporous zeolite materials are intercrystalline or intracrystalline, i.e. 
whether the individual crystals are nanosized or mesoporous. To determine the size of the 
individual crystals of mesoporous zeolite materials, more direct imaging techniques such 
as scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy must be used. 
Scanning electron microscopy in particular is frequently used to determine the size and 
morphology of the individual crystals of a particular zeolite sample as it is often directly 
visible whether the sample consists of agglomerates of nanosized crystals or contains 
larger porous crystals [33,35,46,49,50]. Typical low and high magnification scanning 
electron microscopy images of a mesoporous ZSM-5 sample synthesized by carbon-
templating are shown in Fig. 10. 
 As seen in Fig. 10, mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by carbon-templating 
exhibit a sponge-like morphology but at the same time, they retain the coffin-like shape 
characteristic of MFI-structured zeolites. As evident from the SEM images of 
themesoporous ZSM-5 sample shown in Fig. 10, it is possible with the carbon-templating 
methodology to obtain mesoporous zeolite samples with a very homogeneous  
crystal size distribution. In general, the crystal sizes of mesoporous zeolite crystals 
prepared by carbon-templating are in the range of 1-5 µm but nano-sized mesoporous 
zeolite crystals have indeed also been reported [51]. Since mesopore generation by 
desilication is a post-synthesis chemical treatment, the crystal size distribution of the 
mesoporous zeolite crystals produced by desilication should directly reflect that of the 
parent material. However, as discussed above, the framework Si/Al ratio of the parent 
zeolite greatly determines the porosity obtained via desilication. Thus, by the alkaline 
treatment procedure it is as easy to produce mesoporous zeolite materials consisting of 
large crystals as it is to produce the parent zeolite with desired framework Si/Al ratios. In 
general, as shown in Fig. 11, mesoporous ZSM-5 crystals produced by desilication of 
conventional zeolite samples with framework Si/Al ratios in the range 20-50 retain the 
morphology of the parent sample. However, as the SEM image shown in Fig. 11c shows, 
excessive alkaline treatment of zeolite samples even with an optimal framework Si/Al is 
destructive for the crystals [49]. 
 

a b

 
 
Figure 10. Scanning electron microscopy images of a mesoporous ZSM-5 sample produced by 
carbon-templating recorded at (a) low magnification and (b) high magnification [Adapted from 
Ref. 45]. 
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Figure 11. SEM images of (a) non-treated ZSM-5 crystals (Zeolyst, CBV8020, NH4) with 
framework Si/Al=37, (b) same sample after optimal alkaline treatment (10 cm3 of 0.2 M NaOH and 
330 mg of zeolite, 338 K, 30 min) and (c) sample after excessive alkaline treatment (50 cm3 of 0.2 
M NaOH and 330 mg of zeolite, 338 K, 30 min) [Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. 49. 
Copyright (2007) American Chemical Society]. 
 
 Transmission electron microscopy is also frequently used to study mesoporous 
zeolite materials [13,23,28,30,36,52-54]. Comparison of transmission electron microscopy 
images of conventional zeolites with mesoporous zeolites prepared by either carbon-
templating or desilication very visibly reveals the porosities of the individual crystals; 
conventional zeolite crystals appear to be dense exhibiting no distinct contrast difference 
throughout the crystals whereas mesoporous zeolite crystals show pronounced contrast 
differences and therefore appear to be sponge-like rather than dense. Typical TEM 
images of mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by either of the two methods are shown 
in Fig. 12. For comparison is also shown in Fig. 12, a TEM image of conventional zeolite 
crystals. 
 The contrast difference seen in the TEM images in Fig. 12 is due to less absorption of 
the electron beam by passage through a mesoporous crystal than through a conventional 
crystal. Thus, an electron beam transmitted through a mesoporous zeolite crystal encounters 
fewer atoms than an electron beam transmitted through a conventional zeolite crystal of 
equal thickness. As mesoporous zeolite crystals are composed of crystalline domains and 
void domains distributed more or less randomly throughout the crystals, these crystals 
appear to be white-spotted particles in TEM images, indicating that mesoporous zeolite 
crystals prepared by either carbon-templating or desilication contain intracrystalline 
porosity. Cross-sectional (3D-)TEM images of mesoporous zeolite crystals    prepared by 
carbon-templating clearly show that the mesopore system extends throughout the entire 
crystals starting at the external surface. Final proof of the single-crystalline nature of 
mesoporous zeolite crystals has also been provided by careful TEM studies using the 
selected area electron diffraction technique on individual crystals in the powdered samples. 
As shown in Fig. 13, the electron diffraction pattern obtained from an isolated mesoporous 
ZSM-5 particle is an array of reflections rather than concentric circles.  
 This diffraction pattern that can be completely ascribed to a twinned MFI crystal and 
this unambiguously proves that mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by carbon-
templating are indeed single crystals rather than agglomerates of nanosized crystals. A 
similar verification of the single crystalline nature of the mesoporous zeolite crystals can 
also be obtained by careful inspection of high-resolution images of smaller crystals [55]. 
Here, it is easily seen that lattice fringes extend throughout the entire crystal. 
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Figure 12. TEM images of (a) mesoporous silicalite-1 prepared by carbon-templating, (b) 
mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared by alkaline treatment and (c) conventional silicalite-1 crystals [(a and 
c) adapted from Ref. 45; (b) Reprinted in part with permission from Ref. 28. Copyright (2005) 
American Chemical Society].  
 

 
 
Figure 13. TEM image and selected area electron diffraction pattern of a mesoporous ZSM-5 
crystal prepared by carbon-templating [Adapted from Ref. 13]. 
 
Acidic properties 
 Of particular importance for the properties of mesoporous zeolites is the framework 
Si/Al ratio, since this to a large extent determines the acidity of the material. Substitution 
of framework silicon ions (Si4+) with aluminum ions (Al3+) in mesoporous zeolite crystals 
requires also the presence of non-framework cations to compensate for the lower charge 
of aluminum. Normally, sodium or potassium ions function as the charge-compensating 
cations after synthesis since zeolites are often crystallized from alkaline gels. However, if 
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the charge-compensating cations are H+-ions, the zeolite will have Brønsted acidity. 
Mesoporous zeolite crystals with acidic properties may be easily obtained via standard 
ion-exchange procedures of, e.g., the Na-form with NH4

+-ions followed by calcination to 
desorb ammonia. The most straightforward method for determining the acidity of 
mesoporous as well as conventional zeolite materials with limited mesoporosity is 
temperature-programmed desorption of chemisorbed ammonia (NH3-TPD). Using NH3-
TPD, a measure of both the number and strength of the acid sites can be estimated. By 
the carbon-templating procedure, mesoporous zeolite crystals have been prepared with 
framework Si/Al ratios from ca. 25 and higher. However, by careful choice of aluminum 
source it is possible to produce more acidic mesoporous zeolite materials. Table 2 lists 
NH3 desorption capacities and results of elemental analyses of mesoporous zeolite crystal 
materials prepared from different aluminum sources [56]. 
 As seen in Table 2, when sodium aluminate is used as aluminum source, a 
discrepancy between Si/Al ratios determined by NH3-TPD and Si/Al ratios determined by 
elemental analysis is observed, indicating that not all of the aluminum in the mesoporous 
zeolite crystals is present in the framework, as only framework aluminum contributes 
significantly to the acidity. However, it could also indicate a different ratio of Brønsted and 
Lewis acid sites. Anyhow, when aluminum isopropoxide is used instead, much more 
aluminum appears to be incorporated into the framework, resulting in an overall higher 
total acidity as measured by ammonia-TPD. Thus, Table 2 shows that zeolite crystals with 
 
Table 2. Aluminum contents determined by NH3 TPD and elemental analyses of mesoporous 
ZSM-5 prepared from different aluminum sources by carbon-templating. 
 

Sample Aluminum 
Source 

Si/Al ratioa  Al content, 
µmol/g 

Amount of 
NH3 desorbed, 
µmol/g 

Si/Al ratiob 

ZSM-5 aluminum 
isopropoxide 

14.4 870 740 16.6 

ZSM-5 aluminum 
isopropoxide 

31.2 529 464 32.3 

ZSM-5 sodium 
aluminate 

16.8 825 350 43.9 

ZSM-5 sodium 
aluminate 

34.3 451 336 46.9 

 
 

  a Elemental analysis results 
    b NH3-TPD results 
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substantial amount of acid sites (> 700 µmol/g) may be prepared by carbon-templating and 
that the framework Si/Al content should not exclusively be determined by bulk elemental 
analysis techniques. The acidity range possible to achieve for mesoporous zeolite crystal 
materials prepared by desilication is more limited due to the fact that mesopore generation 
by this procedure is very much dependent on the Si/Al ratio of the parent zeolite. As 
pointed out previously, the framework Si/Al content of the parent zeolite before alkaline 
treatment, should be in the approximate range 20-50 in order to achieve reasonable 
mesopore content. However, since desilication results in preferential extraction of silicon 
from the framework, the aluminum concentration relative to silicon gradually increases 
during the alkaline treatment. This is shown in Fig. 14 for mesoporous MFI and MOR 
prepared by alkaline treatment [57]. Clearly, the NH3-TPD method does not provide 
information on the relative amounts of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites, and such studies have 
not yet been reported for mesoporous zeolite crystals. 
 The framework aluminum concentration of mesoporous zeolites have also been 
investigated using FTIR spectroscopy of pyridine chemisorbed onto acid sites and by 27Al 
MAS NMR spectroscopy. In general, good agreement is found for aluminum 
concentrations determined by these methods in comparison with NH3-TPD results as 
shown in Table 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 14. NH3-TPD curves for mesoporous (black line) and conventional (grey line) zeolite 
crystals of MFI and MOR structure type [Reprinted with permission from Ref. 57. Copyright 
(2007) Elsevier]. 
 
Table 3. Aluminum content determined by NH3-TPD, IR of chemisorbed pyridine and 27Al MAS 
NMR of conventional and mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared by carbon-templating. 
 

Sample NH3-TPD pyridine-IR 27Al NMR 

Conventional 71 70 70 

Mesoporous 116 110 120 
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Diffusional properties 
 The diffusion of gases and liquids into and out of zeolite crystals is of central 
importance for catalytic application of zeolites. Often, mass transfer limitations are 
imposed onto catalytic reactions when purely microporous (conventional) zeolite 
catalysts are used as mentioned above. Thus, the main purpose of introducing additional 
mesoporosity into individual zeolite crystals is to enhance the rate of diffusion of 
reactants, intermediates and products within the individual zeolite crystals. The 
diffusional properties of mesoporous zeolite crystal materials compared to conventional 
zeolites have been investigated by gas adsorption and desorption experiments and by 
diffusion of liquids in zeolite crystals. Fig. 15 shows the results of gas diffusion 
experiments for mesoporous and conventional ZSM-5 crystals as a function of time.  
 As seen in Fig. 15, mesoporous ZSM-5 prepared by desilication shows much faster 
neo-pentane adsorption capabilities than conventional, non-treated ZSM-5: 50% of the 
maximum neopentane uptake is achieved after only 2 min. for the mesoporous sample and 
after approximately 120 min. for the conventional sample. From these data, the average 
characteristic diffusion time was determined to be more than 2 orders of magnitude shorter 
in the mesoporous sample than in the conventional sample [58]. Fig. 16 shows that also 
desorption of i-butane out of saturated ZSM-5 crystals is much faster for carbon-templated 
mesoporous zeolite crystals than for conventional zeolite crystals [59].   
 Likewise, comparative experiments with diffusion of liquids adsorbed onto 
mesoporous and conventional silicalite-1 materials have been conducted [29]. These 
experiments clearly show that also diffusion of molecules out of mesoporous zeolite 
crystals into a liquid is much faster than out of conventional crystals. Fig. 17 shows the 
results of diffusion experiments with n-hexadecane (at different loadings) and mesitylene 
out of mesoporous and conventional silicalite-1 crystals. 
 

 
 
Figure 15. Adsorption of neopentane in alkaline treated ZSM-5 [Reprinted in part with permission 
from Ref. 58. Copyright (2006) American Chemical Society]. 
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Figure 16. Desorption of i-butane in carbon-templated ZSM-5 [Adapted from Ref. 59].  
 

 
 
Figure 17. Diffusion of n-hexadecane and mesitylene in mesoporous and conventional silicalite-1 
crystals [Adapted from Ref. 29]. 
 
 It can be seen from Fig. 17 that diffusion of n-hexadecane is much faster out of 
mesoporous than out of conventional silicalite-1, as the concentration of n-hexadecane in 
n-hexane increases much more rapidly for the mesoporous sample regardless of the 
amount of n-hexadecane adsorbed in the zeolite micropores prior to the diffusion 
experiment. It is also seen that mesitylene is too bulky a molecule to penetrate to the 
micropore system of silicalite-1, since no change in concentration is observed over time 
demonstrating that the mesitylene is only adsorbed on the external surface of the zeolite 
materials. 
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4. Applications of mesoporous zeolite catalysts 
 In industry, zeolite catalysts are primarily used for catalytic fuel-upgrading in 
refineries and for the production of various petrochemicals [60,61]. The success of zeolite 
catalysts can primarily be attributed to the presence of micropores with well-defined sizes 
and geometries that are the explanation for the shape-selectivity exhibited by such 
catalysts. Unfortunately, in many cases, the sole presence of micropores can also be a 
significant limitation [13,62-65] because mass transport to and from the active sites 
located within the micropores is relatively slow resulting in part of the zeolite crystal not 
being used efficiently for catalysis as shown in Fig. 18.  
 

 
 
Figure 18. Improved transport properties of mesoporous zeolites over conventional zeolites. 
Compared to conventional zeolite single crystals, all of the mesoporous zeolite single crystal is 
utilized efficiently in the catalytic reaction [Adapted from Ref. 59]. 
 
 Thus, much of the interest in mesoporous zeolites is motivated by the desire to 
overcome this diffusion limitation by improving the transport of reactants, intermediates 
and products to and from the active sites located inside the zeolite micropores by creating 
an additional mesopore system in the zeolite catalyst. As discussed above, mesoporous 
zeolite crystals combine in each individual crystal, the crystallographic, intracrystalline 
micropore system typical of zeolites, with a non-crystallographic, intracrystalline 
mesopore system, resulting in a bimodal pore size distribution [13]. This combination of 
micro- and mesopores in the mesoporous zeolite catalysts is expected to give rise to 
improved catalytic activities due the improved diffusion demonstrated in Figs. 15, 16, 
and 17, which lead to more constant concentration profiles through the mesoporous 
zeolite crystal during operation in steady-state catalytic reactors. This is shown 
schematically in Fig. 18a [59]. In the presence of a significant diffusion limitation, the 
conventional zeolite catalyst can have a very low concentration of reactants in the interior 
of the zeolite and consequently, only a narrow reaction zone is utilized for catalysis as 
schematically depicted in Fig. 18b. This is clearly less pronounced or not an issue at all in 
the mesoporous zeolite crystals.    
 
Mesoporous zeolites as acidic catalysts 
 Today, there are several examples that the improved transport properties of the 
mesoporous zeolite catalysts actually results in an increased catalytic activity and/or 
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selectivity and/or catalyst lifetime [32,66-68]. As an example of an acid-catalyzed 
reaction, alkylation of benzene with ethylene has been studied in some detail [59,66] 
using comparable conventional zeolites and mesoporous zeolite crystals prepared by 
carbon-templating. Alkylation of benzene with ethylene is a major industrial process 
responsible for production of essentially all ethylbenzene, which in turn is used almost 
exclusively as an intermediate for styrene production. In the catalytic alkylation of 
benzene with ethylene to form ethylbenzene, mesoporous H-ZSM-5 zeolite catalysts 
exhibit both significantly improved catalytic activities and selectivities compared to 
conventional H-ZSM-5 zeolite catalysts as shown in Fig. 19 [66].  
 In fact, the selectivity to ethylbenzene is increased by up to 10 % for the mesoporous 
zeolite catalyst depending on the benzene conversion. The observed activity difference 
can be attributed to the improved mass transport of reactants and products resulting from 
the bimodal pore size distribution of the mesoporous catalyst. The ethylbenzene activity 
measurements were conducted at reaction conditions comparable to those practiced in 
industrial processes, but generally at somewhat lower conversions. Hence, the observed 
effect of the enhanced mass transport in the mesoporous catalyst samples could be even 
larger than shown here.  
 The experimental evidence for improved mass transfer in mesoporous zeolite 
catalysts is furthermore supplemented by a classical evaluation of the diffusion properties 
of ethylbenzene, benzene and ethylene during catalytic ethylation of benzene [59]. The 
mass transport of both benzene and ethylbenzene in a conventional zeolite single crystal 
is diffusion-limited whereas in the case of a mesoporous zeolite single crystal, the mass 
transport of neither benzene nor ethylbenzene is diffusion-limited. Thus, the improved 
selectivity to the mono-ethylated product is ascribed to the concentration profile of 
ethylbenzene. In the conventional sample, the ethylbenzene concentration is relatively 
high in the interior of the single crystal as shown in Fig. 20, thereby favoring formation 
of di-alkylated (or even poly-alkylated) products. In the mesoporous zeolite crystal, 
diffusion is so fast that the ethylbenzene concentration throughout the crystal is kept very 
 

 

 
 
Figure 19. Left: Arrhenius plot illustrating the activity difference between conventional and 
mesoporous H-ZSM-5 zeolite catalysts. The activities are expressed as turn-over frequencies using 
the Si/Al ratio as a measure of the number of active sites. Right: Selectivity to ethylbenzene for 
mesoporous zeolite and conventional zeolite catalysts obtained at 583-643 K and 2.5 bar [Adapted 
from Ref. 66]. 
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Figure 20. Reactants and product profiles for benzene (A), ethylene (B) and ethylbenzene (C) in 
the catalytic ethylation of benzene for both conventional and mesoporous zeolite crystal catalysts 
[Adapted from Ref. 59]. 
 
close to that of the gas phase. Consequently, whenever a benzene molecule is ethylated in 
the mesoporous zeolite catalyst, it can easily diffuse away before it undergoes a second 
alkylation and thus, di-alkylation is suppressed relatively to that in the conventional sample. 
Moreover, the entire mesoporous zeolite single crystal is effectively utilized for catalysis 
with both reactants present in their optimal concentrations throughout the crystal, whereas 
the interior of the conventional catalyst is partly depleted for benzene. The concentration 
profiles of benzene (A), ethylene (B) and ethylbenzene (C) under reaction conditions, in 
both a conventional and a mesoporous zeolite crystal can be illustrated as shown 
schematically in Fig. 20.  
 Thus, this illustrates that both improved activity and improved selectivity can be 
achieved at the same time by utilizing mesoporous zeolite catalysts. Interestingly, 
completely analogous results were recently reported [26] by use of desilicated mordenite 
in the liquid-phase alkylation of benzene; see Table 4, entry 1. There are also several 
other examples of improved performance using mesoporous zeolites. Superior activity of 
mesoporous H-ZSM-11 zeolite catalyst over comparable conventional zeolite catalyst 
was reported in the catalytic cracking and isomerization of n-hexadecane, see Table 4, 
entry 2 [32] and in this particular reaction, it was also shown that both higher activity and 
better resistance to deactivation could be achieved simultaneously. The reason appears to 
be that the deactivation is slower since more carbon deposition is required to completely 
block diffusion in the micropores of the mesoporous zeolite. In other words, there are 
many pore mouths that must be blocked before the active sites are no longer accessible In 
another example, the trans-alkylation reaction of biphenyl and p-diisopropylbenzene, 
recrystallized mordenite catalysts showed improved catalytic activity due to high zeolitic 
acidity combined with improved accessibility of active sites and easier transport of bulky 
molecules provided by the presence of mesopores, see Table 4, entry 3 [69]. Most 
recently, mesoporous ZSM-5 zeolite synthesized using amphiphilic organosilanes as a 
mesopore-directing agent showed  outstanding catalytic activity in jasminaldehyde and 
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Table 4. Examples of improved performance of acidic mesoporous zeolite catalysts. 
 

Catalytic reaction Mesopore 
introduction 

Zeolite framework 
type 

Reference 

Liquid phase 
ethylation of benzene 

Desilication Mesoporous MOR Groen et al. 
[26] 

Catalytic cracking 
and isomerization 

Solid templating Mesoporous MEL Kustova et al. 
[32] 

Transalkylation Assembly of 
crystals 

Mesoporous MOR Ivanova et al. 
[69] 

Aldol condensation Supramolecular Mesoporous MFI Ryoo et al. [70] 

Claisen-Schmidt 
condensation 

Supramolecular Mesoporous MFI Ryoo et al. [70] 

Methanol to olefins 
(MTO) 

Solid templating Mesoporous MFI Janssens et al. 
[71] 

 
vesidryl syntheses involving large organic molecules in which diffusion constraints 
and/or adsorption of reactant molecules onto the strong acid sites are normally the main 
concern; see Table 4, entries 4 and 5 [70]. 
 Deactivation by coke formation is often a serious problem in many industrial 
processes in which organic molecules are converted over catalysts based on zeolites. 
Recently, an improved lifetime of mesoporous H-ZSM-5 catalyst over comparable 
conventional zeolite was also reported in the MTO/MTH (methanol-to-olefins/methanol-
to-hydrocarbons) process that converts methanol into olefins or other hydrocarbons [71]. 
In this reaction, the rate of deactivation is of crucial importance for operating the overall 
process; see Table 4, entry 6.  
  Thus, there are already a number of reports suggesting that mesoporous zeolite 
catalysts can provide important advantages in several acid-catalyzed reactions and 
probably more will appear in the coming years. 
 
Mesoporous metal-zeolite catalysts 
 Zeolites can also be used as redox catalysts by proper introduction of redox active 
metals using either isomorphous substitution of the desired metal ion into the zeolite 
framework, e.g. Ti, V, Ga, Mn, or by use of charge-compensating transition metal ions 
such as Cu and Fe in ion-exchange positions [5,61]. In 1983, Taramasso et al. reported 
the synthesis of the titanium-substituted analogue of silicalite-1 [72], which has later 
proven to be an extremely useful oxidation catalyst, particularly with aqueous hydrogen 
peroxide as the oxidant. In these systems, titanium isomorphously substitutes silicon in 
the framework. Mesoporous titanosilicalite-1 (TS-1) catalysts obtained by the carbon-
templating route were shown to be very active in the epoxidation of oct-1-ene and were 
significantly more active in the epoxidation of cyclohexene than conventional TS-1 [67]. 
Mesoporous titanosilicalite-2 (TS-2) catalysts also obtained using the carbon-templating 
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route showed good performance in the epoxidation of oct-1-ene and styrene with regard 
to selectivity in comparison with conventional microporous catalysts [32]. As an example 
of the use of redox catalyst with transition metal ions in ion-exchange positions, Cu-
exchanged zeolites often show remarkable NO decomposition activities. Since the 
original discovery of the Cu/ZSM-5 catalysts by Iwamoto and coworkers in 1986 [73], 
significant efforts have been devoted to the understanding f the reasons for the superior 
performance of this catalyst in comparison with other copper-containing systems [74,75]. 
Recently, it was reported that introduction of mesoporosity into the conventional zeolite 
materials by carbon-templating leads to a significant improvement of the catalytic 
activity of both Cu/ZSM-5 and Cu/ZSM-11 in direct NO decomposition [76]. 
Specifically, the mesoporous Cu/ZSM-11 catalyst was found to be about twice as active 
as the mesoporous Cu-ZSM-5 catalyst. Apparently, it is a preferential formation of the 
active sites and/or an improved accessibility of the active sites in the mesoporous zeolite 
crystals, which is responsible for the observed activity increase. Fig. 21 illustrates how 
the active species located in ion-exchange positions, either as monomeric or dimeric Cu-
entities significantly decrease access to the pore system.  
 Therefore, the introduction of mesopores into the metal-zeolite catalyst is expected to 
give improved performance even if the reactant and product molecules are very small since 
in these materials, the active sites can be reached through several different mesopores. As 
an example of a bifunctional catalyst featuring metal particles dispersed on the zeolite, 
mesoporous platinum-containing zeolite catalysts prepared by carbon- templating showed 
good performance in the cracking and isomerization of n- hexadecane, and were 
significantly more active than similar, conventional zeolite catalysts [77]. Also, Mo-
modified zeolite catalysts prepared by desilication had better catalytic performance in the 
conversion of methane to aromatics than conventional Mo/HZSM-5 catalyst [78]. Some 
attention has also been devoted to mesoporous Fe-zeolite catalysts for selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR) and for direct decomposition of N2O. In a series of comparable 
mesoporous and conventional Fe/HZSM-5 and Fe/HZSM-12 catalysts with different iron 
contents, it was shown that with similar Fe contents, the activity of the mesoporous 
catalyst in NO SCR with NH3 was significantly higher than for conventional Fe-zeolite 
samples [79]. Moreover, it was observed that the maximum activity was observed at 
significantly higher iron-loadings on the mesoporous zeolite than on the conventional 
zeolite as shown in Fig. 22.  
 

 

 
 
Figure 21. Illustration of the limited accessibility of the active sites in Cu-exchanged MFI-zeolite 
assuming an active site based on Cu2+ or on Cu2O2

2+. 
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Figure 22. Effect of Fe loading on NO conversion over conventional (○) and mesoporous (□) 
Fe/HZSM-5 (left) and Fe/HZSM-12 (right) catalysts. Reaction conditions: 50 mg of catalyst, 
T=623 K, 1000 ppm NO, 1100 ppm NH3, 3.5 % O2, 3% H2O balanced with N2 (total flow rate 300 
ml/min) [Adapted from Ref. 79]. 
 

 
 
Figure 23. Improved dispersion of a metallic component is possible in a mesoporous zeolite that 
has a significantly larger external surface area available for the metal (or metal oxide, sulfide, 
carbide, nitride etc.) [Adapted from Ref. 52]. 
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 This strongly suggests that it is easier to disperse a metallic component on a 
mesoporous zeolite than on conventional zeolite crystals as shown schematically in Fig. 23 
[52]. 
 Finally, it was also shown that mesoporous Fe-zeolites prepared by desilication were 
significantly more active in the decomposition of N2O than samples prepared from the 
parent zeolite [80]. Again this was ascribed to a better accessibility of the active sites. 
Thus, it is clear that also in metal-zeolite catalysts there can be significant advantages 
associated with the use of a catalyst based on a mesoporous zeolite and further 
developments seem probable in this area.    
 
5. Summary and outlook 
 Zeolites and zeotypes are among the most studied families of heterogeneous catalysts 
and they have been shown to be useful catalysts for an overwhelming range of important 
catalytic reactions. This success can be attributed to the possibilities for tailoring the 
intrinsic catalytic properties of zeolites by carefully controlling e.g., the strength and 
number of acid sites, the pore size and pore geometry, the redox properties etc. However, 
in many cases the sole presence of micropores in zeolite catalysts results in too low 
catalytic activities and/or selectivities for industrial applications because of the hindered 
diffusion of reactants, intermediates and products in the zeolite. Finding ways to 
circumvent this diffusion limitation has attracted significant attention for many years in 
both industrial and academic research laboratories. In particular, the possibilities for 
tailoring the extrinsic properties of the zeolite e.g., by introducing mesopores in 
otherwise purely microporous crystalline materials to facilitate mass-transport to and 
from the active sites have been widely investigated. Overall, there are three approaches to 
achieve such an improved mass transport without altering the microporous structure, 
namely by the introduction of mesopores in individual zeolites crystals, by the synthesis 
of nanosized zeolite crystals or by supporting nanosized zeolite crystals on suitable 
support materials. Here, we have focused our attention on the first approach, which 
appears to be the most versatile and also the currently most studied procedure to design 
zeolite catalysts with improved accessibility. Currently, there are two conceptually 
different methods to synthesize mesoporous zeolite crystals and they were both 
discovered in industrial laboratories. The first method involves the conventional synthesis 
of a purely microporous zeolite, which then in one or more post-treatment steps is treated 
chemically to preferentially extract one of the constituent elements of the zeolite. This 
can be preferential extraction of aluminum (dealumination), silicon (desilication), or 
titanium (detitanation). The second method is based on crystallization the zeolite in the 
presence of an auxiliary mesopore template that is subsequently removed after the 
crystallization. Typically, the auxiliary mesopore template is carbon, which is removed 
from the zeolite after crystallization simply during the calcination step that is often 
required to remove the structure-directing agent necessary to form certain zeolites. It is 
shown that by these approaches it is possible to a large extent to design zeolites with both 
carefully controlled intrinsic and extrinsic properties in order to optimize performance in 
a given catalytic application. With these materials, it is possible to combine many of the 
typical advantages of zeolite catalysts and catalysts based on mesoporous molecular 
sieves, such as MCM-41, FSM-16 and SBA-15. 
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 In particular, it is demonstrated that catalysts with both improved activity and 
selectivity can result, and in other cases also catalysts with both improved activity and 
catalyst life-time. Since it is only within the last few years that reproducible preparative 
routes to these materials have appeared in the open literature, it is anticipated that 
mesoporous zeolites will continue to attract significant attention in the coming years, and 
that this will lead to new opportunities for improving current zeolite catalysts but also to 
extend the number of successful applications of this intriguing family of materials.  
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A mesoporous carbon prepared from sucrose was success-
fully employed as a hard template to produce hierarchical
silicalite-1, thus providing a very simple and inexpensive
route to desirable zeolite catalysts from widely available raw
materials. The porous carbon was prepared by hydrothermal
treatment of a mixture of sucrose and ammonia followed by
carbonization of the mixture in N2 at high temperatures. The
porous carbon produced by this method was subsequently
applied as a hard template in the synthesis of mesoporous
silicalite-1 and removed by combustion after synthesis. X-

Introduction

Zeolites constitute an important class of crystalline
microporous solids due to their widespread application in
adsorption, separation and catalysis. Their importance
stems from their unique pore structures, which make them
highly selective to adsorbed molecules for separation pur-
poses, or towards product molecules in catalysis. Moreover,
they exhibit good thermal and hydrothermal stabilities dur-
ing heterogeneous catalytic reactions.[1,2] However, the pore
sizes of zeolites or zeolite-type materials, which are smaller
than 1.5 nm, often restrict their applications due to dif-
fusion limitations.[3]

Many strategies have been developed to overcome this
problem, e.g. synthesizing larger-pore zeolite structures[4]

and mesoporous molecular sieves,[5] reducing the size of the
individual zeolite crystals,[6] subjecting the prepared zeolite
to post-treatments like dealumination[7] and desilication,[8]

as well as various hard template routes, where the template
is removed after synthesis.[9] Naturally, pores created by
post synthesis chemical treatments are highly dependant on
the composition and structure of the original material, and
a zeolite material consisting of nanosized crystals causes
problems with handling during its applications. On the
other hand, hard-template methods produce mesoporous
zeolites with controlled porosity independent of their com-
position and structure, and have thus provided a general

[a] Center for Sustainable and Green Chemistry, Department of
Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, Building 206,
2800 Lyngby, Denmark
E-mail: chc@kemi.dtu.dk
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ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), selected-area elec-
tron diffraction (SAD), thermal gravimetry (TG), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), N2 physisorption measure-
ments, Hg porosimetry and CHN elemental analysis tech-
niques were applied to investigate the porous carbon tem-
plate as well as the mesoporous zeolite single-crystal mate-
rial.
(© Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 69451 Weinheim,
Germany, 2007)

approach to solve this problem. So far, carbon blacks,[10]

multiwalled carbon nanotubes,[11] carbon nanofibers,[12]

carbon mesoporous molecular sieves,[13] carbon aero-
gels,[14–15] polymer aerogels,[16] and very recently mesoscale
cationic polymers[17] have been utilized to fabricate zeolite
materials which have a hierarchical pore system of intracry-
stalline mesopores interconnected with the conventional
micropores.

Recently, mesoporous carbons have found application as
hard templates for the production of very porous metal ox-
ides such as Al2O3

[18] and MgO.[19] Furthermore, also bi-
nary metal oxides like MgAl2O4 have been successfully pre-
pared by this strategy.[20] More importantly, mesoporous
carbons can also be employed to cast hierarchical-porous
zeolites with tailored mesoporosities.[14–16] Mesoporous car-
bons are conventionally prepared by carbonization of a car-
bon precursor on a mesoporous silica template such as
MCM-48,[21] SBA-15,[22] or amorphous silica,[23,24] which is
subsequently removed by dissolving it in either HF or
NaOH. Another category of mesoporous carbons are the
carbon aerogels, which are prepared by pyrolysis of resor-
cinol/formaldehyde aerogels in an inert gas at high tempera-
tures.[25–27] These methods are very costly and/or tedious.
Preparation of an aerogel, for instance, entails supercritical
fluid treatments making it both expensive and complex in
preparation. In this paper, we report a simple and conve-
nient way to prepare a mesoporous carbon template and
its application in the synthesis of mesoporous silicalite-1.
Contrary to the previously reported methods that typically
rely on the availability of special and often expensive meso-
porous carbons obtained from only a few suppliers, the
present method only involves chemicals that are widely
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available. The starting materials used here, sucrose and am-
monia, are very inexpensive in comparison with aerogel
precursors, and no sacrificial silica is needed. As carbon
blacks are normally 100 times more expensive than sucrose,
the outstanding features of the reported method are its sim-
plicity, convenience and inexpensiveness.

Results and Discussion

Mesoporous Carbon Template

After hydrothermal treatment of a mixture of sucrose
and ammonia for 2 d, a brown solid was obtained. N2 phy-
sisorption measurements of this brown solid showed that
it has a surface area of 34 m2/g. In Figure 1 is shown a
photographic image of the brown solid. It can be seen, that
the brown solid retains the shape of the Teflon beaker in
which it was produced and this allows for formation of
larger zeolite objects though controlled templating.

Figure 1. Photographic image of the brown solid obtained after
hydrothermal treatment of a mixture of sucrose and ammonia in
a Teflon beaker. The porous carbon maintains the shape of the
beaker.

From the TG and DSC measurements of the brown so-
lid, shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that a major weight
loss occurs between 400 and 500 °C. This is due to dehy-
dration of the sucrose during decomposition. Above
500 °C, several endothermic peaks appear in the DSC pro-
file. These are due to carbonization of the decomposed su-
crose, since carbonization is an endothermic process. Hy-
drothermal treatment of the sucrose and ammonia mixture
is necessary to obtain a porous carbon, because heating of
sucrose directly causes melting and more complex decom-
position, which results in non-porous carbon after thermal
decomposition.

www.eurjic.org © 2007 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2007, 3955–39603956

Figure 2. TG and DSC profiles of the solid obtained after hydro-
thermal treatment of a mixture of sucrose and ammonia.

Thermal decomposition of the brown solid at 850 °C in
N2 resulted in a porous black solid. This solid contained
(by weight) 86.5% C, 1.17% N and 1.25% H, as examined
by CHN elemental analysis. Thus, even after carbonization,
minor amounts of nitrogen and hydrogen are present in the
carbonaceous material. The remaining mass of the sample
is most likely oxygen, which is not detected by this tech-
nique. Oxygen could easily be present in the carbonaceous
material in the form of hydroxy groups.

N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms of the porous
black solid are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the
isotherm contains a hysteresis loop which starts at a relative
pressure of 0.8 and then rises dramatically with increasing
pressure. According to the IUPAC classification of phy-
sisorption isotherms, isotherms featuring this type of hys-
teresis loops are classified as type IV isotherms, and are
characteristic of mesoporous materials. From Figure 3 it is
also evident, that the pore size distribution of the porous
carbon is quite broad beginning at 10 nm and ending at
more than 100 nm. Since the BET surface area of the car-
bon material presented here is only 416 m2/g (further results
from the physisorption analyses are listed in Table 1), the
material is not superior to the known carbon aerogels,
which possess surface areas above 1000 m2/g and narrow
pore size distributions.[27]

Figure 3. Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms of the porous
carbon obtained by carbonizing sucrose. The inset shows the pore
size distribution obtained from the desorption branch of the iso-
therm using the BJH method.
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Table 1. Surface area and porosity analyses of the mesoporous carbon template and the mesoporous silicalite-1 material obtained from
it.[a]

SBET [m2/g] Micropore vol. [cm3/g] Meso- + macropore vol. [cm3/g] Mesopore size [nm]

Carbon 416 0.13 0.60 ca. 53
Meso silicalite-1 403 0.09 0.37 ca. 31

[a] The micropore volume is estimated from a t plot (DeBoer) and total pore volumes were calculated based on volume adsorbed at a
relative pressure of p/po = 0.99, volumes of mesoporosity and macroporosity are calculated accordingly.[15]

However, given that the mesoporous carbon prepared in
this way works well as a template in the synthesis of hierar-
chical zeolites, as will be shown later, the specific porosity
properties of the material are not important.

Mesoporous Silicalite-1

After crystallization of a zeolite gel mixture adsorbed on
the porous carbon and subsequent calcination of the crude
product in air, a white powder was obtained. The XRD
pattern obtained for this powder is shown in Figure 4: the
material contains exclusively highly crystalline MFI-struc-
tured material, since no peaks from other crystalline materi-
als are observed in the pattern and there is no amorphous
background. Thus, the prepared sample is a phase-pure sil-
icalite-1 material. The peaks in the XRD diagram shown in
Figure 4 are broader than the peaks observed in XRD pat-
terns of conventional microporous ZSM-5 samples (also of
MFI framework structure). This appears to be a general
phenomenon in all XRD patterns of mesoporous zeolites
produced by carbon templating. Even though the overall
crystal sizes are similar in conventional and mesoporous
samples, the XRD line width of the mesoporous samples
always shows significant broadening. Thus, it is not possible
to differentiate between nanosized and mesoporous zeolite
samples from XRD analyses alone. However, the line
broadening is still indicative of the porous carbon function-
ing as a chemically inert hard template during the crystalli-
zation of the zeolite.

Figure 4. XRD pattern of the prepared silicalite-1 material.
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In Figure 5 is shown the nitrogen physisorption iso-
therms of the mesoporous silicalite-1 material. It can be
seen, that the isotherms contain two hysteresis loops, one
at relative pressure below 0.4 and one starting at relative
pressure 0.9. The hysteresis loop at a low relative pressure is
commonly observed for microporous silicalite-1 and results
from a phase transformation of dinitrogen inside the micro-
pores of the pure silica MFI structure.[9] The hysteresis loop
starting at a relative pressure of 0.9 is a type IV isotherm,
which indicates that the material contains mesoporosity. Be-
sides a micropore volume of 0.09 mL/g, the material con-
tains an additional pore volume of 0.37 mL/g, attributable
to mesopores and macropores. This is calculated from the
total volume of N2 adsorbed by the material at a relative
pressure of P/Po = 0.99. The pore size distribution of the
mesoporous silicalite-1 is relatively narrow and centered at
31 nm, which is comparable to mesoporous zeolites pre-
pared from other carbon templates.[10,14–16] The findings
from nitrogen physisorption are completely verified by Hg
intrusion data, which also reveal that some larger macro-
pores, which cannot be seen efficiently by physisorption, are
present. They are attributed to intercrystal voids in the ma-
terial. The similarity of the physisorption data and the Hg
porosimetry data confirms what has been found before: the
pore system of the zeolite consists of an interconnected and
homogeneously distributed system of intracrystalline meso-
pores that completely penetrate the crystals. Thus, since the
newly developed procedure presented here clearly produces
a hierarchical microporous/mesoporous material, which ex-
hibits porosity similar to that of mesoporous silicalite-1 ma-
terials prepared using carbon blacks[10] and carbon aerogels
as templates,[14–16] it is preferable when considering the com-
plex nature of the carbon aerogel preparation and its high cost.

Figure 5. Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms of the meso-
porous zeolite silicalite-1 material after combustion of the carbon
and organic templates. The inset shows the pore-size distribution
obtained from the desorption branch of the isotherm using the
BJH method.
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A comparison of the pore-size distributions of the po-

rous carbon and the silicalite-1 material (Figures 3 and 5)
clearly points out that a mesoporous zeolite with a relatively
narrow pore size distribution can be produced from a po-
rous carbon having a much more broad pore size distribu-
tion. This suggests that the mesoporous silicalite-1 crystals
start to grow inside the pores of the carbon matrix and
during crystallization gradually encapsulate the carbon.
Thus, since the porosity of the zeolite is a negative replica
of the carbon template, the specific pore size distribution of
this template is less important. This tendency has also been
observed for mesoporous zeolites templated from different
carbon blacks, since not all carbon blacks are able to ef-
ficiently produce mesoporous zeolites.[12] In this light, the
route to mesoporous zeolites presented here is superior to
carbon-black-based methods because, using the method re-
ported here, it is not possible to alter the porosity of the
carbon matrix by pushing aside the carbon particles during
zeolite growth.

Figure 6 shows the results of SEM analyses of the pre-
pared mesoporous silicalite-1 after combustion of the car-
bon and organic templates. Figure 6a shows a low-magnifi-
cation SEM image of the prepared material: the sample
contains only impressively homogeneously sized single crys-
tals, which can be seen all over the sample. From the higher
resolution images, shown in Figure 6b–d, it can easily be

Figure 6. SEM images of the mesoporous silicalite-1 single crystals at different magnifications.
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seen that the single crystals are all sponge-like in appear-
ance, which is a characteristic feature of mesoporous zeo-
lites. Moreover, the coffin-like morphology exhibited by the
mesoporous single crystals is typical of MFI-structured
crystals. Furthermore, this mesoporous silicalite-1 material
is quite similar to the one reported by Jacobsen using com-
mercially available carbon black as hard template,[10] and it
is different from carbon-aerogel-templated mesoporous sil-
icalite-1 which contains a mixture of nanosized crystals and
larger mesoporous monocrystals.[14] However, in the car-
bon-aerogel-templated systems the zeolite properties can be
influenced by the crystallizations conditions.[14–16] This can
probably be ascribed to different crystallization kinetics in
the various carbon matrix materials. Thus, zeolite crystalli-
zation in the confined space of the carbons leads to nano-
sized crystals instead of the mesoporous crystals obtained
when the zeolite encapsulates the carbon particles. From
the SEM analyses of the prepared zeolite material it is con-
cluded that the present sample contains exclusively mesopo-
rous silicalite-1 single crystals. Here, we only show the use
of a specific carbon produced by carbohydrate decomposi-
tion. However, it can be envisaged that a wide range of dif-
ferent carbons can be produced with this approach, and
that could lead to possibilities for tuning the zeolite meso-
pore size just as it is possible with different carbon black
materials.
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From the TEM images of the prepared mesoporous sil-

icalite-1 material shown in Figure 7 it is evident, that the
material does indeed consist of mesoporous single crystals
as the sponge-like coffin shape is readily identifiable in these
images. The close-up TEM image shown in Figure 7b along
with the SAD pattern shown in its inset unambiguously
confirms the single-crystalline nature of the materials.

Figure 7. TEM images of the mesoporous silicalite-1 single crystals.
The inset in (b) shows the SAD pattern of the area marked by a
circle in the image, c) and d) show images of analogously prepared
zeolite without the carbon template.

Conclusions

Mesoporous zeolite single crystals of MFI structure were
synthesized from cheap and readily available starting mate-
rials using a newly developed and very simple procedure in
which an in-situ prepared mesoporous carbon is used as a
mesopore template during synthesis and subsequently re-
moved by combustion. XRD, SEM, TEM, SAD and N2

physisorption measurements of the prepared zeolite mate-
rial showed that the material contained exclusively mesopo-
rous silicalite-1 single crystals, which are very similar to
those obtained using much more expensive carbon black as
the mesopore template. N2 physisorption measurements of
the carbon template showed that this material was in fact
mesoporous, although not as porous as carbon aerogels.
However, since the carbon template can obviously be used
for the synthesis of mesoporous zeolite single crystals, the
specific porosity of the carbon template is perhaps not so
important. Nevertheless, understanding the mechanisms
leading to the mesoporous carbon as well as its specific role
in templating mesoporous zeolites might lead to mesopo-
rous zeolites with even better properties. In all, the simple
procedure presented here, combined with the comparatively
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cheap carbon matrix, make this method attractive for the
synthesis of other zeolite or zeolite-type structures or per-
haps even other oxide materials.

Experimental Section
Hierarchical microporous/mesoporous silicalite-1 single crystals
were obtained after combustion of a zeolite/carbon composite ma-
terial, prepared by first producing a mesoporous carbon template
material onto which the necessary zeolite gel components were im-
pregnated and subjected to hydrothermal conditions.

The porous carbon template was prepared by dissolving 13.1 g of
sucrose (98%, Aldrich) in a mixture of 9.6 mL of EtOH (absolute),
7.5 mL of H2O (deionized) and 1.0 mL of ammonia (25 wt.-%,
Fluka) whilst stirring at 50 °C for 1.5 h. The material was transfer-
red to a Teflon beaker and hydrothermally treated at 180 °C for
2 d, producing a brown solid which retained the shape of the bea-
ker. The brown solid was crushed in a mortar and transferred to a
horizontal tube furnace and heated to 850 °C in a flow of N2 for
5 h to afford a porous black carbonaceous solid.

Mesoporous silicalite-1 single crystals were prepared by sequen-
tially impregnating the necessary zeolite gel components onto the
porous black carbonaceous solid. First, a mixture of 3.4 g of
TPAOH (tetrapropylammonium hydroxide, 40 wt.-%, Aldrich) and
2.0 mL of EtOH was impregnated onto 2.5 g of porous black solid
and the mixture was dried in air under ambient conditions over-
night. Then, the material was impregnated with 3.0 mL of TEOS
(tetraethyl orthosilicate, 98%, Aldrich) which was allowed to hy-
drolyze in air for 1 d. After aging, the material was transferred to
a Teflon beaker which was placed inside a Teflon-lined autoclave
with 10.0 mL of H2O added outside the beaker. The autoclave was
hydrothermally treated at 180 °C for 3 d before the carbon and or-
ganic templates were removed by combustion at 550 °C for 24 h.

XRD was performed with a Philips PW 3710 X-ray diffractometer
using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) in the 2θ range between 5
and 50° at a scanning speed of 0.6°/min.

Nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms were collected at liquid-
nitrogen temperature (–196 °C) with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020.
All samples were outgassed under vacuum at 200 °C overnight
prior to measurement. The total surface area was calculated ac-
cording to the BET method. Mesopore volumes were determined
by the BJH method from the desorption branch of the isotherms,
while micropore volumes and external surface areas were deter-
mined by using a t-plot analysis.

Hg porosimetry was measured by intrusion using a Quantachrome
equipment.

SEM was performed with a Philips XL20 FEG. The calcined zeo-
lite samples were placed on a carbon film and Pt was evaporated
onto the sample for approximately 20 min to achieve sufficient con-
ductivity.

TEM was performed with a JEM 2000FX using an accelerating
voltage of 300 kV. SAD was used to obtain electron diffraction pat-
terns from individual grains of powder. A few mg of the powdered
samples were suspended in 2 mL of ethanol, and the suspension
was sonicated for 1 h. Then, the suspension was allowed to settle
for 15 min, before a drop was taken and dispersed on a 300 mesh
copper grid coated with holey carbon film.

TG and DSC were conducted with NETZSCH STA 409 PC/PG
equipment with a ramp of 20 °C/min under a nitrogen flow of
20 mL/min.
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CHN elemental analysis was performed with a CE Instruments
FLASH 1112 Series EA.
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Zeolites are among the most widely used industrial
catalysts.1 Their superior performance can often be attributed
to the existence of a well-defined system of micropores (size
below 2 nm diameter) with uniform shape and size, typically
of molecular dimensions. However, for some applications,
the sole presence of such micropores can also result in an
unacceptably slow diffusion of reactants and products to and
from the active sites located inside the zeolite crystals. In
such cases, a diffusion limitation is imposed on the reaction
rate.2 To overcome this limitation, researchers have pursued
several different preparative strategies. One possibility is to
minimize the size of the zeolite crystals,3-6 which is often
in the range of 0.5-50µm, and thereby shorten the diffusion
path. Another possibility is to increase the pore size of the
zeolite, and this approach has led to the discovery of novel

zeolites with larger pores7-10 and ordered mesoporous
materials.11,12 The most common and successful approach
so far is to introduce an additional system of mesopores (sizes
between 2 and 50 nm) into each individual zeolite crystal.
This is typically done by suitable posttreatments such as
dealumination,13,14 and desilication.15-17 Recently, it was
shown that mesopores can be introduced directly into the
zeolite crystals, without a partially destructive posttreatment,
simply by conducting the crystallization in the presence of
a mesoporous carbon material.18 The carbon particles are
encapsulated by the zeolite crystals during growth. After
complete crystallization, the carbon is easily removed by
combustion to produce highly mesoporous zeolite single
crystals that combine some of the most desirable catalytic
properties of zeolites and mesoporous molecular sieves.19
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Here, we demonstrate a simple, new, and versatile method
for the preparation of mesoporous zeolites. This new method
applies in situ generation of the required carbon template
by decomposition of a carbohydrate directly onto the silica
raw material used for the zeolite synthesis. This method
significantly extends the scope of the carbon-templating
approach. Most importantly, it allows careful control of the
porosity of the mesoporous zeolite in a very simple manner
and it does not depend on the availability of specialized
carbon templates. The mesoporous zeolite single crystals
resulting from the carbon-templating method have already
shown promising catalytic properties in several reactions.19-24

So far, these hierarchical zeolite structures have been reported
for the MFI,25 MEL,20 and MTW26 framework types and most
recently also for BEA, AFI, and CHA.27 Other synthesis
schemes for preparing hierarchical zeolites have been
presented as well, such as assembling zeolite seeds with
organic structure directors present,28 resin macrotemplating,29

using carbon aerogels,30,31recrystallization,32 and templating
mesoporous zeolites from a mixture of small organic
alkylammonium salts and mesoscale cationic polymers.33

Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the new route
for preparation of mesoporous zeolites. In the first step, silica
gel is impregnated to incipient wetness with a concentrated
solution of sucrose. During calcination in an inert gas (Ar),

the auxiliary carbon particles are then formed by decomposi-
tion of sucrose inside the silica gel. After that, a zeolite
synthesis gel is formed from the resulting carbon-silica
composite by addition of the base and a suitable template.
Upon complete crystallization, the carbon is removed by
combustion and the mesoporous zeolite is formed.

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns for the mesoporous
ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 zeolites are shown in Figures S1 and
S2 of the Supporting Information. It is clearly seen that the
samples exclusively contain highly crystalline MFI- and
MEL-structured material, respectively.34 The mesopore size
distribution of the ZSM-5 zeolite after combustion of the
carbon is shown in Figure 2 and the effect of changing the
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Figure 1. New route for the preparation of mesoporous zeolite single
crystals using sucrose as the carbon template.

Figure 2. Controlled mesoporosity of zeolites prepared simply by varying
the amount of sugar in the silica (from top C/Si) 1.75; 0.87; 0.58; 0.0).

Figure 3. Representative (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of mesoporous
ZSM-5 zeolite single crystals prepared by in situ carbon templating.
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carbon/silica ratio in the recipe is evident. Surface areas as
well as micro- and mesopore volumes are summarized in
Table S1 of the Supporting Information. Thus, it is clear
that by introduction of more or less concentrated solutions
of sucrose during impregnation of the silica, the mesopore
volume can be tuned without altering the micropore volume.

Hg intrusion experiments gives essentially mesopore
volumes identical to those obtained from nitrogen phys-
isorption. This shows that the mesopores are actually
accessible and distributed over the interior volume of the
zeolite crystals. This is also supported by the representative
images from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for the mesoporous
ZSM-5 zeolite shown in Figure 3. From the SEM image (a),
it can be seen that the sample is highly crystalline and that
crystals of a quite uniform size are obtained. From the TEM
image (b), it is easily possible to see the individual
mesoporous zeolite crystals, which clearly features some
brighter areas distributed all over. These brighter areas are
the mesopores created by removal of the carbon introduced
as sucrose. The vast majority of the crystals are mesoporous
zeolite single crystals, but some less mesoporous zeolite
crystals can sometimes also be formed. The average crystal
size determined from SEM and TEM for the mesoporous
zeolite crystals is about 1µm, and the typical shape of MFI-
type crystals is observed.

The mesoporous zeolite crystals are unique in the sense
that they contain interconnected micropores and mesopores
inside each individual single crystal. So far, the present meth-
od for the preparation of mesoporous zeolites is demonstrated
as a new, very simple route to these hierarchical zeolites.
The method applies in situ generation of the carbon template
from sucrose impregnated onto silica gel, and therefore the
resulting material is readily available at low cost. The method
does not rely on the availability of special and expensive
mesoporous carbons, only on the mesoporous silicas that are
used widely and can be obtained easily by precipitation.
However, the most important attribute of the present ap-
proach is that is allows careful design of the porosity. This
is essential for catalytic applications, because this is the way
that efficient mass transport can be tuned to maximize
catalyst performance. With this simple method, it is possible
that mesoporous zeolites could be so easily and inexpensively
available that they will find use in industrial applications.
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A tunable desilication protocol applied on a mesoporous
ZSM-5 zeolite synthesized by carbon-templating is reported.
The strategy enables a systematic manufacture of zeolite cat-
alysts with moderate to very high mesoporosities. Coupling
carbon-templating and desilication thus allow for more than
a doubling of the original mesopore volume and mesopore
surface area. The porosity effect arising from various treat-
ment times and base amounts in the media has been

Introduction

Zeolites are crystalline microporous aluminosilicates that
have found a multitude of industrial applications as, e.g.
sorbents, ion-exchangers, and catalysts. The widespread ap-
plication of zeolites in industry can be attributed to the in-
herent micropore system of molecular dimensions, which
allows for shape-selective catalysis. Moreover, they are often
thermally highly stable materials, which possess remarkably
high surface areas. These properties make zeolites particu-
larly useful for catalytic applications, and the use of zeolites
as catalysts has indeed received significant attention.[1,2]

However, molecular transport to the catalytically active
micropore system in the bulk of the crystals may become a
limiting factor for their activity in some catalytic applica-
tions.[3] Recently, several preparative strategies have been
developed with the aim of producing zeolite materials that
overcome this diffusion limitation.[4,5] The strategies pur-
sued so far include increasing the width of the zeolite
micropores,[6–9] decreasing the size of the zeolite crys-
tals,[10–14] and the introduction of an auxiliary mesopore
system in addition to the inherent micropore system.[15–18]

The latter two classes of materials can be classified as hier-
archical in terms of porosity because they have bi- or tri-
modal pore-size distributions, and the preparation of such
materials by use of mesopore templates was reviewed very
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thoroughly mapped. Initially, small mesopores are created,
and as desilication strength increases the average mesopore
size enhances. Crystallinity of the treated samples is re-
tained, and electron microscopy indicates solely intracrystal-
line mesoporosity.

(© Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 69451 Weinheim,
Germany, 2008)

recently.[19] For the preparation of zeolites with intracrystal-
line hierarchical porosity, two main approaches appear to
be the most promising,[20] namely carbon-templating[21–23]

and desilication.[24–27]

In carbon-templating, porous zeolite crystals are pro-
duced by removal of auxiliary carbon particles encapsulated
in the zeolite crystals during growth. In desilication, con-
ventional purely microporous zeolite crystals are treated
with dilute aqueous base to preferentially dissolve silica
species from the zeolite crystals. Here, we show that the
porosity of carbon-templated mesoporous zeolite crystals
can be tuned, as well as increased by more than a factor of
two, by subjecting the already mesoporous material to a
desilication procedure. Coupling of these two procedures
have in fact been attempted earlier, however, with limited
success.[28] The process of desilication corresponds to a par-
tial dissolution of the zeolite framework. Therefore, it is im-
portant either to use a limited amount of a base or to re-
strict the time during which the process is allowed to pro-
ceed.[29]

Results and Discussion

A mesoporous carbon-templated ZSM-5 zeolite was sub-
jected to various desilication treatments as listed in Table 1.

Physico-chemical properties of the resulting materials
from N2 physisorption, XRD and NH3-TPD measurements
are included. First of all, it can be seen that the microporos-
ity is preserved after desilication since the micropore vol-
umes of the samples are not affected by the treatments.
Moreover, it can be seen that the parent carbon-templated
sample has a considerable mesopore volume of ca. 0.3 mL/g.
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Table 1. Textural data from N2 adsorption/desorption experiments on the parent and desilicated samples.[a]

Sample Base amount Time SBET Smeso Vmeso Vmicro D[101][b] Acidity[c]

[mmol/g] [min] [m2/g] [m2/g] [mL/g] [mL/g] [Å] [mmol/g]

Parent – – 408 117 0.30 0.11 677 0.164
1 3 30 408 162 0.37 0.11 595 0.180
2 5 30 422 195 0.47 0.10 513 0.206
3 7.5 30 478 222 0.63 0.11 494 0.235
4 10 30 478 232 0.72 0.10 460 0.272
5 15 30 503 234 0.75 0.11 386 0.293
6 8 5 295 142 0.33 0.06 – –
7 8 10 466 241 0.64 0.10 – –
8 8 15 443 210 0.66 0.10 – –
9 8 20 456 208 0.70 0.11 – –

10 8 30 450 201 0.73 0.11 – –
11 8 70 445 181 0.65 0.11 – –

[a] Samples 1–5 were desilicated in a 0.1  solution and samples 6–11 in a 0.2  solution. Vmeso = Vads,P/P0 = 0.99 – Vmicro. Vmicro from t-
plot. Smeso from BJH. Surface area of pores 17–3000 Å. [b] Scherrer equation. [c] NH3-TPD. NH3 desorbed at 175 °C for 2 h.

This porosity corresponds to a moderate mesopore surface
area Smeso of 117 m2/g due to rather large mesopores cen-
tered around ca. 20–30 nm. The physisorption isotherms
obtained from samples treated with different volumes of
0.1  NaOH solutions for 30 min (samples 1–5) are shown
in Figure 1(a). In Figure 1(a) it can be seen that the meso-
pore volume of the samples increases with increasing desil-
ication strength. Moreover, closer inspection of Figure 1(a)
reveals that a hysteresis loop starts to develop at a relative
pressure of 0.45 at low treatment strengths (samples 1 and
2). This is attributed to the formation of new smaller meso-
pores, initially with a diameter below 10 nm as is evident
from the BJH-derived pore-size distribution given in Fig-
ure 1(b).

The sizes of the created mesopores are in excellent agree-
ment with previously published data on desilication of pu-
rely microporous ZSM-5 samples.[30,31] Interestingly, be-
cause the mesopores initially formed are smaller than the
inherent mesopore system present, these results indicate
that it is possible to create a hierarchical zeolite with a
multi-level mesoporosity by coupling the carbon-templating
and desilication protocols. As the desilication strength is
increased, these smaller mesopores grow larger, as can be
seen by the disappearance of the mesopores below 10 nm
(samples 3 and 4) and simultaneous growth of pore volume
attributed to pores around 15 nm. Thus, the observed in-
crease in mesopore volumes apparent from Table 1 does not
only originate from an increase in the pore sizes of already
existing mesopores, but also from newly generated meso-
pores. The generation of mesopores can also be tuned by
variation of the reaction time as evident from the physisorp-
tion data presented in Table 1 for samples 6–11. It can be
seen, that the mesopore volume as well as the mesopore
surface area of the parent mesoporous sample are doubled
after only 10 min (sample 7). Moreover, it can be seen that
further extending the desilication time only marginally in-
creases the mesopore volume, and an extreme time has a
detrimental effect on the mesopore surface area (sam-
ple 11). This is attributed to the pore size distribution ex-
tending significantly into the macropore region. Key sorp-

www.eurjic.org © 2008 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2008, 5185–51895186

Figure 1. (a) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of the parent
along with samples 1–4. Isotherms of samples 1–4 are offset by 150
for illustrative reasons. (b) BJH-derived pore-size distributions.

tion isotherms and the respective BJH-derived mesopore
diameters are given in the Supporting Information (Fig-
ure S1). Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of the parent
sample along with samples 1–5 illustrating the preserved
crystallinity and phase purity of the treated samples. In ac-
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cordance with results obtained after desilication of conven-
tional zeolite samples, the intensity of the reflections grad-
ually decrease as the desilication strength is increased.[32,33]

Figure 2. XRD diffractograms of parent sample and samples 1–5
desilicated for 30 min with increasing desilication strength.

The effective average crystal diameter calculated by the
Scherrer equation reveal a gradual decrease in crystal dia-
meter. The D[101] deflection was chosen for Table 1.
Table S1 (Supporting Information) contains effective crystal
sizes derived from other deflections. By analyzing the XRD
results in relation to imaging obtained from SEM and TEM
analysis, it appears unlikely that the desilicated crystals dis-
mantle to produce interparticle mesoporosity. The observed
decrease in the average crystal size could alternatively be
explained by the formation of an increasing number of in-
tracrystalline domains bordering a mesopore within the sin-
gle crystal. From NH3-TPD an acidity of 0.164 mmol/g was
measured for the parent sample after desorption of NH3 at
175 °C for 2 h. This acidity correlates to the anticipated Si/
Al ratio of approximately 45 when compared to a cali-
bration curve from ZSM-5 zeolites of known acidities, thus
indicating complete aluminium incorporation from the gel
during crystallization. Furthermore, it can be seen from
Table 1 (samples 1–5) that the total acidity of the materials
increase as a function of the desilication, as would be ex-
pected from the selective silicon extraction. Figure 3 pres-
ents the NH3 desorption curves obtained after desorption
of weakly bound NH3 at 100 °C for 1 h and at 175 °C for
2 h. A continuing increase in total acidity and nearly a
doubling for the most severely treated zeolites is apparent
in both cases. In Figure 3(b) it can be seen that a significant
contribution to the acidity orginates from a shoulder on
the low-temperature side of the desorption maximum at ca.
365 °C. As the treatment strength increases, the shoulder
intensifies, which is possibly due to partial (extra) frame-
work aluminum species generated during the desilication.

Figure 4 gives representative SEM and TEM images of
the parent and desilicated samples. SEM was used to verify
the homogeneity of the parent material with respect to crys-
tal size and porosity, and to visually monitor the effect of
the desilication treatments. In Figure 4(a) a SEM image of
the parent sample is shown. It can be seen that the crystals

Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2008, 5185–5189 © 2008 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.eurjic.org 5187

Figure 3. NH3 desoprtion curves of parent sample and samples 1–
5. Weakly bound NH3 desorbed in He at (a) 100 °C for 1 h and (b)
at 175 °C desorbing for 2 h.

Figure 4. (a)–(c) SEM images of the parent sample, sample 7 (desil-
icated 10 min.) and sample 10 (desilicated 30 min), respectively. (d)
TEM image of sample 10 (desilicated 30 min).
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exhibit the well-known sponge-like morphology character-
istic of mesoporous carbon-templated MFI zeolites.[34]

Overview images of the parent sample confirmed that the
crystals were similar in size (2–3 µm long) and that the vast
majority of them exhibited this morphology. Figures 4(b)
and (c) show SEM images of desilicated samples obtained
after 10 min (sample 7) and 30 min (sample 10) treatment
times, respectively. From these images, it is evident that de-
silication leads to a gradual “roughening” of the crystals,
which appear to be more and more rugged as the desil-
ication time is increased. TEM analyses also revealed the
sponge-like morphology of the crystals as evident from the
highly contrasted image of the 30 min desilicated samples
shown in Figure 4(d).

Conclusions

We have shown that the porosity of carbon-templated
mesoporous ZSM-5 may be enhanced by a factor of at least
two by desilication of such a sample in terms of mesopore
surface area as well as mesopore volume. Two types of de-
silication protocols were applied for tuning the porosity of
the carbon-templated mesoporous sample: variation in the
volume of hydroxide solution and variation in reaction
time. Pore-size distribution plots revealed that at lower de-
silication strengths both newly generated smaller mesopores
(initally centered below 10 nm) as well as mesopores already
present in the sample (centered around ca. 20–30 nm) con-
tributed to the mesopore volume. With increased desil-
ication strength, these smaller mesopores grew larger,
eventually, after excessive desilication, into the macropore
region. The method applied here could easily be extended
to other zeolite structure types, and it therefore provides a
useful and easy approach for systematically generating
highly mesoporous zeolite samples.

Experimental Section
A mesoporous ZSM-5 sample was prepared by carbon-templating
according to a modified literature procedure.[35] A nominal Si/Al
ratio of 45 was used in the gel. Briefly, 2 g of carbon black pearls
2000 was impregnated with a fresh solution of aluminium isopro-
poxide in tetrahydrofuran (0.084 g in 6 mL) and left to dry over-
night. Then the carbonaceous material was impregnated with a
mixture of tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (3.44 g, 40 wt.-%),
aqueous sodium hydroxide (0.1 g in 0.5 g H2O) and ethanol
(3.03 g), and left to dry overnight. The material was impregnated
with tetraethyl orthosilicate (3.87 g) and left to dry overnight before
being crystallized at 180 °C for 5 d. The carbon matrix was re-
moved by calcination at 550 °C in static air for 20 h reached at a
ramp of ca. 2 °C/min. The proton form of the zeolites was obtained
by threefold ion-exchange in a 1  NH4NO3 solution and calci-
nation at 550 °C in static air for 4 h. The sample was subjected to
different desilication procedures by immersion of the zeolite sam-
ples in aqueous sodium hydroxide solutions at 65 °C for various
periods of time. After reaction, the desilicated samples were col-
lected by filtration and washed thoroughly with water. Nitrogen
physisorption measurements were conducted with a micromeretics
ASAP 2020. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the par-

www.eurjic.org © 2008 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2008, 5185–51895188

ent and desilicated samples were recorded with a Bruker AXS pow-
der diffractometer. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) were re-
corded with a JEOL JSM 5900 equipped with an LaB6 filament.
Prior to measurements, the samples were sputter-coated with Au
for 40 s by using a Polaron SC 7620. Transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) images and selected area diffraction (SAD) were re-
corded with a JEM 2000 FX with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV,
as described previously.[36] NH3-TPD measurements were per-
formed with a Micromeritics Autochem II equipped with a TCD
detector. Samples were transformed into proton form prior to
NH3-TPD analysis through a similar procedure as described above
for the parent material. Dry weight of the samples was found after
evacuation at 300 °C for 1 h. Weakly bound ammonia was de-
sorbed prior to measurement at 100 °C in an He flow of 25 mL/
min for 1 h or at 175 °C in an He flow of 50 mL/min for 2 h, respec-
tively.

Supporting Information (see footnote on the first page of this arti-
cle): N2 physisorption isotherms and crystal-size measurements
(calculated by use of the Scherrer equation from X-ray data).
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Abstract

We report the synthesis and characterization of a series of new mesoporous zeolite and zeotype materials made available by combin-
ing new and improved procedures for directly introducing carbon into reaction mixtures with the fluoride route for conventional zeolite
synthesis. The mesoporous materials were all prepared by hydrothermal crystallization of gels adsorbed on carbon matrices which were
subsequently removed by combustion. The procedures presented here resulted in mesoporous zeolite and zeotypes materials with MFI,
MEL, BEA, AFI and CHA framework structures. All samples were characterized by XRPD, SEM, TEM and N2 physisorption mea-
surements. For the zeolite materials it was found that mesoporous MFI and MEL structured single crystals could indeed be crystallized
from fluoride media using an improved carbon-templating approach. More importantly, it was found that mesoporous BEA-type single
crystals could be crystallized from fluoride media by a newly developed procedure presented here. Thus, we here present the only known
route to mesoporous BEA-type single crystals, since crystallization of this framework structure from basic media is known to give only
nanosized crystals as opposed to mesoporous single crystals. For the zeotype materials it was found that highly crystalline mesoporous
materials of AFI and CHA structure types could be synthesized using a newly developed procedure.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Zeolite; Zeotype; Fluoride media; Mesopores; Carbon
1. Introduction

Zeolite-based molecular sieves represent one of the most
important groups of inorganic materials with an extremely
high importance in industrial applications as sorbents, ion-
exchangers and catalysts [1]. In particular, the number of
applications of zeolites as highly active, selective and stable
catalysts in large-scale technologies steadily increases. They
include oil refinery, petrochemistry, production of fine
chemicals and environmental catalysis [2]. As well as zeo-
lites new families of zeolite-like or zeolite-related materials
known as zeotypes have been investigated [3]. Zeotype
1387-1811/$ - see front matter � 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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materials display great compositional diversity and fre-
quently have frameworks unknown for zeolites [4].

In general, zeolites are prepared by hydrothermal crys-
tallization from alkaline reaction mixtures [5], where
OH� acts as mineralizer. The fluoride ion is a unique min-
eralizer that has only recently been seriously examined for
its use in zeolite and zeotype synthesis [3]. Flanigen and
Patton were the first to employ fluoride-containing salts
in the synthesis of silicalite-1 in 1978 [6]. The behavior of
the fluoride ion is very similar to that of the hydroxide
ion as a mineralizing agent and a complexing ion and it will
also contribute to the formation of the molecular sieve
structures. Contrary to the hydroxide mineralizer, the use
of fluoride ions does not necessarily influence the pH of
the gel. Thus, systems containing fluoride ions can still pro-
duce molecular sieve products even with gel pH below 5. In

mailto:chc@kemi.dtu.dk
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the crystallization of molecular sieve phases, fluoride ions:
act as agents solubilizing the framework-forming elements
silicon and aluminum; slow down nucleation and growth
rates, resulting in larger, more defect-free crystals; produce
many all-silica phases because of the stability of the fluoro
complexes of silicon; can impose a structure-directing role
and contribute to the formation of previously unknown
phases [3]. Syntheses of several zeolite types have been
described in the literature [5–15], and different preparative
strategies were also discussed in detail by Zones et al. [16].
However, the large-scale utilization of these microporous
catalysts in the industry has so far not been explored to
its full potential [17], because diffusion of reactants and
products in the working catalyst often limits the overall
performance of the catalyst. Several different preparative
strategies have been attempted to surmount this problem
[18], e.g. decreasing the zeolite crystal size [19–22], synthe-
sizing materials with larger micropores (e.g. VPI-5 [23] and
UDT-1 [24]), and the preparation of new mesoporous
molecular sieves [25]. Significant attention has also been
drawn to the generation of reasonably mesoporous zeolite
single crystal materials by disintegrative post-synthetic
treatments such as dealumination [26] and desilication
[27,28]. Unfortunately, these kinds of approaches obvi-
ously impose certain restrictions on the zeolite composi-
tion, since they entail the selective removal of either
aluminium or silicon ions from the zeolite framework.
Mesopore generation by desilication, for instance, is highly
dependant on the Si/Al ratio in order to be reasonably con-
trolled [28], and dealumination necessarily leads to a less
acidic material. Thus, these approaches have somewhat
limited scope.

Recently, a new family of crystalline zeolitic materials
was reported, the so-called mesoporous zeolite single crys-
tals [29]. These new materials combine the advantages of
both mesoporous molecular sieves and zeolites by featuring
an additional intracrystalline mesopore system intercon-
nected with the usual micropore system in each individual
zeolite single crystal, resulting in a bimodal pore distribu-
tion. Additionally, these new materials are mechanically
stable in the sense that they can easily be pelletized and
crushed for use in catalytic applications [30]. Furthermore,
it has been shown that the mesopore system of these hier-
archical materials helps solving diffusion limitation prob-
lems by improving the mass transfer to and from the
active sites [30–35]. These mesoporous zeolite single crystal
materials may be prepared simply by crystallizing the zeo-
lite around a carbon matrix that can eventually be removed
by combustion. This synthesis scheme has so far resulted in
mesoporous zeolite single crystals of MFI [29], MEL [36],
MTW [37] and zeolite Y [38] framework structures, but
other schemes have been presented as well, such as assem-
bling zeolite seeds with organic structure directors present
[39], by resin macrotemplating [40], by using carbon aero-
gels [38,41], by recrystallization [42], or by templating mes-
oporous zeolites from a mixture of small organic
ammonium salts and mesoscale cationic polymers [43].
Here we show that a combination of the fluoride route
with a new improved procedure for directly introducing
carbon in the reaction mixture provides access to a wide
variety of new mesoporous zeolite and zeotype materials.
Thus, we present the syntheses of mesoporous MFI,
MEL and BEA zeolite materials as well as mesoporous
AFI and CHA zeotype materials prepared from synthesis
gels containing fluoride ions.
2. Experimental

2.1. Physicochemical characterization

X-ray powder diffraction patterns (XRPD) were
recorded using Cu-Ka radiation in the 2h interval 5–50�
using a Philips PW 1820/3711 powder diffractometer.

Nitrogen adsorption and desorption measurements were
performed at liquid nitrogen temperature on a Micromeri-
tics ASAP 2020. The samples were outgassed in vacuum at
200 �C prior to measurement. Total surface area was calcu-
lated according to the BET method. Meso- and micropore
volumes were determined by the BJH and t-plot methods
(desorption).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on
a Philips XL20 FEG. The calcined zeolite samples were
placed on a carbon film and Pt was evaporated onto the
sample for approximately 20 min to achieve sufficient
conductivity.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was per-
formed on a JEM 2000 FX with an accelerating voltage
of 300 kV. Selected-area-diffraction (SAD) technique was
used to obtain electron diffraction patterns from individual
grains of powder. A few mg of the powdered samples was
suspended in 2 ml ethanol, and the suspension was soni-
cated for 1 h. Then, the suspension was allowed to settle
for 15 min, before a drop was taken and dispersed on a
300 mesh copper grid coated with holey carbon film.
2.2. Materials

For syntheses of the mesoporous zeolites and zeotypes,
carbon black particles (BP-2000) having an average particle
diameter of 12 nm (ASTM D-3249), obtained from Carbot
Corporation, were used as carbon matrices. The carbon
black was dried at 110 �C for 24 h prior to use. All other
reagents were of reagent grade and used without further
purifications: tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 98 wt%,
Aldrich), aluminum isopropoxide (Al(C3H7O)3, 98 wt%,
Aldrich), tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH,
40 wt%, Fluka), tetrabutylammonium hydroxide
(TBAOH, 40 wt%, Fluka), tetraethylammonium hydroxide
(TEAOH, 35 wt%, Aldrich), triethylammine (TEA,
98 wt%, Fluka), piperidine (PIP, 99 wt%, Aldrich), ethanol
(EtOH, 99 wt%, Aldrich), hydrofluoric acid (HF, 40 wt%
or 48 wt%, Aldrich), aluminum nitrate nonahydrate
(Al(NO3)3 Æ 9H2O, 99.5 wt%, Merck), phosphoric acid
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(H3PO4, 85 wt%, Merck), tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99 wt%,
Aldrich) and deionized water.

2.3. General description for the syntheses of the mesoporous

materials

The mesoporous zeolite materials were prepared accord-
ing to the following general procedure. A mixture of TEOS
and the appropriate structure-directing agent was mixed
with a solution of aluminum nitrate in water. Then, 2 g
of carbon was mixed with this solution, and the resulting
mixture was left for 6 h before a concentrated aqueous
solution of HF was added with stirring. The resulting gels
were then introduced into stainless steel autoclaves and
heated to a designated temperature for a designated period
of time. Then, the autoclaves were cooled to room temper-
ature, the products were recovered by filtration, washed
with water and dried at 80 �C for 10 h. Finally, the organic
template and carbon black material were removed by con-
trolled combustion in air in a muffle furnace at 550 �C for
20 h expelling the CO2 formed in this process via the
micropores of the microporous materials.

The mesoporous zeotype materials were prepared
according to the following general procedure. A solution
of aluminum isopropoxide dissolved in THF was impreg-
nated onto to 2 g of carbon. The carbonaceous materials
were left to dry at room temperature and in air overnight,
or at least for 6 h. Then, the dry carbon materials were
impregnated with an aqueous solution of phosphoric acid,
structure-directing agent and HF made by mixing the com-
ponents in that order. The resulting gels were then hydro-
thermally crystallized in stainless steel autoclaves, and the
products recovered as described above.

2.4. Synthesis of conventional and mesoporous MFI-type

materials in fluoride media

The synthesis of conventional MFI-type crystals was
based on the recipes from Camblor et al. [44] and Hazm
et al. [13]. In a typical synthesis procedure, 3.47 g of TEOS
(167 mmol) was mixed with 4.92 g of TEAOH (11.7 mmol)
and stirred for about 10 min. Then, a clear solution of
0.075 g of aluminum nitrate (0.2 mmol) in 0.55 g water
(197 mmol) was slowly added. This mixture was left with
stirring for 6 h at room temperature in an open polyethyl-
ene vessel allowing the removal of ethanol formed during
the hydrolysis of the TEOS. To the resulting solution,
0.585 g of 40 wt% HF (11.7 mmol) solution was finally
added under stirring, which lead instantaneously to a thick
gel. The composition of the resulting synthesis gel was 1
Al2O3:90 SiO2:62 TEAOH:62 HF:773 H2O. The resulting
gel was introduced into a stainless steel autoclave, heated
to 170 �C and kept there for three days. Afterwards, the
product was recovered as described above.

The mesoporous ZSM-5 material was prepared accord-
ing to the new improved procedure. In a typical synthesis
procedure, 3.47 g of TEOS (167 mmol) was mixed with
4.92 g of TEAOH (11.7 mmol) and stirred for about
10 min. Then, a clear solution of 0.075 g of aluminum
nitrate (0.2 mmol) in 0.55 g water (197 mmol) was slowly
added. Then, 2 g of carbon was mixed with this solution.
This mixture was left for 6 h at room temperature allowing
the removal of ethanol formed during the hydrolysis of the
TEOS. To the resulting carbon, 0.585 g of 40 wt% HF
(11.7 mmol) solution was finally added with stirring. The
composition of the synthesis gel was 1 Al2O3:90 SiO2:62
TEAOH:62 HF:773 H2O. The resulting gel was introduced
into a stainless steel autoclave, heated to 170 �C and kept
there for five days. Afterwards, the product was recovered
as described above.

2.5. Synthesis of conventional and mesoporous MEL-type
materials in fluoride media

The synthesis of conventional MEL-type crystals was
based on the recipes from Camblor et al. [44] and Hazm
et al. [13]. In a typical synthesis procedure, 3.47 g of TEOS
(167 mmol) was mixed with 7.58 g of TBAOH (1.7 mmol)
and stirred for about 10 min. Then, a clear solution of
0.075 g of aluminum nitrate (0.2 mmol) in 0.55 g water
(197 mmol) was slowly added. This mixture was left with
stirring for 6 h at room temperature in an open polyethyl-
ene vessel allowing the removal of ethanol formed during
the hydrolysis of the TEOS. To the resulting solution,
0.585 g of 40 wt% HF (11.7 mmol) solution was finally
added under stirring, which lead instantaneously to a thick
gel. The composition of the resulting synthesis gel was 1
Al2O3:90 SiO2:62 TBAOH:62 HF:773 H2O. The resulting
gel was introduced into a stainless steel autoclave, heated
to 170 �C and kept there for three days. Afterwards, the
product was recovered as described above.

The mesoporous ZSM-11 material was prepared accord-
ing to the new improved procedure. In a typical synthesis
procedure, 3.47 g of TEOS (167 mmol) was mixed with
7.58 g of TBAOH (11.7 mmol) and stirred for about
10 min. Then, a clear solution of 0.075 g of aluminum
nitrate (0.2 mmol) in 0.55 g water (197 mmol) was slowly
added. Then, 2 g of carbon was mixed with this solution.
This mixture was left for 6 h at room temperature allowing
the removal of ethanol formed during the hydrolysis of the
TEOS. To the resulting carbon, 0.585 g of 40 wt% HF
(11.7 mmol) solution was finally added with stirring. The
composition of the synthesis gel was 1 Al2O3:90 SiO2:62
TBAOH:62 HF:773 H2O. The resulting gel was introduced
into a stainless steel autoclave, heated to 170 �C and kept
there for six days. Afterwards, the product was recovered
as described above.

2.6. Synthesis of conventional and mesoporous BEA-type

materials in fluoride media

The synthesis of conventional BEA-type crystals was
based on the recipes from Camblor et al. [44] and Hazm
et al. [13]. In a typical synthesis procedure, 3.47 g of TEOS
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(167 mmol) was mixed with a mixture of 8.00 g of TEAOH
(19 mmol) and 0.55 g water (197 mmol), and stirred for about
10 min. This mixture was left with stirring for 6 h at room
temperature in an open polyethylene vessel allowing the
removal of ethanol formed during the hydrolysis of the
TEOS. To the resulting solution, 0.95 g of 40 wt% HF
(19 mmol) solution was finally added under stirring, which
lead instantaneously to a thick gel. The composition of the
resulting synthesis gel was 1 Al2O3:90 SiO2:100 TEAOH:100
HF:773 H2O. The resulting gel was introduced into a stainless
steel autoclave, heated to 140 �C and kept there for five days.
Afterwards, the product was recovered as described above.

The mesoporous BEA-type material was prepared
according to the new improved procedure. In a typical syn-
thesis procedure, 3.47 g of TEOS (167 mmol) was mixed
with a mixture of 8.00 g of TEAOH (19 mmol) and
0.55 g water (197 mmol), and stirred for about 10 min.
Then, 2 g of carbon was mixed with this solution. This mix-
ture was left for 6 h at room temperature allowing the
removal of ethanol formed during the hydrolysis of the
TEOS. To the resulting carbon, 0.95 g of 40 wt% HF
(19 mmol) solution was finally added with stirring. The
composition of the synthesis gel was 1 Al2O3:90 SiO2:100
TEAOH:100 HF:773 H2O. The resulting gel was intro-
duced into a stainless steel autoclave, heated to 140 �C
and kept there for five days. Afterwards, the product was
recovered as described above.

2.7. Synthesis of conventional and mesoporous AFI-type
materials in fluoride media

The syntheses of AFI-type materials were based on the
procedure given by Cundy [4]. In a typical synthesis of con-
Fig. 1. XRPD patterns of ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and Beta zeolites synthesized in fl
samples, while to the right is shown the conventional samples.
ventional AlPO-5 crystals, 1.5 g H3PO4 (13 mmol) was
mixed with 1 ml H2O and 1.62 g TEA (16 mmol) and the
solution was cooled to 0 �C. To the cool solution, 2.04 g
of aluminum isopropoxide (10 mmol) was added, and the
mixture was left for 2 h before 0.27 g 48 wt% HF
(6.5 mmol) was added. The mixture was stirred using a tef-
lon spatula for 2 h before being transferred to a teflon-bea-
ker which was placed in a teflon-lined stainless steel
autoclave with an additional ca. 20 ml H2O added outside
the teflon-beaker. The final composition of the synthesis gel
was 5 Al2O3:13 H3PO4:6.5 HF:16 TEA:76 H2O. The auto-
clave was heated to 175 �C over 30 min and maintained at
this temperature for two days. Afterwards, the product was
recovered as described above.

The mesoporous AlPO-5 materials were synthesized
using the following procedure. Typically, 2.04 g aluminum
isopropoxide (10 mmol) was dissolved in 7 ml THF, and
the solution was impregnated onto 2 g of carbon. The car-
bonaceous material was left to dry at room temperature
and in air overnight, or at least for 6 h. Then, the dry car-
bon material was impregnated with an aqueous solution of
phosphoric acid, triethylamine and hydrofluoric acid made
by mixing the components in that order. Using this proce-
dure, two mesoporous AlPO-5 samples were obtained, des-
ignated ‘‘AlPO-5 (s1)’’ and ‘‘AlPO-5 (s2)’’ corresponding to
lower and higher amount of structure-directing agent in the
gels, respectively. The final compositions of the synthesis
gels were 5 Al2O3:13 H3PO4:6.5 HF:16 TEA:76 H2O for
AlPO-5 (s1) and 5 Al2O3:13 H3PO4:6.5 HF:25 TEA:76
H2O for AlPO-5 (s2). The carbon materials were then
transferred to teflon-beakers which were placed in teflon-
lined autoclaves with ca. 20 ml water outside the beakers.
The autoclaves were heated to 175 �C over 30 min and
uoride media. To the left is shown the XRPD patterns of the mesoporous
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maintained at this temperature for three days. Afterwards,
the product was recovered as described above.
Table 1
Nitrogen physisorption data of the samples after combustion of the
organic template and the carbon matrix

Zeolite/
zeotype

Conventional/
mesoporous

Vmicro

(cm3/g)a
Vmeso

(cm3/g)b
BET area
(m2/g)c

ZSM-5 conv. 0.12 0.01 399
ZSM-5 meso. 0.11 0.31 346
ZSM-11 conv. 0.12 0.02 364
ZSM-11 meso. 0.10 0.29 342
BEA conv. 0.20 0.03 499
BEA meso. 0.18 0.36 507
AlPO-5 conv. 0.001 0.003 5
AlPO-5 (s1) meso. 0.02 0.37 150
AlPO-5 (s2) meso. 0.01 0.45 154
AlPO-34 conv. 0.26 0.007 563
AlPO-34 meso. 0.18 0.47 494

a Calculated by t-plot method.
b Calculated by BJH method (desorption).
c Calculated by BET method.
2.8. Synthesis of mesoporous and conventional CHA-type
materials in fluoride media

The syntheses of the CHA-type materials were based on
the procedures given by Tuel et al. [45]. In a typical synthe-
sis of conventional AlPO-34 crystals, 2.04 g aluminum iso-
propoxide (10 mmol) was suspended in 8.7 g H2O. To this
mixture was added 1.15 g H3PO4 (10 mmol), 0.21 g 48 wt%
HF (5 mmol) and 0.85 g piperidine (10 mmol). The result-
ing mixture was transferred to a teflon-beaker which was
placed in a teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave with an
additional ca. 20 ml H2O added outside the teflon-beaker.
The final gel composition was 5 Al2O3:10 H3PO4:5 HF:10
PIP:498 H2O. The autoclave was heated to 190 �C over
30 min and maintained at this temperature for 4–5 days.
Afterwards, the product was recovered as described above.

The mesoporous AlPO-34 materials were synthesized
using following procedure. Typically, 2.04 g aluminum iso-
propoxide (10 mmol) was dissolved in 7 ml THF, and the
solution was impregnated onto 2 g of carbon. The carbona-
ceous material was left to dry at room temperature in air
overnight, or at least for 6 h. Then, the dry carbon material
was impregnated with an aqueous solution of phosphoric
acid, piperidine and hydrofluoric acid made by mixing
the components in that order. The carbon materials were
then transferred to teflon-beakers which were placed in tef-
lon-lined autoclaves with ca. 20 ml water outside the beak-
ers. The final gel composition was 5 Al2O3:10 H3PO4:5
HF:10 PIP:127 H2O. The autoclaves were heated to
Fig. 2. XRPD patterns of AlPO-5 (s1), AlPO-5 (s2) and AlPO-34 zeotypes syn
mesoporous samples, while to the right is shown the conventional samples.
190 �C over 30 min and maintained at this temperature
for 4–5 days. Afterwards, the product was recovered as
described above.
3. Results

3.1. X-ray powder difraction

All XRPD patterns were obtained after synthesis and
subsequent combustion of the organic template and the
auxiliary carbon black material. XRPD patterns for the
mesoporous ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and Beta zeolites are shown
in Fig. 1, along with XRPD patterns of the conventional
thesized in fluoride media. To the left is shown the XRPD patterns of the
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samples. XRPD patterns obtained from the mesoporous
AlPO-5 (s1), AlPO-5 (s2) and AlPO-34 materials are shown
in Fig. 2, along with XRPD patterns of conventional
AlPO-5 and AlPO-34 samples.
3.2. Nitrogen physisorption

All physisorption data were acquired after combustion
of the organic template and the carbon black material. In
Table 1, the BET surface areas and micro- and mesopore
volumes for all samples are summarized. The mesopore sur-
faces areas for all samples were in the range 40–60 m2/g.
Fig. 3. Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms of mesoporous
ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and Beta zeolites synthesized in fluoride media. Inserts
show pore size distribution of these materials.
In Fig. 3, the nitrogen adsorption and desorption iso-
therms of the mesoporous ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and Beta zeo-
lites are shown. Fig. 4 illustrates the nitrogen adsorption
and desorption isotherms and pore size distribution for
mesoporous AlPO-5 (s1), AlPO-5 (s2) and AlPO-34
zeotypes.
3.3. Scanning electron microscopy

The results of the scanning electron microscopic studies
for conventional and mesoporous ZSM-5, ZSM-11, and
Beta zeolites after combustion of the carbon are shown
in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6, SEM images of conventional and
Fig. 4. Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms of mesoporous
AlPO-5 (s1), AlPO-5 (s2) and AlPO-34 zeotypes synthesized in fluoride
media. Inserts show pore size distribution of these materials.



Fig. 5. SEM images of conventional ZSM-5 zeolite, mesoporous ZSM-5 zeolite, conventional ZSM-11 zeolite, mesoporous ZSM-11 zeolite, conventional
zeolite Beta, and mesoporous zeolite Beta. All samples were synthesized in fluoride media.
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mesoporous AlPO-5 (s1), AlPO-5, (s2) and AlPO-34 zeo-
type samples are presented.

3.4. Transmission electron microscopy

The result of transmission electron microscopy for the
mesoporous BEA-type zeolite after combustion of the car-
bon is shown in Fig. 7. Images of ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 were
very to those previously published. Unfortunately, the zeo-
type materials were too unstable in the electron beam to
obtain TEM images of sufficient quality.

4. Discussion

4.1. X-ray powder diffraction

From Figs. 1 and 2, it is clearly seen that all zeolite and
zeotype samples contain highly crystalline structured
materials [46]. When comparing the mesoporous samples
with the conventional samples, it is seen that there is a
slight line-broadening in the peaks of the mesoporous
samples.
From the XRPD patterns of the obtained AlPO-5 (s1)
and AlPO-5 (s2) materials shown in Fig. 2 it is seen that
both AlPO-5 samples contain highly crystalline AFI-struc-
tured materials. However, in the case of AlPO-5 (s1), there
appears to be a slight amorphous background. Not surpris-
ingly, it is seen that increasing the amount of template also
increases the crystallinity of the ALPO-5 material. Thus,
the AlPO-5 sample synthesized using a higher amount of
template AlPO-5 (s2) contains no amormpous background.
The XRPD pattern of the mesoporous AlPO-34 material
shown in Fig. 2 is consistent with that of conventional
CHA-type single crystals containing extra-framework
water molecules [45]. The relatively sharp lines in the
XRPD patterns are indicative of highly crystalline samples.

4.2. Nitrogen physisorption

According to the IUPAC classification of physisorption
isotherms [47], all prepared mesoporous zeolite and zeo-
type materials have Type IV isotherms. They contain a hys-
teresis loop at relative pressures higher than p/p0 = 0.4,
which is typical for mesoporous materials. From the pore



Fig. 6. SEM images of conventional AlPO-5 (s1) zeotype, mesoporous AlPO-5 (s1) zeotype, conventional AlPO-5 (s2) zeotype, mesoporous AlPO-5 (s2)
zeotype, conventional AlPO-34 zeotype, and mesoporous AlPO-34 zeotype. All samples were synthesized in fluoride media.

Fig. 7. TEM image of the mesoporous zeolite Beta.
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size distributions of the synthesized ZSM-5, ZSM-11 and
Beta zeolites shown in Fig. 3, it is clearly seen that all these
materials have mesopores in the range of 250–300 Å. From
the pore size distributions of the synthesized AlPO-5 and
AlPO-34 zeotypes shown in Fig. 4, it is clearly seen that
all materials have mesopores with an average size of about
300 Å. The very similar shape of the physisorption iso-
therms of all the prepared materials suggests that all the
prepared materials feature the same kind of mesoporosity.

4.3. Scanning electron microscopy

All prepared zeolite samples appear to be highly crystal-
line. The average crystal size of the conventional zeolite
crystals determined from SEM, are in all cases larger than
that of the mesoporous zeolite crystals as shown in Fig. 5.
The typical coffin-shape of ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 crystals is
observed for both conventional samples, and can also be
seen for the mesoporous samples. The major difference
between the conventional and mesoporous zeolite crystals
is the presence of non-crystallographic intracrystalline mes-
opores resulting in the very high porosity and the relatively
large average pore size of the mesoporous zeolite single
crystals samples. The conventional zeolite Beta material
has the typical rounded-cube shape. From the SEM image
of the mesoporous zeolite Beta, it can be seen that the crys-
tals have shapes typical for mesoporous single crystals. It
was shown previously [48], that using the standard synthe-
sis procedure in alkaline media it is possible to get only
nanosized Beta material, and this was confirmed in the
present study. Here, we show that use of fluoride ions
allowed us to obtain mesoporous zeolite Beta single crystal
materials.

The SEM studies of the conventional AlPO-5 sample
shown in Fig. 6 reveals that this material consists of fairly
long needled- or column-shaped crystals, typically with a
crystal width in the range of 1–3 lm. For both of the mes-
oporous AlPO-5 samples the needle- or column-shaped
crystal morphology is also observed, however, for these
materials it seems that by increasing the amount of
structure-directing agent in the gel, crystals with plate-like
morphology appear in competition with the needle- or col-
umn-shaped crystals. This observation suggests that it is
possible to crystallize mesoporous AlPO-5 materials with
different crystal morphologies, and that varying the
amount of structure-directing agent provides means for
controlling the morphology of these mesoporous materials.
Furthermore, the SEM analyses of both AlPO-5 (s1) and
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AlPO-5 (s2) samples revealed that there were no nanosized
crystals present in either of the samples. Thus, both these
materials consist of mesoporous single crystals, even
though the crystals do not clearly exhibit the sponge-like
appearance common for the related zeolite materials.
SEM analysis of the conventional AlPO-34 material reveals
that this material consists of regularly shaped crystals with
typical sizes in the range 2–10 lm, as shown in Fig. 6. In
contrast to this, as is also illustrated in Fig. 6, the mesopor-
ous AlPO-34 sample seems to consist of a sponge-like
material or agglomerates of nanosized crystals, which
might both explain the mesoporisity of the material. How-
ever, since the physisorption isotherms of the mesoporous
AlPO-34 material is qualitatively identical to those of the
zeolite materials, we propose that the mesoporisity of this
materials does in fact result from mesopores generated
within each individual crystal by removal of the auxilary
carbon matrix and not from the individual crystals being
of nanosize. Thus, all the prepared samples appear to be
mesoporous single crystal materials.

4.4. Transmission electron microscopy

From the TEM image of the mesoporous BEA-type zeo-
lite crystals, shown in Fig. 7, it is easy to see the individual
mesoporous zeolite crystals, which are relatively large
(around 2 lm in length) and with well-defined shape. Fur-
thermore, the significant mesoporosity of the individual
zeolite Beta crystals is clearly visible from the micrograph.
The sponge-like appearance of the crystals is typical for
this kind of mesoporous single crystal materials, and
results from intracrystalline mesopores created by combus-
tion of the carbon. In this work, the single crystal nature of
the mesoporous BEA sample was confirmed by SAD, but
previous works have shown that mesoporous crystals
obtained in this way are generally mesoporous single crys-
tals [49].

5. Conclusions

We have synthesized and characterized a number of new
mesoporous zeolite and zeotype materials by extending the
recently developed carbon-templating strategy to also incor-
porate the fluoride route. The procedure is extremely adapt-
able as shown by the synthesis of mesoporous zeolite as
well as mesoporous zeotype materials. The procedure have
not only afforded mesoporous ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 single
crystals, which are possible to synthesize from basic media,
but also mesoporous BEA-type single crystals, which so far
may only be obtained by our new procedure combining
carbon-templating with the fluoride route. Thus, this newly
developed synthesis scheme opens up for synthesizing new
mesoporous materials not available from basic crystalliza-
tion gels. Also mesoporous AlPO-n zeotype materials of
AFI and CHA framework structures could be synthesized
using the combined carbon-templating fluoride route strat-
egy. SEM analyses of the prepared mesoporous AlPO-5
(AFI) materials suggest that it is possible to synthesize this
material in different crystal morphologies. The mesoporos-
ity of the mesoporous AlPO-34 (CHA) material is not as
easily recognized as for the other materials, but the strong
resemblance of the shape of the physisorption isotherm of
this sample with those of the mesoporous zeolite materials
imply that this material also consists of mesoporous single
crystals. Thus, the present investigation reveals that com-
bining the fluoride route with carbon-templating provides
access to a range of new materials by a highly versatile
approach.
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